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"Schools and Innovations: A Prologue to Planning"
is the report of a directed research project
undertaken by three students in the School of
Architecture at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
in Troy, New York.

The motive behind the study is two-fold. It is
hoped that this survey of innovation in education
and its implications for educator and architect
might,

- Provide a common ground of understanding,
upon which educe and architect can commun-
icate in order t, provide facilities that
will truly support the educational program.

- Provide a wide background for the ,investi-
gating team in order that their degree theses
might prove to be significant contributions
both in the fields of education and archi-
tecture. These theses will be undertaken in
the Spring 1965 school term.

The project was undertaken under the auspices of
Rensselaer's architectural research office, and
as an adjunct to a study this office is conduc-
ting for the U.S. Office of Education. Members
of the Rensselaer faculty serving as advisors for
the project are Harry E. Rodman, Professor of
Architecture, Morton C. Gassman, Associate Pro-
fessor of Architecture, and Alan C. Green,
Assistant Professor of Architecture and chairman
of the advisory group.
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INTRODUCTION



IN- NO -V /TE, v.i., [Lat., innovare,
to make new'', to make changes in
something already established; to
introduce new things.

-- Winston Dictionary



The Communication Gap
Between Educator
and Architect

introduction

As a result of the twin explosions of population
and information in the twentieth century, the
task of education has taken on vast new propor-
tions. Coincident with these explosions has been
an unprecedented public concern for the education
of our nation. Together these three factors have
forced a detailed exploration and analysis of
teaching and learning; and as a result, a real
"climate for change" has evolved. As part of
this "climate," curricula and methodology have
been revised, educators and psychologists have
stepped up the probe into the nature of learning,
and the technology of our times is beginning to
produce the means for putting the thinking into
practice. Finally local boards are seeing the
need to devote time and money to research, sup-
plementing contributions of foundations and gov-
ernments.

The results of this "climate" have been a multi-
tude of innovations in education. Seeking to fit
the dual criteria of excellence and economy, new
approaches have been suggested and tried in every
conceivable area of the education field.

Innovation creates problems, however. First, the
administrator is faced with choosing those inno-
vations which will best fit his district's goals
and objectives, a problem which must be solved
within the education profession. A second problem
is one which involves not one but two distinct
professions:,the need to build. tow the architect
is brought into the tangle and turmoil of change.
Not only must the educator try to sort out the in-
novations for his own benefit, but he must also
try to convey them and their implications for fac-
ilities to the architect. The architect, too,
finds that he must increase his familiarity with
what is going on in the field.

Except in rare cases, neither educator nor archi-
tect has been willing to take the first steps to
bridge the very definite gap which is developing
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The Objectives
of This Report

The Audience

between them. All over the nation new education
programs are being attempted, for good or bad,
and yet school facilities remain alarmingly in-
sensitive to them.

The primary objective which has guided the authors
in preparing this report is that of providing a
common ground of understanding between educator
and architect, a ground on which they can discuss
and can make decisions as a prologue to planning
school facilities.

In order to fulfill this objective, these inter-
mediate goals have been established

- To attempt to organize the wide range of in-
novations into a rough framework so that in-
vestigation and analysis can take place on an
orderly basis.

- To attempt to isolate each innovation (al-
though it is recognized that this cannot be
the case in practice) in order to present a
definition, an exploration into its nature,
and implications for students, teachers, and
facilities.

- To attempt to present these innovations as
"building blocks" which can be put together
by educator and architect, allowing them to
realize implications for facilities before
any actual planning of spaces takes place.

Since its primary objective is an attempt to help
bridge the communication gap between educator and
architect, the primary audience toward which this
report is directed is composed of men in these
two fields. Qualifications are made, though,

- The educator, first of all, must be willing
to take action to bridge the gap. Uefore ma-

king any decision to build he must develop an



Only a First Step

introduction

educational program for his district, he
must have his goals and the methods for
reaching them firmly in mind.

- The architect, too, must be willing to take
action to bridge the gap. He must be will-
ing to gain enough background in the field of
education to intelligently and meaningfully
discuss innovation with the educator. He
must have a deep interest in providing phys-
ical facilities that will truly support the
educational program.

A secondary audience to which this study is di-
rected may include anyone really interested in
the education of our nation, from the superin-
tendent to the kindergarten teacher, from the
board member to the district's youngest taxpayer.

The key word in the title of this report is "pro-
logue." It is expected that the audience of ed-
ucators and architects for whom it is written
will find it useful as a first step toward plan-
ning facilities that will complement the district
program, For this reason, actual design studies
and schemes are avoided -- rather it is hoped that
interested educators and architects will be able
to take the implications noted, and from them
work out design solutions which will fulfill the
needs of the individual district.

The Organization SECTIONS
of the Report

The innovations have been organized into broad
Sections for purposes of presentation and dis-
cussion,

1 Organizing Students in Groups
2 Organizing Curricula for Individual Differences
3 Organizing Staff for Effectiveness
4 Organizing Time for iffctiveness
5 Organizing Plant for Effectiveness
6 Improving the Administrative Process
7 Improving the Communicative Process
8 Extending the Role of the School
9 Developing Co-operative Resources 4 Services
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There is no need to read the Sections, or even
the innovations discussed in them, in any speci-
fic order, the building-block approach is design-
ed to allow each to stand on its own feet. It

.is suggested, however, that introductory material,
consisting of problems and background information,
presented in the first few pages of each Section
be read before the individual innovations are ta-
ken up.

INNOVATIONS

The innovations discussed are, in turn, organized
in terms of,

- A definition, and description of oFeration.

- flow the innovation solves the problems pres-
ented at the beginning of the Section, and
what new problems may be created.

- What organizational patterns may be implied.

- The effects on the roles of student, teacher,
and administrator.

- The implications for facilities.

While each innovation is necessarily treated auton-
omously, the reader must be ever aware of the
overlap which exists everywhere. Cross-reference
has been used extensively, particularly in cases
where innovations work well together, or where
they may be fundamentally opposed to each other.

REFERENCES

No footnotes are used, and quoted naterial is
referred to by title only. A complete bibliogra-
phy of helpful materials is presented at the con-
clusion of the report. Since this listing is
broken down by Section, the reader will note many
multiple listings -- further evidence of this
overlap among innovations!

i - 4



Methodology Employed

The Limitations

introduction

As was noted at the outset, this report was pre-
pared under the auspices of the architectural
research staff at Rensselaer, which has been en-
gaged in the field of educational facilities for
a number of years, and which is currently conduc-
ting some research work under contract with the
U.S. Office of Education. The methodogy employed
in the conduct of the project and the preparation
of this report included,

- Regular meetings with the advisory group
(Professors Rodman, Gassman and Green) to
discuss and analyze findings, and to exchange
ideas.

- A review of current literature in the field,
provided through the architectural research
office at Rensselaer, the New York State Edu-
cation Department, the New York State Library
and others.

- Seminars and informal discussions with men and
women in all areas of the field, including,
school superintendents, principals, classroom
teachers, educational consultants, district
business managers, architects, electronics
and technical consultants, and specialists in
innovation, communications, and administrative
services.

It must be noted at the beginn'ng that the authors
recognize several limitations built into this
report.

First, the field is so far-ranging and so complex
that it is virtually impossible to cover every
facet and aspect in a study such as this.

Second, the drive to achieve comprehensiveness
necessarily sacrifices detail and depth of cover-
age. As a result of this, many generalizations
have been made and the authors realize that this
often leaves room for unintended and unexpected
interpretations. It is only hoped that they will
be minimal.

i - 5
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A Point About
School Structure

,mm...gmrrwmpww

Third, as students of architecture the authors
have tried to avoid making value judgments on
the various approaches. Unfortunately bias is
a powerful phenomenon and strikes even in the
most well-intentioned reporting. For this,
apology is also made.

Finally, it must be reiterated that this report
can hope to be no more than a first step -- a
small one at that -- toward providing adequate
physical facilities. It is hoped though, that
it can provide some kind of beginning, some kind
of take-off point for attacking the problem.

In discussing the organization of schools and
the elements that make they up, one point should
he made at the beginning. As in the case of the
proverbial child who insists on adding apples
and oranges, too often we tend to compare unlike
components of school organization,

- VERTICAL ORGANIZATION, which, as we will use
it, deals with the methods the school employs
to classify students and move them upward
through time, from the point they enter until
the point at which they leave. Grading and
nongrading are vertical organizations.

- HORIZONTAL ORGANIZATION, which, on the other
hand, concerns itself with ways of dividing
the students among available resources --
teachers, courses, rooms, times. Team teach-
ing and large-group instruction are examples
of horizontal organizations.

Of course there are overlaps, and the distinction
cannot religiously apply to every innovation that
will be discussed. The "little school," discus-
sed in Section 5, for example, combines elements
of both organizations. Remembering the distinc-
tion, however, will help solve many arguments
before they begin.

i - 6
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ORGANIZING STUDENTS
IN GROUPS
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WHY VARY G R O U P S I Z E ?

Group Size --
The Key to Solving
Certain Problems

The grouping of students is a key factor in meet-
ing many of the growing pressures on education
today. It gives the administrator the chance to
manipulate students, teachers, and facilities
not only to compensate for shortages of space
and personnel, but it also provides many new
learning experiences not available in the con-
ventional classroom. By abandoning the 30-to-1
student-teacher ratio in favor of varying group
sizes, the school may be better equipped to cope
with these problems:

- The increase in the number of students in
our schools. Not only is our population
growing at a rapid pace, but the percentage
of it in school continues to increase.

- A shortage of qualified teachers.

- A shortage of facilities which must be met
by conversion, rennovation and new building.

The demand for quality instruction to meet
modern needs.

- The demand for a greater variety of subjects,
and ;it the same time, a demand for greater
integratior, of subject matter.

- The need to use new instructional aids and
media to cope with the expanding body of
knowledge.

- The need to further utilize existing resources
and facilities to keep costs down.

1 1
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Breaking the
Traditional
Size of Groups

Large-Group
and Small-Group

AN I N T R O D U C T I O N

Aside from the pressure of the problems already
mentioned, there are two forces which are liter-
ally opening the door for breaking down the 30-
man classroom. The first is the need to provide
a variety of sizes that will enable the learner
to participate in a variety of learning situations.
The ideal solution would be the changing of group
size with every learning situation and with every
student variable (age, maturity, ability, atten-
tion span, etc). Attempts at individualizing
curricula, discussed in Section 2, virtually go
this far in breaking down group size.

Visual aids and media, too, have had tremendous
effects on group size. Comprehensive materials
can he brought to the small class; and the use
of these devices can greatly extend the size of
the large class.

What is a large group? a small group? In dis-
cussing group sizes we will use intra-group com-
munication as the dividing line between large
and small. In groups of sixty or more, two-way
communication becomes nearly impossible. In
small groups of fifteen or less, this type of
communication works best. In the middle area,
from fifteen to sixty students, either one-way or
two-way communication may be employed.

Since we are so familiar with the so-called mid-
dle (15-60) group mentioned above, this Section
will deal primarily with Large-Group Instruction,
and another method of combining students in small
schools; Multi-class Teaching.

1-2
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LARGE-GROUP INSTRUCTION
...111141111V

Defining the The term "large-group" instruction is broadly
Large-Group defined here to include instruction of many stu-

dents (usually sixty or more) by one instructor.
This may mean that the instructor works in the
same room as the students in the large-group, or
that he is broadcasting to them in different
rooms. As noted in the introduction, the lower
limit has been set by the large-group's inherent
inability to foster real two-way communication;
when one considers the possibilities of using
commercial TV as a broadcast medium, the upper
limit of the large-group may extend into the
thousands!

Some Limited
Response Permitted

Complementary
Seminar Groups

Total one-way communication to the large-group
need not always be the case. Response systems
(discussed in detail in Section. 7) are available
to reinforce subject material and to allow some
elementary two-way communication in the large-
group situation. Wh',In the large-group is spread
out in many different rooms and receiving the
lecture by television, phones, or other means,
two-way discussion is possible if the equipment
is designed for it. The awkwardness of the situ-
ation, however, operates against "questions from
the floor" in most cases. Another interesting
effect of these limited response systems is that
teachers, in anticipation of ouestions, work
harder on presentation of material.

Despite some limited response in the large-group,
most educators feel this situation really needs
a complementary seminar experience in which the
learner can take an active role. This also al-
lows for explanation of lecture material, dis-
cussion on questions, and so on.
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Applications

The Teacher's Role

Many different "plans" for combining large-group
experiences and then supplementary seminars have
been tried; most have been quite successful.
One educator, Dr. James Mosel notes that he
gained a more effective learning situation by
taking conventional hour lectures (given three
times a week) and rescheduling time as follows:

. Twenty minutes of lecture
- Ten minutes allowed to answer three essay-
type questions

- Fifteen-minute "buzz" session to resolve
these questions

- Fifteen minutes allowed for questions on the
lecture.

The results of this kind of scheduling were not
only concise lectures, but immediate opportunities
for reinforcement were provided through the dis-
cussion and questions.

Large-group instruction has been used for many
years at the college level, allowing one staff
member to lecture hundreds of students at a time,
particularly in "core" courses.

The new uses of large-group instruction are at
the secondary and even elementary levels. Schools
such as Wayland High School in Wayland, Massachu-
setts, and Ridgewood High School in Norridge,
Illinois, are using large-group teaching to sat-
isfy more students with fewer teachers. Others
are finding that some large-group instruction is
possible on the lower levels, too; the primary
difference lies in the reduced attention spans
characteristic of youngsters.

The role of the teacher in large-group instruction
is, as conventionally, that of information-giver.
He has been greatly aided in this task, however,
by the development of instructional aids and
media which allow him to have at his fingertips
material for comparisons, reinforcement, detailed
descriptions, and so on.

1-4



Time Spent in
the Large-Group

Implications
for Facilities

large-group instruction 1

The invention of the video tare has given large-
group instruction flexibility which was not pos-
sible in live broadcasting. The ability to tape
a lecture, and then play it back at any time not
only allows many runs of the same lecture (saving
the teacher from repeating it over and over again),
but also allows the teacher to see himself in
action, to notice flaws, and give him opportunities
for correcting them. Finally, taped lectures may
be made available to an absent student at his own
convenience.

One of the most stringent demands placed on the
teacher in large-group instruction is the need
for planning. The instructor must not only con-
sider the nature and amount of material to be

Qcovered in the lecture, he must actually decide on
the responses he is looking for; he will not find
it easy to "play it by ear," patterning his pre-
sentation on class response.

The time alloted to large -group instruction in
the school's program will vary with each school's
educational objectives. The Trump Plan (see
Section 3) implemented within conventional cur-
ricula advocates that 40% of the student's time
be spent in the large-group. Dr. Edwin Read, a
proponent of individual-centered curricula, on
the other hand recommends limiting large-group
activities to a mere 10% of the student's time;
his argument is that if individual progress is
the keynote of the school's program, large-group
instruction really only finds value for initial
presentations, guest lectures, etc.

As has been noted, large-group instruction may be
accomplished with both students and teacher in
one large room, or with students scattered in
different facilities.

Presentation of material by the teacher in the
same room as all of the students generally implies
a large lecture hall accommodating as many stu-
dents as possible. This would economize on staff
(only one teacher used) and space (only one room

1-5
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large -group instruction

several
groups

The Large
Lecture Space

used for one period). The presentation via
television, on the other hand, implies smaller
spaces, perhaps even existing conventional class-
rooms. In this case, less specialized teachers
might work with the studio teacher to handle
questions and raise discussion points in the
individual rooms.

many
small
groups

The key to the entire
question, of course, is
one of economics. While
the big room may be the
answer in many resrects,
can it be economically
justified? At what size
does the amount of techni-
cal eouirment for ampli-
fication and magnification
become exhorbitant? Will
such a large space be
adaptable enough to get
day-long use? In all
cases the administrator
must balance the factors
of utilization, staff,
subject matter, numbers
of students, and available
sraces in making decisions
on how to best accommodate
large-grour instruction.

The large lecture space enjoys the advantage of
placing the speaker in the same room as the stu-
dents. High - duality instructional aids can be
used without fear of losing their clarity or
effectiveness over broadcast media. aterials
and eouipment for instruction are concentrated
in one place, and need not be moved all over the
school. Finally, there is no need to nrovide
cable throughout the building if large-group
activities can be confined to large snaces.

New Spaces for Learning, the result of exhaustive
research into spaces for aids and media (partic-
ularly in large -group instruction), rives a
general checklist of design considerations for
large lecture spaces:

1-6
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- An optimum viewing area, as defined by the
various images to be viewed and viewing
angles will determine effective room size.

- Stepped or slopped floors will provide the
best viewing conditions in large rooms.

- Whether spaces are large or small, windows
are a liability rather than an asset.

- All learning spaces should be air-conditioned.

- Proper acoustical treatment in rooms, and
sound insulation between rooms is essential.

- Carefully-planned, srecial lighting is a
prime essential to the proper functioning of
large -group spaces.

- From the initial stages of design, the mech-
anical, structural, acoustical and lighting
elements must be constructed together as a
co-ordinated system.

- A conscious effort toward carefully designed
color schemes in rooms is desirable.

- In designing the sraces, aids and media should
he considered with instructional methods as
integral systems rather than simply pieces
of eouipment to be included in the sraces.

- The concept et a co-ordinated display surface
or "teaching wall" should be encouraged.

- Whenever possible, projection equipment should
be located in a projection center or area,
and should he remote-controlled.

- Both front and rear projection methods should
be at least initially considered. The latter
may be preferable since total darkening is
not recruited.

1-7
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The Smaller Spaces

Other Considerations

- The question of one large projected TV image
versus smaller monitors scattered throughout
the room should be considered; the first is
considered to be more desirable.

- The adjunct facilities (storage, preparation,
etc.) should be also considered in design.

- The flexibility and convertibility of the
space should be carefully thought out ahead
of time.

New Spaces then proceeds into actual design stud-
ies of large-group spaces developed using the
above as guidelines. A classroom was then built
on the Rensselaer campus to test the principles
and make modifications as needed.

While the smaller spaces lack the presence of the
instructor and may require monitoring, they can
be made effective, particularly where money is
saved by utilizing existing facilities. Utili-
zation is further enhanced since spaces of this
size are more adaptable to different kinds of
activities than are large-spaces with their slo-
ping floors and permanent fixtures.

The ideal seminar room should house about fifteen
students. Above this number, the size of the
group and the distance between them simply does
not allow for effective discussion. One advan-
tage of seminar spaces is that they can often
be "put together" within existing spaces by using
moveable dividers, etc.

Another influencing factor in the design of any
large-group space is external circulation. Not
only will these rooms be used by teachers and
students from all over the school, but they also
tend to "dump" large numbers of students from
their doors at the period change. Circulation
spaces around the rooms should, therefore, be
ample.

1-8
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MULTI -CLASS TEACHING

A Definition

The Teacher's Role

Multi-class teaching can be defined as instruc-
tion of one or more subjects to more than one
group in the same room, at the same time, by the
same teacher.

This concept allows small schools to offer pro-
grams and courses that would normally be considered
uneconomical to administer to only a few students.
Large schools, too, may increase the number of
courses and combinations offered by using multi-
class methods.

Implied in this concept is the existence of a
certain amount of flexible scheduling during the
school year to meet student needs as they arise.
Undoubtedly, too, the types and amount of multi-
class teaching will vary widely each year.

The multi-class teacher must be able to handle
many activities at the same time. There will be
demands made on teachers that are not normally
found: he will have to be well-versered in not
one but several areas of a discipline. A lan-
guage teacher may be teaching three different
languages in the same room at the same time; he
must be both a specialist and a generalist.

To perform at top efficiency, the multi-class
teacher must plan his lessons carefully, with the
progress of each individual well in mind. Much
of the success of this kind of teaching depends
on his ability to stimulate many students in a
variety of directions. Such tr,aching implies
creativity, planning, and hard work.

1-9
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Applicability of
Multi-class Methods

The Student's Role

Facilities

Multi-class teaching can be applied at a variety
of levels; Desirns for Small High Schools spends
a treat deal of time and effort in pointing un
and providing design studies to support the vari-
ous possibile combinations.

In multi-class teaching the student is more res-
ponsible for his own learning, In language in-
struction, for example, one-third of a class ray
be using, a text, another third being taught by
the teacher, and the last third using machines.
This intensely active environment will require
concentration on the student's rapt.

The implications for facilities are complicated
by the temporary patterns of multi-class teach-
ing from one year to another. In any case, some
generalizations can be made:

SCIENCE CLASSROOM

1-10

- Rooms should be less
specialized; an elaborate
chemistry lab will serve
well the large school,
but the smaller school
may need to utilize a
general science lab with
alcoves for the various
discipline press.

- Teachers must have a side
space or small office
adjacent to the learning
area to plan activities
and confer with students.

- spaces should
accommodate similar uses
even if they are not all
related to one discipline.
An audio lab, for instance,
may also be used for for-
eirn languages, enplish,
and instruction in using
business machines.
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WHY INDI VI DUAL! Z E
T H E C U R R I C U L U M ?

The Concern for
the Differences
Among Individuals

In recent years, the rsycholopist and the
educator have been most concerned about the
problems caused by individual differences,
raTticularly those in regard to the assimila-
tion of information.

The summarization of a great den] of data
seems to indicate these significant rnints:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
actual grade ievels

(r eading)

A 5th GRADE CLASS

- Children enter our
first grades with a
three to four year
range in abilities
and in readiness to
rrofit from our
"graded minimum
essentials curricula"
today.

- This initial spread
in abilities is likely
to double by the time
that the same prour of
children arnroaches the
end of elementary years.

- Achievement levels within
the individual rm., vary
widely from learning area
to learning area.

What factors give rise to individual differences?
A wide range, both internal and externrl to the
learner, are involved. in the first category we
note that the relationshir and "balance" of chroro-
lopical, mental and emotional apes within each
individual varies. Also, there are many degrees
of mental and rhysical shortcomings ir irdividuals
that contribute to differences. In the second
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category, external factors such as the socio-
economic background of students, and the local
educational situation can be significant as
causes for differences among individuals.

The Concern About The traditional concept of failure in our schools
"Failure" and is based on the failure of the student to achieve,
"Repeating" within a given time, certain levels of mastery of

subject matter. These are levels which, accord-
ing to theory, a "normal" student should be able
to attain.

Utilizing the
Students' Potential

The psychologist who is aware of indi-iidual dif-
ferences, on the other hand, takes irsT with the
idea that anyone is truly "normal" vid wt..ald pre-
fer to redefine failure as the failu,e of the stu-
dent to grow in terms of his own organic p4ttern --

that is, in terms of his own native ability and
rate of growth -- toward socially desirable goals.

If the second definition is considered valid, just
who is responsible for failure? The student? The
teacher? The school?

And finally, why is failure and repeating objec-
tionable? First, it seems wasteful to force a
student to repeat a whole year's material when
he may actually have retained a great deal of it
the first time. Also, it is considered that re-
peating can often he destructive of mental hygiene,
that the repeater often develops defense mechanisms
and generally antagonistic behavior. Finally, it
is realized that promoted slow-moving children
achieve at higher levels, are much less aggressive
toward school, and get along better with their
peers than non-promoted children.

We must attempt greater utilization of students'
capabilities, potentialities and interests than
we are now doing. Why shouldn't these factors,
inherent stimulants to learning, he exploited
rather than plowed under by the curriculum and
by teaching methodology?
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The Need to With increasing* emrhasis on the rroblers ofDiscipline "dropouts" and "intellectual waste" in our
schools, how can the curriculum provide the
forces to motivate, to stimulate the individual
to higher pools? Can the curriculum aid in dis-
ciplining the student (or, better vet, helr hir
to discinline himself), both in education, and
in other areas of human behavior?

Curriculum Research
is Contradicting
"Locksten" Methods

Modern research into curricula and the learrin
process as a whole goes a lone way to contradict
traditional "lockster" (arranrinc' students in
rigid Trades) ethoeology.

First of all, curriculum theory is surrnrtinp the
thesis that learninc* is continuous, that it rrn-
ceeds along a "horizontal cortinuur", if "nu will.
Therefore, forcine a student to arbitrarih star
learning at the end of a year (whether he is ahead
of, or behind the "normal" race) is out -of -lire
with this thesis. Another roint to rererber is
that learning, while continuous, does not rroceed
along a straight line; there are hound to be many
irregularities alone the way.

It has also been sugPested that the tire or level
at which children are tnupht srecific facts rakes
little difference when corirared to the importance
of introducine the facts coincident (or shortly
after) the controlling concerts have been mastered.

Finally, the learninc' nrocess attempts to relate
each learninc' exrerience to the other. Just how
long it takes, and just in what order a child be-
gins to realize these interderendencies is a very
personalized thins*. A teacher lecturing to thirty
children at once can only assure that these rela-
tionships are corning at the same rate -- euite a
foolish assurrtion considerinp what we know about
individual differences.
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G R A D ! NG & N O N G R A D I N G

A PERSPECTIVE VIEW

A Vertical Both grading and nongrading have one important

Structure point in common -- they are ways of vertically
structuring the educational program. Their
interest lies in providing a path for the student
from the time he enters school to the time he
graduates from it. We must be careful not to
confuse these aims with those whose prime purpose
is to divide up students and teachers in the most
effective ways, the process of horizontally struc-
turing the school.

Why Grading in
the First Place?

Before launching into a lengthydiscussion about
"breaking the lockstep", rerhans we should take
a look at the graded school; on what basis it
exists, and what the trends have been in the
United States in the past century.

Grading is actually a medieval concept that found
nearly universal acceptance in this country in
the 1840's. From the standpoint of the educator,
there are many logical reasons for the graded
school:

- In the 1840's the people felt that the needs
of society, and therefore, the needs of the
learner; could be best served by a simple
program of elementary education.

- Knowledge and skills available to the learner,
and those actually needed by him, were much
more limited than they are now.

- It seemed reasonable to package fundamental
facts and skills by degree of hardness. The

evolution of the printed textbook deeply under-
scored this theorem in education.
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Basic Assumptions
Which Underlie the,
Graded Schools

The Trends Away
Fr= the Graded School

introduction
1 2

- There was a lack of real insieht into
differences among individuals. Differences
in achievement were usually chalked un to
differences in willingness, in intelligence,
or in just plain ambition.

- Grading is a handy administrative device;
and, once established, the inertia to break
away from it became trerendnus.

Therefore, we can say that the graded school
seems to make these basic assumptions:

- Elementary and secondary schools should
always cover a srecific body of subject
matter.

- This subject matter should be rigorously
identified and prescribed.

- Individual differences merely determine
one's chances in the race to cover the
material.

People have not always been harry about Pradinr.
John Goodlad and Robert Anderson, themselves
vigorous twentieth-century rrnronents of non-
grading, note that forces to break the locVster
existed in sore isniated casos as early as the
1860's.

A nuick historical summary might look like this:

- Pupils in grades by chronological are (1850)

- Supervised study increasinply rrominent hv
1910.

- Winnetka and Dalton Plans (1919-1920) lend
some emphasis to individual develornent.
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Orpani zing the
Approaches to
Individualizing
The Curriculum

1

2

- Offering of elective courses prevalent by
1925.

- Homogeneous (;roaming by IX. begins (1930)

- Rise of "core" curricula and general educa-
tion studies seen from 1945 to 1950.

- 3- and 4-track rlans begin to evolve in
the 1950s,

- Totally nonpraded curricula seen by many as
the natural end result of this develonment.
Some plans tried in the 1960s.

We will approach the breaking of the lockstep in
much the same way that history has; each of the
so-called steps goes a little farther toward rec-
ognizing individual differences and in providing*
an individual-centered curriculum. The most far-
reaching solution so far proposed, nonpradinp
(with all its good and had points) will be dis-
cussed last.

Many of these approaches have been accepted as
autonomous solutions to the nrohlems nresented.
This may be because educators feel that the
approach is sufficient to answer the problems, or
because administrative problems at least tempor-
arily preclude the adoption of farther-renchinp
approaches. We shall discuss each as both an
autonomous arrroach, and as a sten toward attain-
ing the more far-reaching
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STEP 1 - HOMOGENEOUS
TRACKING begins to pro-
vide for differences by
dividing students into
groups based on ability
or achievement.

STEP 2 - INDIVIDUALIZED
SCHEDULING allows the
student some freedom in
selecting courses or pro-
grams tailored to his
interests.
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STEP 3 - DIPIVIDUAL
STUITNT PPOWSS en-
larves on these cor-
cents by allowirr tie
student to rropress at
his own rate and can:le-
fty thro6gh some trades
or courses within the
graded rramework.

snr 4 - NONCVADD
oRricrLA allows each
studert tc nroaress tr,
his own rate to the
mint of totally elir-
inatin^ "courses" an,1

"Trades".

2

Because of the irterdenendencies of each of these
nrrrosches on one another, it is suppected that
this entire section be rend as a unit, rather than
as a collection of senarate tonics.
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HOMOGENEOUS TRACK I NG

Using Homogeneous
Tracking or.

Ability Grouping

Homogeneous Tracking, or Ability Growling, has
been suite widely used in our schools for two
decades now. It attempts to divide grades or
classes into their components based on achieve-
ment, or ability to achieve. A fifth-grade
class of ninety, for examnle, may he divided
into three sections; above-average, average,
and below-average. The theory is that the
teacher of each group can apply instructional
techninues that "fit" the group; the gifted
students may srend more time doing individual
or small -grout nrojects, while the slower
learners can receive remedial instructions.

above
ave.

ABILITY LEVEL

As an attempt to begin
to recornize individual
differences, homogeneous
grouping has had much to
recommend it; no longer
would instruction be al-
ways geared to the middle
element, allowing the
slower student to fall by
the wayside, or the tal-
ented student to languish
unchallenged. As a staff
organization, ton, ability
grouping allows teachers
who are especially tal-
ented to work with slower
students, decreasing the
Possibilities of failure
and needless repeating.
Teachers who never could
be bothered by the slow
child can have the orror-
tunity to handle faster-
moving students.

Proponents of schemes calling for wider recognition
of individual differences (individual rropress plans,
nonpradinp, etc.) tend to frown on ability grouping
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as an autonomous aprroach to the rroblems. They
say that,

- The homogeneous grout is a myth! While
statistics show that there is usually a
substantial middle segment, and then easily
identifiable fringe grours, there are too
many factors involved to always group stu-
dents this way,

- Grouping students by general achievement
levels is likely to disrePard the learning-
area variations within individuals.

- Ability prouring is generally unenuirned to
meet subtle changes in understanding.

- Frequent chances and rerrourincs should be
made or the student will be aware of his
ability "niche". This may cause discour-
agement and a general loss of motivation to
learn, or may promote an overblown need to
compete.

Just how these conflicts are resolved is ur to the
individual school. There is little doubt that
homogeneous tracking really only scratches the sur-
face of individual differences because it rarely
provides a truly individual-centered curriculum.

Homogeneous tracking may be an integral part of
other more far-reaching arrroaches, however. It
is widely used for temporary grouping of students
in individual propress and nongraded nrorrams.

The implications for facilities are not easy to
note in black and white. One point is clear,
thougli, and that is if different sections of the
same grade are to receive en,_l'ely different means
of instruction and study, the facilities should he
adaptable enough to provide for this. If gifted
learners are allowed to do independent work, facil-
ities for these activities (discussed under "Indi-
vidual Student Progress" in this Section) must he
provided. If srecial aids and media will he pro-
vided for both the gifted and the slow, facilities
must be considered.
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INDIVIDUALIZED
SCHEDULING

A Second Step

Solving the Problems

We will consider individualized scheduling as a
second step in "breaking the lockstep" of the
traditional school. Essentially, individualized
scheduling (as we will treat it) takes place in
a graded system and allows the student more range
in selecting courses and sequences. This is gen-
erally in opposition to what most schools are do-
ing; that is, the fitting of students to college-
prep, commercial, or technical "tracks". While
these tracks are often elaborately designed, the
requirements are usually pre-set and rarely ad-
justed to the interests and abilities of the stu-
dent. Individualized scheduling hopes to move
away from these restraints and give students the
chance to accommodate their interests and abili-
ties by selectinp courses of their choice.

As an autonomous approach to solving* the problems
presented, individualized scheduling has some lim-
ited applications. What it does recognize is that
student interests are points to he capitalized upon,
not just passed off as inconsenuential. Beyond this,
individualized scheduling makes little allowance for
the problems of individual differences and changes
in curriculum theory.

Students under a plan such as this will probably
do well in those courses they have chosen on the
basis of their interests. They are also more likely
to receive a better foundation in the areas which
will cover their life's work. Unfortunately, the
chances of failing other essential courses still
remain and the reasons for failing them are still
unresolved.

Organizational Individualized scheduling can be adopted into any
Patterns Implied existing vertical framework. The various horizontal
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science
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traditional
scheduling
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natterns that nay he used to implement it will
also vary with the situation. Certain ratterns
are clear, thourh.

Nhat is likely to happen under this approach
can he surred ur in three rhrases: Lopsr,,
FEVER STUDENTS IN LACH, and VAPIATION FPO', YEAR
TO YEAR.

I s

M

E 1
i IN i IR i =1111111

i nd iv i d ua I i zed
scheduling

hhile the traditional larre-
size courses in the more
basic suh iects vill domin-
ate the nrofrar, snl;rter
courses will prohnblY be-
come more numerous. These
are smnll-rrovr courses
covering specific tonics
and reared to the needs
of students taldnr them.

This is bourd to nlace
more ernhasis on seminars
and individual rroiects
as instructional techni-
ones. '!ulti-class teach -

inc (see ection 1) are
likely to he used as
arnrorches sn that a lar^e
expansion of staff is
unnecessary.

Larne -rroun instruction
may he used in the more
basic courses in order
to rive teachers nore
time to handle the
srlinter rrouns.

Time, too, may he affected by individualized
schedulinc'. Hth more courses offered by tl-e
instructional staff, and with more ennhasis on
individual work, it nay seem practical and even
necessary to have these classes meet less than
five times a week. Various means of scheduline
this kind of rrorrnn are discussed in Section 4.
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Some Limitations

Effects on the
Student

Effects on the
Teacher

The chief problem in individualizing scheduling
lies in accommodating the various snlinter
groups mentioned above. They will force the
school to economize on its resources (staff and
facilities) in order to allow students the priv-
ileges of taking more courses, different combina-
tions, in different senuences.

There is a good chance that scheduling problems
will he introduced, the degree of which dereend-
ing on how far the program is carried. A discus-
sion of solving these problems is presented in
Section 6.

Another problem that right be introduced may have
to do with college admissions eligibility; the
school and the student have to he aware of these
requirements (they are often very basic, leaving
little room for electives) and, as long as they
carry weight, work within them.

Because some consideration is given to the stu-
dent's own interests, there ray he immeasurable
pains in motivation and attitude toward learning
resulting from imPlerenting this approach. One
thing is certain, t.:ere is bound to he a general
broadening of the curriculur, which would geer
to be nuitc health".

The student will become less single-grour oriented
in his everyday doings. He will probably not re-
main with the same homeroom grour, or the same
ability group all day long.

There are likely to be opportunities for indepen-
dent study an0 individualized instruction for the
student. fie may have a chance to make more of
his own planning decisions.

Individualized programs will have the effect of
placing more demands on the teacher. No longer
may he, for example, he teaching a History III
course to ninety students. Of these ninety, seventy-
five may remain in the history course and the other
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Effects on the
Administrator

Some Implications
for Facilities

individualized scheduling 2

fifteen may either he taking different courses
in other areas, or following up srecinl interests
in history. In the latter case, our history
teacher is more than likely to he the advisor to
the small groups, giving him two or three differ-
ent courses to conduct rather than one.

While he may not have to snend as much time in
Preparing lectures and so on for these smaller
groups, he will have to be rrerared to guide then.
The seminars and small-group discussions, however,
may be much more challenging and rewarding to the
instructor than the large-group teaching.

When one contrasts the rather simple problems of
setting up the traditional five-prescribed-courses-

a-year- secondary curriculum with that of providing
for a "core" program with a myriad of branches and
seauences, one can see what the administrator is
up against, In essence, it is the same tyre of
problem that faces the registrars of liberal arts
colleges, which have been employing individualized
scheduling for years.

Finding a staff which does not object to the
"spreading itself out thinly" cause the adrinis-
trator some sleepless nights ton. In any attempt
to individualize curricula, however, the problems
of staff, scheduling, and utilization of facilities
are likely to he the source of unending rralems
for the administrator. A way out of these nroblens
might be the use of computers for scheduling and
utilization studies. (See Section 6)

The points to remember hr-re are our three key
phrases: MORE COURSES, FEWER STUDENTS IN EACH,
and ANNUAL FLUCTUATION. While many traditionally-
sized spaces will still be needed, some new ones
(or new adaptations of existing space) will become
necessary:
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- Seminar and small-group
discussion areas will he
needed. Existing class-
rooms may he used as is
or divided to provide these
spaces. Partitions need
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flexibility needed

not and should not he
immovable considering the
annual fluctuations.

- Individual nroiect areas,
or areas in existing labs
that ray be set aside for
long-term rrojects are
likely to be needed.

- More emrhasis will rrob-
ably he minced on areas
for individual suudv and
access to information.
A detailed discussion of
these kinds of facilities
arrears under the next
tonic in this Section 2.

- Multi-class teaching
stInces (or at least the

rrincirles behind them)
rnv be helrful. They are
discussed in Section 1.

- Administration areas may
have to he increased to
handle the scheduling
load (see Section 6).

- Sraces for media such as
rrograrred instruction
may he necessary.
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INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT PROGRESS

Allowing for For the purposes of this discussion of individual-
Individual centering curricula, we will consider the concept
Rates and Capacities of individual student progress a third step for-

ward in "breaking the lockstep ". It comes closer
to recognizing individual differences than did in-
dividualized scheduling, since not only does it
attempt to individualize the nrogram, but it allows
for individual rates and capacities within that
program.

traditional

[=========1!!!
enrichment

individual progress

Within a graded framework,
this concept lends emphasis
to individual differences
by allowing (some) students
to nrogress at their own
rates in (some) courses.
Once the school has gone
all the way in allowing for
individual student rropress
we will consider it non-
grading, which is discussed
as the next topic.

The diagram contrasts the
idea of individual progress
with that of "teacher-paced"
instruction, which is the
rule in most of our schools.
By allowing the student to
move at his own speed, there
is either more time for en-
richment, or a new course
may be begun.

Solving the Individual Student Progress is the first approach
Problems discussed in this Section that really begins to

make provision for individual differences in rate
and capacity. The goal of this concept is to allow
students, even within the framework of courses and
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grades, to get as much as they are capable of
learning from the course.

This allows gifted students to pursue in depth,
and the slower learner to take this time and learn
the presented information without fear of having
to repeat the entire course or grade as a result
of not reaching a pre-set standard.

Allowing the student to progress at his own rate
and capacity should also give him the chance to
discipline himself. His goals have been set as
a result of his ability to reach them, and it
becomes up to him to satisfactorily perform the
task.

Since the student, and not the teacher, is in
full control of discerning the relations between
the concepts he has learned (an idea compatible
with modern curriculum theory as we have noted),
learning is bound to be more effective. The
presence of the graded-framework, however, may
still discourage a truly continuous learning pro-
cess.

Individual Progress Many times these two terms are confused, or mis-
and takenly used interchangeably with each other.
Independent Study Perhaps the distinction is best made at this

point. Independent study, as either an adjunct
to formal classroom instruction or as an autono-
mous notion, is simply what it says it is; students
are allowed to spend time doing independent work.
This does not imply individual progress as far as
the curriculum is concerned. The concept of in-
dividual progress, as defined above, however, does
imply a certain amount of independent study and
work. Hence, our discussion of facilities for
independent study is included in this topic, al-
though other approaches discussed elsewhere in
this report may also carry implications for them.

Approaches to The school can adopt any number of approaches to
Individual the use of individual student progress plans within
Progress its curriculum. It may consider it strictly as an

adjunct activity, used as a supplement to regular
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course instruction. Or to go deeper, individual
progress may be scheduled through certain units
or parts of courses. Going even farther, entire
courses within the curriculum may he set ur for
individual progress through ther. Finally, en-
tire years nay he set aside (particularly on very
low levels, or on very high levels such as gradu-
-e school) for individual work.

Setting up There are many organizational techniques through
Individual Progress which this concept may be innlemented:

- It may be accomplished in a conventional
classroom through self-study and enrichment
programs within the context of the regular
curriculun.

- It nay involve setting-un small sub-grours
to explore various sidetracks, or to pursue
certain roints in Tenth.

- Indenendent study "periods" nay be set
aside to allow students to rropress at their
own rates through various courses.

- Larpe-proun, srall-grour and inderendent
study sessions may he used. The latter two
will undoubtedly be thp more inportant: and
large-erour instruction will he used nrir-
arily to initially rresent material, or for
sunnlementary lectures if the entire course
is set un for individual student progress.

- Conventional middle-grour and lnrve-prour
lectures may he extensively used if the in-
dividual nrogress asrects of the course lie
mainly in "in-depth" exrloration for those
who are capable.

- Use of nrocrnmned media is not essential, but
it can not only remove a good Part of the
burden from the teacher, but also rrovide for
truly individualized instruction.
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Some Limitations

- The staff is very likely to he reorganized
in teams or committees to properly organize,
co-ordinate and supervise individual progress.
Teacher cycling (staying with students longer
than the normal semester or year) may he util-
ized to see that the teacher is totally famil-
iar with the individual nature of each student.

- ore personalized evaluation technimes will
have to be utilized to chart progress.

The greatest limitation in establishing curricula
designed to provide for individual student rro-
press is administrative and staff support for the
program. Not only must the staff have a good work-
ing knowledge of the theory behind individual dif-
ferences and the need for individual progress plans,
it must be behind the program all the way if it is
to succeed. It becomes the task of the administra-
tor and faculty leaders (such as derartment heads)
to lead the campaign for full staff support.
Another element which may need some convincing is
the rarents; they must not he allowed to get the
impression that individual rropress is a means to
"giving the children what they want" or of "petting
the children off the teacher's hack for a while".

The means and media through which a program fully
allowing for individual rates and capacities (if
that is the school's aim) must be investigated.
Fortunately individualized teaching methods (such
as programmed instruction) arc becoming well-
perfected and economically within the grasp of the
school.

If total allowance for individual rates is made,
the chances are that the 50-minute time reriod,
held sacred for so long, will undergo a drastic
revision, perhaps to the point of total elimina-
tion. If the aim of the school is only to rrovide
individual progress as an adiunct to more conven-
tional curricula, however, this may not necessar-
ily he the case.

The staff and administration may have to take
steps to handle the increased complexity of
scheduling and tracking student progress. New
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individual rroeress
I

evaluation criteria rust also he studied and used
if this concent.is to he fully effective.

For the first tire, the student is likely to face
a role different from that of an imrassive listen-
er durinc' the classroom lecture. He is likely tr
see himself in the liPht of man., different roler:,
first as a listener in class lecture, then as a

narticinant in a seminar or conference, and fir -

ally as an indenendent worker servinr a tour ra.:-
ter; hirself.

large
groups individual

study

seminar teacher
conference

Tho l rneher's i!ole

old role

ln many cases, the student
should -rind the individual
rropress rlar an increpsed
motivation to learrinr,
since he will not he rorcPd
to fit what others call

"normal" rrnPress ratterr.

The student should have
PrePter say in nlannirr his
own wort., and in learninr

to discinline himself to
pccornlish realistic 'orals.

The nolo of the teacher should henin to shift fror
that as an irrarter and source of n r. l incorr,ptirr
to that of a counselor, Pilide, and director 01,-
learning activities.

new role
the teacher will have to
take a far rore rersonP1
interest in each student;
and he raN, he cyclrd to
rerrit this to harrrn.
The evnluntiye role 1,1!1

increase and hecore
sulliective as the rroPrar
is rushed farther.

The teacher rust tot-1h.
undprstnnd the therr le-
hind the rrincirles oc

rrn7ross if
is t^ he nt Pli Pfrr'Cti'Yr,
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The Implications
for Facilities

The teacher may he forced
to abandon old syllabuses
and out in favnr of
new arroaches to meet
the challenges of his stu-
dents.

Civinp the student the onportunitv to exnlore in
depth likewise increases the demands Placed on
the teacher to discuss and evaluate these inves-
tigations.

If programmed media are to be used, the teacher
should be freed somewhat to srcnd more tine with
students who will profit most from the contact.

The excursion that the school will have to make
into nroviding new facilities will, of course,
depend on the degree to which it nrrlies indiv-
idual nrngress in its curriculur. If it is to
be used adjunct to regular class instruction,
the only irnortant implication for facilities
may be in the area of the library, since indiv-
idual access and use of inforration will undoubt-
edly have to he enhanced. If, on the other hand,
entire courses or grades are to he established on
the basis of individual rrorress plans, whole new
tyncs of facilities will have to be hewn out of
the existinP Plant, or Provided fpr in a new one

FACILITIES FnP INDEPENDENT STUDY AND ;'PPE

A. AN INDEPENDINT
STUDY UNIT : 111E

"LEARNING LAP"

seminar library
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Some facility will have to
he rrovided which can be a
kind of Private area for
the student. In order to
maintain continuity throw+
nut, we will call this
learninQ lab, altheupl' it
may not necessarily serve
all the functions ascribed
to it as discussed in
Section 7.
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liere homerooms remain the
Primary social units (as
they do in most instances
where individual progress
Plans are adopted within
the graded framework, the
learninr lab unit will
Probably not he assigned
to a rarticular student as
it would have to be if no
homerooms were Provided.
Likewise; the number re-
ouired would depend on
the extent to which the
Plan is used.

An important factor is the
function to which these
learning labs will be rut.
A simple carrel with a wri-
ting surface and a certain
amount of visual privacy
may suffice.

If, on the other hand, the learning lab is to he
used for functions other than ouiet reading or
writing, other factors may have to be considered.

- Acoustical isolation: Noisy activities such
as typing, science nroiects, etc., nay re-
afire isolation so as not to interfere with
surrounding noise levels. In all cases, the
lab itself will have to be sufficiently iso-
lated from outside noise.

- Lightinr: If a great deal of enclosure is
needed for acoustical purposes, lirht may
have to be provided on an individual basis.
In all cases, lirhting levels on the working
planes must be sufficient. Exceptionallv
bright or Flare-Producing lights and surfaces
must also be avoided.

- Services: What services will he needed will
depend on the desired functions. In learning
labs designed to surnort science experiments,
for example, pas, water, and waste will have
to be provided.
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- Use of Media: Many of the media discussed
in Section 7 could find use in individual
study spaces, and would have to he designed
for. There is the possibility that these
lab units would have to he clustered in order
to economize on wiring, etc.

- Storage space: As reouired in the unit, it
would vary according to use and whether or
not the lab is permanently assirned to a
specific student.

There are also implications for prourinp these
learning labs or independent study units:

central i zed

decent ra I i zed

- The units may be grouped
together in a large cen-
ter, possibly related to
the library. The prim-
ary advantage lies in
being close to informa-
tion sources. Also,
electronics services,
etc., can he economized
on if the units are cen-
trally located. The ma-
jor problem is one of
sheer size and the over-
whelming effect of cram-
ming dozens of these
units together.

- The learning labs may be
spread throughout the
plant, either in random
fashion, or clustered
around discipline-oriented
resource areas. While the
advantages of centraliza-
tion are lost, the units
nay be more convenient
to laboratories ar d work
spaces, and the 'scale'
may be more human.

B. ITOJECT AREAS It may also he desirable
to locate individual Project
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laboratory
library or

ind study area

individual progress 2

areas for exreriments and
investigations reouirinp
privacy and undisturbed
arnaratus.

Either small nroiect areas
or benches with locked
storage facilities ray he
Provided within the labor-
atory or learning area:
or adjacent nroiect rooms
may actually be designed
into the plant. One school
emnhasizing independent
study has located several
8' x lockable project
rooms in its buildinp.
Collepes have traditionally
Provided these spaces for
independent research.

FACILITIES FOR DISCUSSION & GROUP PROJECTS

While individual progress plans may place a heavy
emphasis on inderendent work, there are times
when the individual is ready to profit from group
discussion and exnlorati')n. nere individual pro-
gress is used for enric"iling more traditional learn -
inp, forms, small-prow) discussion may he even more
important.

At any rate, there must be places where seminars
can be held, both formally and informally, in
the school. The facilities may even be of a very
temporary nature, since the need is likely to
change from year to year, and even from day to day.
Existing classrooms may be provided with movable
partitions, or even a large multi-use space (such
as an old gymnasium) may be converted into a
number of project areas where acoustical privacy
may not be necessary.

THE LIBRARY

As we have mentioned, it becomes paramount that
each student who is under an individual progress
plan have ready access to information and learn-
ing resources.
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The library, as we will continue to call it
throughout this Renort, must exnand its facil-
ities, both in terms of tyres offered and in
numbers accommrdated. Its location must be
central if it is to be well used (that is, the
possibilities of "information-retrieval" sys-
tems that will be discussed in Section 7).

It would also seem reasonable to expect that
full utilization of the library for individual
progress demands that this facility be made
available to the student for longer hours.

A fuller discussion of the role of the library
is presented in Section 7.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS

Other implications for facilities to support
individual progress may include,

- The need for testing and evaluation spaces
where a student can go, at his decision, to
be tested. This is necessary when whole
courses are being taught by nrogrammed in-
struction.

- Spaces for the various media (see Section 7).

- Spaces for large-group and conventional group
instruction. Number and size depends on the
instructional program emnloyed.

- Spaces for teachers may need to be provided
if they are not given desks in the homerooms.
While a office or studio would be preferable,
it would be hard for the school to justify the
expense, unless it adopts individual progress
on a large scale. A discussion of this type
of facility is presented under Non-grading.

- Administrative spaces, possibly for data-
handling if the scheduling Problem renuires
it. See Section 6 for details.
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NONGRADED CURRICULA

The Nongraded School

A Vertical Structure

S
..111101.

In the words of b. Frank Brown, in his The Non-
Graded High School, "A non graded school is a
place which makes arrangements for the individual
to pursue any course in which he is interested,
and has the ability to achieve, without regard to
either grade level or sequence". Further, these
systems attempt to provide for the continuous,
unbroken, upward progression of all runils. No
arbitrary repetition of work is imrosed, and non-
promotion is not used. Teachers, not rre-set
standards, are sunnosed to determine the rates
of runil variability.

Nongradinv attempts to nrovide for the irregular
aspects of this upward nrorression that is tvr-
ical of all learners. Theoretically it makes no
compromise in recornizinr the need to adjust for
individual differences.

The nongraded curricular also nrovides several
alternative vertical placenents for any child at
any time, none of which can he associated with
"failing" or "skirrinr" a trade.

The primary noint that rust he remembered is that
nongradinr is a vertical orranization; as we have
noted, its interests lie in moving the student
through school, from start to finish. Vithin non-
grading, therefore, many horizontal apnroaches may
be taken. Team teachinr, cor example, is a hori-
zontal annroach which can be irplemented within
the framework of nongrading. It is not really
directly comparable to nonrradinp, though, since
this would harken back to the age-old parable of
comparing apples and oranges!

Solving the Problems For many reasons, rany feel that nonrrading is
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probably the most satisfactory approach seen so
far in attemptincy to solve the Problems presented.

Nonqradinp provides for continuous rropress to
the extent that ideally all trade lines are
wiped out and there is no "failing" as we know
it. The school considers that the only reason
for failure to realize one's rate and capacity
can he a lack of motivation on the student's
part. No material is presented twice and the
social and mental problems associated with tra-
ditional failure rarely occur.

By facing a set of tailored, realistic Poals, it
is hoped that the learner can discipline himself
to reach then -- a discipline which should ideally
be carried over into his everyday behavior.
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First of all. There are
no jumps, back or ahead -
the student is not faced
with conforming to grade
standards - and a true
"horizontal-continuum"
curriculum is easier to
implement. Also, facts
can he presented coinci-
dent with the concepts
supporting them. There
can no longer he the
axiom that "multiplica-
tion is a third-grade
subiect, but division
rust wait until the fifth
grade ". Finally, the
fact that the burden of
learning lies sauarly on
the shoulders of the
learner allows him to
realize the interdepen-
dencies of the facts
learned himself; no longer
does the teacher have to
assume that all thirty
students are "petting"
the material at the same
rate.

Proponents on nonpraded curricula also point out
the graded curricula tend to foster an artificial
and unnatural homogeneity of ape and academic
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exrerience within the are group. The nonpraded
anproach has the advantage of broadening nunils'
outlooks by exposing them to different are and
ability groups at the same time.

Solving these problems as well as nrononents would
like is obviously a tall order. The fact that
nonprading has a start on all of them is a point
in its favor. As in any new system, however, it
is probably true that some of the theory loses a
little in translation into practice.

While nongrading will mean different ways of
doing things when applied at different levels,
it can and has been adopted at all of them. Of
course, the cohere as we know it is really an
ungraded school (nithouph individual progress
may not be as well nrovided for as it could).
Total credit reauirements renlace individual
requirements for each of the Years, although
grading remains as an administrative device.

While it may be desirable to adont norwradinp on
lower levels first (since student attitudes have
not already been formed), a rreat deal of research
must go into lust how the system should be imple-
mented. Young children are likely to have more
variable social reouirements as far as prowl size
is concerned; one minute they may like being alone,
and in the next, the security oc a larcer 'rnun is
needed. In any case, it has been shown that vounr-
er children need both, so largo blocks of individ-
ual study time simply cannot be built into the
schedule.

On the other hand, the early years are ndynntapeoec
from the standpoint of considering the already
ineeprated nature of the material nresented in
these years.

There is one limitation that rust be considered
if nonprsdinP is to be nracticed on any kind pc
scale at all; what haerens to the child who stPrts
out in the nonpraded school nrd has to move and
enter a "locksterened" school? With the mobility
of our population on the rise, this looks to he
a real problem. Some have considered its solu-
tion in terms of a national standard, a phrase
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The Various

Organizational Patterns
That May be Applied

school

homeroom
I

groups

school

:11J:

It individual
h.ome bases

that immediately antagonizes most educators.
So far, the limited scale on which nonpradinr
has been adopted has not dictnted the need for
an answer to this problem.

As we have noted, there are any number of hori-
zontal organizational patterns that may be used
to implement nongradinp. Just which are best
or most helrful has yet to be accurately deter-
mined. Some are:

1

2

3
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- The nomilad and Ander-
son arproach which can
be incorporated into
existing facilities by
(1) using the classroom
as the basic social unit
but not desipnatinp it
by grade, (2) grouping
thirty students hetero-
peneously in this room
with a teacher, and (3)
letting the teacher
vary sub-grourinps with
the various rroiects,
perhaps cu,..ting across
homeroom lines to form
the Prours.

- The division of the cur-
riculum into large, per-
haps 3-year blocks.
Within the blocks, var-
ious groupings such as

ability Prouninp, achiev-
rent grouping, interest
prowling., multi-age Prowl-
ing and ever prourinps
based on work-study hab-
its may he used. While
no one method can he
called the best, an effec-
tive situation can he pro-
vided by varvinp the means
of proupinp from rroiect
to project.

- Almost no social struc-
ture at all, using the
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carrel as the student's
"home base ".

The curriculum and the years scent in school,
too, may be handled in different ways, such as:

- Dividing the school continuum into larger
segments, still based on traditional "levels'
of learning:

Primary
Intermediate
Middle
Secondary
Higher

- Or, by setting ur a general area of focus
covering a number of years such as that pro- -
Posed by Dr. Edwin A. Rend in his Continuous
Progress System:

Entrance Division
Cultural Division
Pre - specialization Division

Specialization Division

In each of these cases, the level or division
would be designed to cover a specified number
of school years (say, three for the nnrmal
student), but students would take as lonp as
necessary to complete each division before
entering the next.

- By dividing discinline-orierted curricula
into "phases" instead of discrete courses.
Rather than set ur the math curriculum as a
collection of discontinuous courses (such as

Algebra, Geometry, Trironometry, etc.), there
may simply be Math - Phase A, Math - Phase R,
and so on. The phases would be totally inte-
grated arrroaches, and the student would he
assigned the nroner rhase in accord with where
he actually is as he progresses throuph "Math".
The final phase in any discinline area may be
a totally independent-study oriented one, al-
most comparing to a college thesis.
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Other organizational patterns may include:

- Some large- and middle-group instruction
although its importance will he greatly
diminished. What will he needed, however,
are many small -group situations where
students who are ready to profit from
group experience may meet to discuss and
work.

- Examinations taken at the renuest of the
student rather than the teacher. The stu-
dent will decide when he is ready to be
tested on a certain unit. Some of the tests
may be in the form of oral interrogations to
allow the teacher to closely evaluate mater-
ial learned.

- More flexible scheduling, practically doing
away with the traditional 50-minute time
Period and allowing for more spontaneous
scheduling of activities. The proposal made
by Dr. Read along with his Continuous Pro-
gress System is discussed under "Student-
Planned Periods" in Section 4.

- Teacher teaming and/or cycling will most
likely be used to accommodate nongradinp
since teachers can better relate their tal-
ents to those of the learner (if they are
teamed), and then can stay with them long
enough to get to know them well (if they
are cycled).

- The Educational Park (see Section 5) concert
may he handily applied to nongrading since
it allows for the easy transfer of students
on the same site.

- Some of the new media that are implied but
not absolutely necessary to the success of
nongrading are those lying in the field of
programmed instruction (see Section 7) which
can lift some of the burden from the teacher.

- To order, classify, and to track student
progress through the nongraded school, the
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The Student in the
Nongraded School

nongrnded curricula

administrator may have to utilize computers
to ease the burden. (see Section 6).

2

The role of the student has been changing as
curricula become more individual-centered. The
most significant point to note is that the non-
graded system places the burden of learning
square on the shoulders of the student. No longer
can he be a passive participator, his chin on his
hands, pretending to nay attention to long lec-
tures. He must he an investigator and an exreri-
menter if he is to get anything out of the curric-
ulum. He may have more time and control in plann-
ing his own learning activities.

The student will not see himself as a member of
a clan of thirty, but as a participator in large
groups, small groups, and finally in independent
study. He will find that he must, above all,
learn to live with himself.

The desk-in-a-single-classroom idea will be no
more. Learning will he srread out in a number
of facilities. From the start, mobility and
flexibility will have to be accerted as a way of
life, replacing the security of the traditional
classroom.

Resources, too, playa large part in his learning
activities. The student will have to become fam-
iliar with resources, materials and media of all
kinds since they will he an integral part of his
everyday work.

The student will hopefully be better prepared for
things to come; since he has been allowed to pen-
etrate in denth those fields that most interest
him, he will be well-founded in them. There ray
be opportunities for advanced rlacement in higher
levels of education, too.

All in all, the learner has to adopt a whole new
role. The adantation may not be easy, and prob-
lems will be encountered all along the way.
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The Role of the
Administrator

Implications for
Facilities in the
Nongraded School

nongraded curricula
1 2

the teacher will be freed to do the things that
he should; direct, experiment, and confer. Also,
those students on the outmost "fringe" areas of
ability (the very gifted and the very slow),
should find more help coming from the 'teacher.

It is critical that the student teacher relation-
ship, so important to the operation of the non-
graded school, must also be reflected in the
teacher-administrator relationships.

In the past, the procedures used in the classroom
were so well-known and so well-drilled into the
teachers, this rapport was really unnecessary.
In the nongraded school, both become experimentors
in new methods and ideas. They must work together.

One advantage of the nongraded systems as far as
the administrator is concerned is that many of
his previous chores in the areas of scheduling,
evaluation, and tracking student progress through
school can be nut into the hands of the teacher
where they belong.

The administrator will also have to, unfortunately,
be a salesman first class. He will find opposition
to nongrading as soon as the word is mentioned.
The nature of the opposition is often that of se-
mantics, and these are the hardest battles to
fight and win! Ve say, "unfortunately" because
already the administrator is so overladen with
public relations work that he may be forced to
neglect the responsibilities of providing the best
education in his schools.

A. EXISTING FACILITIES

Existing Facilities may be utilized, particularly
where the homeroom is to remain as the dominant
social unit.
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primary

is
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seminar is

First grade, second grade
and third grade classrooms
may, for example, become a
group of rooms simply des-
ignated as "Primary': The
walls will undoubtedly act
as barriers for real inte-
gration on the grades, but
this can be put up with,
if necessary.

Or, certain existing class-
rooms can be set aside as
individual study areas.
Facilities directly adja-
cent to libraries may be
converted to carrel areas.

B. IMPORTANCE OF FACILITIES FOR
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND WORK

A broad discussion of facilities for independent
study was presented under the preceding tonic and
the reader is referred to pages 2-20 and following;

'earning unit

,teachers

ind study
center

The important points to be
considered include: TYPE
OF FACILITY, GROUPING OF
FACILITIES, and LOCATION
OF FACILITIES. This last
point in particular will
be more important than was
noted under individual stu-
dent progress. The diagramed
archetype, used as a design
basis for the Blackwell Sen-
ior High School in Blackwell9
Oklahoma, is a good example.

C. SMALL GROUP OR PROJECT AREAS

Small-group areas must be provided for discussion,
for group use of media, and for group proiects.
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These areas should relate
directly to carrels.

Further, for maximum
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D. LAKE GROUP SPACES

1 2

utilization, it would seem
that these facilities
should be open to the,,stu-
dents at all times for
formal and informal uses.

Not many large-grour spaces will he needed in
the noncraded school. They will primarily be
used for formal lectures, initial presentations
of material, as assembly areas, and for special
studies such as sreech, music, and hand.

E. SPACES FOR EVALUATION

els

testing center

Small areas for student
testinp and evaluation
will have to he rrovided,
Particularly if the school
is rlanninp to co in for
automated testinp eauirment
such as that discussed
under "ProPrammed Instruc-
tion" in Section 7.

If evaluation is to take
rlace entirely in teacher
offices, or by the teach-
inp device or machine,
this tyre of space may be
unnecessary.

F. SPACES FOR TEACHERS

With the elimination of the homeroom (if that is
the case), there becomes a need to provide sraces
for teachers. It is suppested that a great deal
of thought be given these since the teacher will
be asked to spend much of his time in them.
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conferences

studio

carrels

G. LIBRARY

The studio as we will call
it, must perform a number
of uses for the teacher.
(see diagram).

The studio is probably
best located quite near
individual study areas,
and in direct relation
to the space where the
teacher may do most of
his teaching or research
(such as science labs,
business machine rooms,
etc.).

The Studios should also
be grouped according to
general disciplines or
grade-levels to allow
for staff interaction
and p7anning.

Spaces for team planning
and clerical assistants
should be provided adja-
cent to teacher studios.

We have mentioned that the resource center will
take on a great importance in the nongraded school.

A general discussion of the role of the library
is left to Section 7. However, it should be
noted that non-differentiated-use carrels and
project areas are probably required in conjunction
with the library in the nongraded school. These
home-bases may allow for use of library materials
and media "on the spot" rather than renuiring the
student to check them out.

H. OTHER SPACES

Other spaces, as required, are necessary:

- Certain specialized areas, such as are found
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in most schools must be provided. These
include snaces for physical education,
industrial arts, fine arts, business prac-
tice, music, home economics, and so on.

Student Commons areas to allow student in-
teraction if it is not provided for by a
homeroom.

- Spaces for media, production and distribu-
tion. (See Section 9).

Importance of the guidance function and
spaces to be nrovided for it.

- Importance of administrative and data-handling
areas. (See Section 6).
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The Problem

introduction 3

ORGANIZING THE STAFF

The Approaches

In the light of new theories of learning rnd
teaching, and the rising costs of education,
greater utilization of a teacher's time and
effort is being universally sought in our na-
tion's schools. As the number of students in
the schools increases, as the amount of know-
ledge to be imparted to these students in-
creases, and as the demand for excellence re-
nuired of our teachers increases, new ways
must be found to deploy this valuable resource,
the teacher.

In a nutshell, then, the probler is this:
How can we provide the best instruction pos-
sible, to the most students, and at the least
cost? One answer will he found in the field
of aids and media (see Section 7); another will
be introduced in this Section; reorganizing the
staff for maximum effectiveness.

In this Section, two basic approaches to staff
reorganization will be discussed; tear teaching,
and echelon organizations. Both nresent ways of
better using the teacher, his tire and his tal-
ents. Each, however, has different innlications
for presentation, scheduling, and staff deploy-
ment.
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TEAM TEACHING
AND PLANNING

Team Teaching Team teaching in this report is broadly defined
and as the co-operative activity by two or more
Team Planning teachers in an effort to present better instruc-

tion. The teachers may he organized to cope
with the increase in knowledge, to utilize in-
dividual talents, or to more effectively deal
with the problems of individual students.

Objectives and
Methods

Implicit in team teaching is team planning.
The team, however, can he extended to include
any group of people planning toward a common
educational objective. An example would be a
group of teachers from different disciplines
Planning a sequence of courses. With the in-
creasing use of aids and media, and the in-
creasing need to co-ordinate instruction in
different fields, team planning will become an
indispensable element in our schools.

In team teaching, the objectives of the team
will determine its composition. When compre-
hensiveness is sought the classroom teacher
might bring in teachers in related fields;
when depth of material is needed, several spec-
ialists may he invited to speak or conduct sem-
inars, projects, etc.

When the prime objective is the utilization of
the various teachers' talents, classes may he
divided into different sizes with one teacher
lecturing to the large group and other teachers
directing small group seminars. This situation
of large-group and small-group instruction can
also be used by a. television studio teacher and
the classroom teacher. The former would present
bulk of the material while the latter could
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direct discussion and supervise projects fol-
lowing the TV Presentation. Each instructor
would be doing the type of teaching best suited
to his talents and collectively the staff would
present a wider background of experience than
any one teacher could possibly do on his own.

An Examrle An example of a total school organized by teams
is Ridgewood High School in Norridge, Illinois.

admin

chairmen chairmen
math science humanities

L

clerk

sci math

Effects on
Scheduling

Pe
bus

A M S

Applications

.L.
eng

clerk

I
lang
arts

his

A M S

In this case, team teach-
ing was adopted because
the administration real-
ized that a teacher could
not he all things to all
students. In order to
use teachers better,
Ridgewood arranged its
staff into closely inte-
grated teams which freed
the teachers from the
rigid, unvarying repeti-
tion of similar classes
all day long.

Time schedules must be made more flexible to
accommrWate creative 'lanning by teams. The
administration must realize that both the cur-
riculum and the time sd.edule must be reorgan-
ized if, team planning and teaching is to real-
ize its full potential. The classroom teachers
mast have the freedom to make decisions concern-
ing tire and subject ratter in the classroom as
the need arises. Some examples of this flexible
scheduling are discussed in Section 4, while
methods of achieving it are discussed in Section
6.

Team teaching has been most fully developed at
the secondary level with approximately one-fourth
of the nation's high schools and junior high schools
being involved, to some degree, in team teaching.
However, with the stress of more specialized sub-
ject matter being introduced at the elementary
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3 team teaching

The Role of
the Teacher

The Role of
the Student

level and the stress of more intevrated mater-
ial at the college level, tear teaching will

be more rrevalent at these levels in the future.

For the conventional teacher who works in iso-
lation from his colleagues, team rlanning and

teaching may mean a drastic change. Team teach-

ing reouires co-operative planning, work, rre-
sentation and evaluation. Many teachers are not

ready for this change, nor will some of them ever

function well in a group. But for those who do
make the change, there are the advantages of,

- Freedom from repetitious lecturing of the

same material four and five times a day.

- Greater use of teacher talents; others can

help fill in the weak spots.

- More co-ordination and integration of sub-
ject material presented by the teachers.

- More opportunities to experiment with new
instructional methods, aids, media, etc.

- The younger teachers can learn the art of
teaching from the older instructors by con-

stant contact with them.

The student stands to gain from the team teach-

ing approach. He pets the best that each teacher

is capable of giving, he enjoys the flexibility

and variety of learning exreriences, and he may

even be subjected to many almost-spectacular pre-

sentations that no one teacher, working on his

own, could contrive. In Wayland High School,

team teaching has been used as o means to develor

independent study habits in students. This stress

on independence and relevance of subject matter

has had the interesting effect of reducing drop-

out rates and discipline problems in many of the

schools that have tried team teaching. Where

students were once bored and antagonistic, they
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The Implications
for Facilities

team teaching 3

tend to be involved more in rursuinp tonics
which are interesting and meaningful to then.

Historically, the first facilities for team
planning and team teaching were no other than
the conventional 24' x 32' classroom facilities
where one, two or more teachers met to teach

alternately. The need to divide students into
a variety of group sizes to fully implement
team teaching soon became evident, and the de-

sire to expand or contract rooms led to the
development of movable walls, folding parti-
tions, etc. Along with the movable wall were
developments of light and portable furniture
and enuipment to accommodate the flexible pro-
gram.

Another important focus became spaces for

teachers. If teachers are to snend a great
deal of time working and planning together,
they must have spaces in which to accomplish

these tasks in comfort and privacy.

Team teaching has been widely accented enough,

at this point, to exhibit some facilities which

have been designed specifically for it (a claim,

incidentally, that many of the new approaches

cannot make) .

rs t udents
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An example of such a fac-
ility is Lamphere Senior
High School in Madison
Heights, Michigan. This
school set up tears in
which all members were
equal in status. Team co-
ordinators, at slightly
higher compensation, were
appointed to call and to
supervise team meetings.

The basic team at Lamphere
is made up of teachers in
varying subject areas, i.e.
one teacher in english, one
in science, etc. The aim
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common learning areas

of this team is to inte-
grate subject matter areas.
One such team is set up
for each grade.

Lamphere's physical rlo ,

then, reflects this team
approach, and growls each
team in cluster (a lit-
tle school, see Section 5).

The facilities at Lamrhere
are an examrle of how the
team program can rrovide
a whole new basis on which
to program and design
school space. It is, of
course, not the only answer;
there are as many orraniza-
tions of facilities as there
are organizations of staff.

Certain general criteria for facilities can be
made if the team teaching concept is one of the
Parts of the school's educational program:

- The classroom must be flexible to handle a
varying number of students at various times.

- The program will likely imply the need for
different kinds of areas to accommodate larre
groups, middle groups, small groups, and some
individual study.

- The teacher must be provided with sraces for
planning and working with others.

- Resources to implement the team approach
(books, aids, media, eouirment, etc.) should
be provided through facilities easily acces-
sible to the teacher snaces.

- Areas may have to be rrovided for data-handlinv
equipment to implement the more complicated
schedule which is usually a part of team teach-
ing plans. (see Section 6).
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1

3

ECHE LON ORGANIZAT IONS

The Echelons

The Trump Plan

The organization of staff to match specific
duties with specific personnel often creates
a system of staff echelons and a hierarchy of
staff responsibility. Thy- nimary function
of this concept is the allocation of human re-
sources -- it is the old story of paying more
capable people ri higher salary and giving them
increased responsibility, leaving some of the
routine labor to less oualified and less sal-
aried staff members.

In Images of the Future in 1959, Dr. J. Lloyd
Trump irfREOTI his now-f; lous plan for an
effective staff echelon organization. Through
this organization in the secondary school, Dr.
Trump felt that he had come un with a solution
of the teacher shortage without including the
necessity for increased exrenditure.

The staff in the Trump Plan includes the follow-
ing types of personnel:

- Professional Teachers : teacher srecialists
general teachers

- Instructional Aids
- Clerks
- General Aids
- Community Consultants
- Staff Specialists

The duties and responsibilities of each of these
echelons can be briefly summarized:

- PROFESSIONAL ILACIIERS direct learning activ-
ities; plan methods and materials of instruc-
tion; teach concepts and appreciations; counsel

3-7
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and consult; assist with student activities,
rrovide specialized services for which they
are competent and interested. These profes-
sionals may be given the opportunity to work
year-round if they desire.

- INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANTS (10-20 hours/week).
They perform srecific aspects of teaching
below the professional level, but above the
clerks; read and evaluate some themes, re-
ports, etc.; confer with students about their
progress and provide teachers with reports;
serve as laboratory assistants; supervise
specific out-of-schnol projects; assist with
student activities.

- CLERKS (40 hours/week). They type and dup-
licate materials; check materials and nre-
rare reports; grade objective tests; check
and distribute supplies; take attendance, etc.

- GENERAL AIDES (10-20 hours/week) . They con-
trol and supervise students on school rrounds,
in cafeterias, in corridors, auditeriur, etc.
and at extra-class activities.

- COMMUNITY CONSULTANTS. They are used when
desired or needed to lecture, consult, make
tapes, slides or other aids. These are gen-
erally volunteers from the community, but
may be paid a small fee for their services.

- STAFF SPECIALISTS. These are full-time ner-
sonnel who may serve several schools in such
areas as guidance, health, reading, aid to
slow children, and to supplement work of the
professional teachers.

Dr. Trump further suggests that the teaching func-
tions be divided between the teacher srecialist
and the general teacher; the former instructing
large-groups, evaluating, providing ruidance,
with the latter taking on the responsibility of
small group instruction.
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Organizing the Time
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echelon organizations 3

According to a number of studies, today's aver-

age classroom teacher works about 48 hours a

week. In the future, the teacher specialist

may only average 18 hours a week with the stu-

dent groups, nine and one-half hours spent in

large -groun teaching and the remaining eight-

and-a-half hours spent with small groups. The

number of hours spent with students by the gen-

eral teacher will not be significantly differ-

ent from today, but the efforts along non-

instructional lines (attendance, milk money,

etc.) will be considerably reduced.

In addition to the reorganization of duties of

personnel, Dr. Trump also suggested changes in

the time schedule of the school utilizing the

echelon approach to instruction.
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The Net Results
of the Trump Plan

Instead of the six or

more periods in the day

with the sane schedule
rereated each day of the
week, the school of the
future will schedule
class groups on an aver -

a'e of only 18 hours a
week instead of the nres-

ent 30. The student's
time schedule will approx-

imate: 40% in large group
instruction; 40% in indiv-

idual study; and 20% in

seminars.

The net result of the Trump Plan of echelon or-

ganization will include the saving of several

top-notch teachers, more planning time for the

teachers, improved utilization of facilities,

better uses of teacher talents, and a pay scale

which can give teachers an incentive. All of

these advantages can be achieved at relatively

little increase in cost. A Trump comparison of

personnel needed in a given situation includes,

- PRESENT : 16 full-time classroom teachers

to provide instruction to 400.
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The Facilities

- FUTURE : to provide instruction for the
same 400:

S Teacher Specialists
5 General Teachers
5 Full-time Instructional Aides
2-1/2 Full-time Clerks
1 General Aide

Other side advantages of the Trumr Plan include
the idea of being able to introduce new teachers
at lower echelons, allowing them the orportunity
to be gradually introduced to the nrofession
under the care of professionals.

The echelon organizations, such as the Trump
elan, often center around large-group, seminar,
and individual forms of instruction. Facilities
outlines for these were given in Sections 1 and 2.

The reorganization of teachers with rore time to
plan, to research and to discuss, implies a need
to greatly improve spaces for teachers. From the
large room with several desks against the wall,
the teachers' spaces must move in the direction
of accommodating spaces for

- Meeting and nlanning privately and in grours.

- Planning and preparing lessons.

- Developing instructional materials.

The environment must be conducive to working rro-
ductively during the hours not spent in the class-
room.
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problems 4

WHY I S ORGANIZING
TIME IMPORTANT ?

Different Times
To Do Different Tasks

Educational psychologists and researchers have
shown that different tasks in different fields
will take different times to complete:

- The optimum length for student interest and
retention may tun from twenty minutes to well
over an hour depending on such factors as,
the topic, its relevance to the learner, the
nature of the discipline (certain "skills"
such as shorthand may reduce the time during
which interest can be maintained to 20 minutes),
and the environment or surroundings.

- A seminar could, within limits, be an open-
ended thing. Somet discussions "never get off
the ground" and should end early. Others may
strike a responsive note and can last much
longer.

- Laboratory, research, and project-type activi-
ties are often most effective if carried out
all at once rather than in 50-minute chunks.

- A conference with a teacher may last only a
few minutes.

- School assemblies, guest lectures and so on
may take varying amounts of time.

If this is the case, why do schools stick with re-
strictive, pre-determined, equal-length class
periods?
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What About

Independent Study?

The Active Role
of the Learner

An Eight-Hour Day?

Utilizing Resources

If one of the school's educational objectives is
to increase the emphasis on individual study and
projects, how is this concept handled and enuated
with an equal-length period set-up?

How long does it take to write a theme? How long
does it take to research a fact? How long does
it take to perform a chemical analysis? How long
does it take to discuss an issue?

If the concept of the active role of the learner
is accepted as valid by the school, why should it
not allow the learner more autonomy in planning
his own activities?

How valid is this autonomy at the various levels
of education?

If the student is required to do more research,
to perform more individual projects, and even to
be taught on his own (such as by programmed in-
struction), why must the school plant, and hence
the student's resource center, be closed down
everyday promptly at 3:30 p.m.?

Why shouldn't the schools allow this kind of use
over the weekends, too?

If we are investing millions of dollars each
year in the building of school facilities, why do
we insist on using them for only 180 days a year?

If modern schools invest in expensive administra-
tive and instructional eqUipments as is the cur-
rent trend, does it make sense to utilize this
equipment for only 180 days a year?

Many teachers, who make up another expensive re-
source, feel that they would rather teach on a
full-time basis rather than only 180 days a year.



The Need to Educate
A Growing Population

problems I 4

What implications does the inclusion of continuing
education and other extension aspects of the school
program have on the utilization of school facili-
ties? Why do we limit our schools to k-thru-12,
and then for only 180 days a year?

With the current spiralling increases in popula-
tion, isn't it becomming simply out of the
question to let facilities stand idle for any
significant period of time?

Isn't this particularly true in areas of higher
education where great percentages of students whe
are qualified for this education must be turned
away from the schools of their choice?
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THE 'TRADITIONAL' PERIOD

What Assumptions
Underlie the Traditional
Organization of the Time
Spent in School?

Our Approach

Almost all schools today use a time-neriod ar-
rangement of some kind. It may range from the
relatively free and informal set-up found in the

elementary school, ("O.K., children, lees get
out our science workbooks now."), to the inflexi-

ble 50-minute periods which begin and end with

the all-powerful program bell.

This time-period concept seems to rely on the

following assumptions:

- That it takes a similar amount of time to do

any number of different tasks.

- That this time can be determined,
is about 50 minutes. The student

condense or expand his efficiency

and that it
can then
as needed.

- That it takes the same amount of time for

every student in the class to do the same task.

- That every subject needs to be taught five

days a week.

While many institutions of higher learning have

moved away from many of these assumptions (par-

ticularly the last), most schools at lower levels

are far behind.

The approach that this Section will take in con-

sidering the time spent in education will be to

first consider ways of reorganizing the hours

spent in school, and secondly, to examine the

possibilities of extending the school day, week,

or year.
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Longer Time Blocks

Advantages and
Disadvantages

extended periods
4

EX TENDED TIME PERIODS

Some schools have attacked the problem of organi-
zing time by extending the length of the tradition-
al time period to sixty or eighty minutes. The
schedule at Nova High School in Fort Lauderdale,
for example, uses six 65-minute periods each day,
(one is for optional electives). The teacher
then schedules the use of the 65 minutes any way
he desires, ranging from lecture to independent
work.

The obvious advantage of the extended period is
that some of the problems mentioned can be solved
without creating administrative chaos. A certain
amount of flexibility within the traditional class
period system is achieved.

The unfortunate aspect of the extended period is
that it really doesn't go very far in solving the
prolAims; while a variety of learning activities
can take place in the long time block, long pro-
jects, open-end discussions, and conferences must
still adhere to the 65-minute mark! One also
wonders if the motivation for independent work
that is stuffed into the end of a long period is
up to that of other proposals (particularly that
of Dr. Edwin Read, discussed later in this Section).

There is also some advantage in letting students
move into a different kind of facility or environ-
ment to do different tasks. In a conference con-
ducted by Rensselaer's School of Architecture
(soon to be published for the Office of Education
under the title Three Meetinjs in May), Dr. Read
makes quite a point that this change in environ-
ment when changing learning activities i: most
beneficial to motivation.
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Another Consideration

Roles of Student
and Teacher

The Implications
for Facilities

A common limitation on using extended periods is
that, if the school day is to remain about as
long as it is now, the number of periods in the
day must be reduced. This is possible with the
dropping of study halls, and possibly not teach-
ing each course all five days every week.
Another solution is in using trimester and quar-
ter systems (extended school years) which is what
is done at Nova. Three trimesters of five
courses, for example, are equivalent to two,
seven-course terms.

Simply extending the length of school periods
should make few differences concerning the roles
of student and teacher. The teacher, however,
will be concerned with the problems of motiva-
ting students for longer periods of time. If an
accompanying extension of the school day, week,
or year is involved, these effects will be taken
up later in this Section.

This concept can be applied easily in existing
school buildings and plants. The scheduling and
utilization of the facilities will become more
important, though, since facilities not used will
be standing idle for longer periods of time.

The school may become involved in trying to
design facilities that will allow for even the
slightest'environmental change when the student
moves from one learning activity to another in
the same period. This may involve movable room
dividers and so on, to change the scale or the
"reeling" of the space.
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MODULAR TIME PERIODS

The Modular
Time Period

Setting Up the
Modular Schedule

20

m

MEP

Modular time periods attempt to solve the time
problem not by eliminating periods but by cre-
ating more of them! Instead of a 7- or 8-period
day, the school may have 15 or 20 time periods
or modules. Classes, instead of lasting for one
period and always one period, may be from one to
five or six modules long. Periods of any length
can be put together simply by adding modules.
These time modules usually run from 20 to 30 min-
utes.

When the administrator begins to set up the mod-
ular schedule, he first surveys each of the
courses offered, asking teachers to provide a list
of learning activities and time requirements.

This allows the teacher to restructure the course
in terms of time devisions actually needed; no
longer must the course be fitted within the pre-
determined, equal-length periods.

4-7

The time requirements for a
course in eighth-grade eng-
lish (converted to 20-minute
modules) may look like this:

- Large-group: 40 minutes
each week = 2 modules.

- Middle-group: 60 minutes
each week = 3 modules.

- Small-group: 40 minutes
each week = 2 modules.

- Writing lab: 80 minutes
each week = 4 modules.
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Solving the Problems

The Scheduling Cycle

Applications at
Different Levels

The schedule shown in the diagram on the preceding
page gives the english course in shaded tones as
it might actually appear on an eighth-grader's
schedule sheet.

Even though the modular time period is really only
breaking down the length of more conventional
periods, the fact that they are additive solves
many of the problems we have noted.

First, different times are alotted to do different
tasks. A class may last for only one module, or
it may go to five, sixq or more. A conference
may last only twenty minutes, a lab two hours or
more. Coupled with individual-centered curricula,
long blocks of time may be set aside for indepen-
dent study. Within certain practical limits, the
schedule can contain as many modules as possible
and desired.

Certain blocks of periods can be set aside for
assemblies, activities, and so on. The lunch
period may last for several modules in the middle
of the day, thus allowing students to trickle in
to the cafeteria and alleviating the noontime
rush. The left-over modules allow free time for
independent study or discussion.

One of the' important implications of modular time
periods is the changing of the traditional schedu-
ling cycle. This cycle has always been one day
long; that is, Tuesdays were set up exactly like
Mondays, and Wednesdays like Tuesdays. The use
of the modular periods generally increases the
length of the cycle to a week. Mondays may have
little resemblence to Tuesdays, but all Mondays
are essentially alike. The colleges have been
operating on a one week cycle for years.

Modular time scheduling is applied principally at
secondary and higher levels of education since the
day's schedule in the elementary classroom has
always been quite informal. Team planning and
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Adaptability of the
Modular Time Period
to Certain Organizations

Limitations

The Teacher's Role

modular periods
1

4

and teaching, variation in group sizes, and inde-
pendent study plans may soon require this type of
scheduling at these lower levels, too.

Modular periods work particularly well in conjunc-
tion with certain organizational patterns. One
such pattern is the variation in group sizes;
since teachers can list the time requirements for
each course (see above), the chances are that they
will take this opportunity to set up the various
group sizes needed for effective presentatiol.
Modular periods also "allow" this variation in
grouping since schedules are flexible. Combining
the modular period with the group size variation
produces another effect: the higher utilization of
facilities (assuming, of course, that the school
has the correct types of facilities to house the
various group sizes).

Another organizational pattern which modular per-
iods may help effect is individual-centered types
of curricula. The fact that scheduling is flexi-
ble, and that a great deal of independent study
time can be built into the program makes these
time periods particularly attractive in this area.

Limitations on adopting modular time scheduling
have mostly to do with the administrative problems
created; by both increasing the number of periods
in the day, and the length of the scheduling
cycle, the process of scheduling takes on tremen-
dous proportions which will overwhelm even the
most competent administrator. One possibility
is to allow the computer to handle the problem
(see Section 6); and this has been the case in the
programs that have been adopted on any scale so
far.

The teacher, no longer tied to the equal-length
period, will have wider latitude in planning
learning activities. The flexibility of the
system also provides for changes from term to
term if new time requirements are discovered.
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The Facilities Implied

Ideally, modular periods economize on the time
spent in class, and the teacher should have left-
over time for planning, conferences, etc.

While the sizes and types of facilities will
vary with the actual instructional programs
used, certain points may be made.

First, these modular systems generally imply
the use of large-, middle-, and small-group in-
struction, and spaces will be required for each.
The tightly-drawn modular schedule should, as we
have mentioned, provide high utilization rates
for these facilities.

An important part of modular programs which are
designed to leave a lot of time for independent
work are student facilities to support this kind
of activity. These facilities are discussed in
detail under "Individual Student Progress" in
Section 2.

Circulation areas, within fire code limitations
of course, may be able to become more informal
and corridors less cavernous, since large rushes
of students will not..have to be accommodated each
time the bell rings.

Spaces to handle scheduling functions (as dis-
cussed in Section 6) may have to be provided.
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4

STUDENTPLANNED PERIODS

The Student
as Planner

The student-planned period, a concept originally
tied with continuous-progress curricula, essen-
tially allows the student to determine the exact
scheduling of his time within a general framework
set up by the school. Although the example pre-
sented here is that of Dr. Edwin Read in his Con-
tinuous Progress Plan, and is geared exclusively
to nongraded curricula, one can see the implica-
tions for use within other patterns, too.
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In student-planned sched-
uling, a master schedule
(shown in shaded tone) is
drawn up within conventional
time periods, although the
specific beginning and en-
ding times of these periods
are not precisely set.
Within the outline schedule,
each week the student "fills
in the blanks" as it were,
detailing his activities for
each day in each course. He
uses as "givens" any labor-
atory work, pre-schedules
demonstrations, teacher con-
ferences, project evaluations
and so on. He finds that he
may want to switch some time
blocks to pet longer periods
for projects.

By allowing the student the chance to switch time
periods around, whole afternoons or even days may
be scheduled for one large project. The nossi-
bilities for flexible scheduling are endless.
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The Advantages

The Student's Role

The Teacher's Role

Implications
for Facilities

The advantages are two-fold; first, the student
gains a great deal of autonomy and flexibility in
scheduling his learning activities, and secondly,
the administrator is only faced with minimal
scheduling since most of the details are worked
out by the students and teachers.

The prime advantage of this system as far as the
student is concerned is the degree of autonomy
that he enjoys. Many educators, including Read,
feel that this autonomy is a desirable situation
(particularly at upper levels) and that students
can derive motivation, responsibility, and self-
discipline through it.

Probably the greatest impact here is the time left
to the teacher. Because of the "looseness" of the
student schedules, the teacher should have little
trouble finding times for small-group discussion,
conferences with students, team planning, and so
forth. The actual amount of left-over time will
vary, of course, with the type of instruction pro-
vided; individual-centered approaches, for in,-
stance, almost always provide the teacher with
much free time no matter what time organization is
used.

The most pressing need will be spaces for indiv-
idual learning if this time organization is adop-
ted as part of individual-centered approaches
(see Section 2). If it is not, the demands of
the particular educational program will control
the facilities needed.

Teacher spaces, such as the studios discussed in
Section 2, will be important since a great deal of
time may be spent in them. These should be
located close to student learning spaces.

Finally, the need for large circulation spaces
should diminish somewhat.
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4 I extended day and week

EXTENDED SCHOOL
DAY AND WEEK

The Many Reasons There are a host of reasons why a school might
consider extending its school day or school week.
Extending the day, incidentally, does not neces-
sarily imply that the hours spent in instruction
must be lengthened. What is meant is that many
of the resources that the school is fortunate to
possess (staff, materials, facilities) should
not be closed down promptly at 3:30 in the after-
noon. Likewise, some of the resources should be
made available to students over weekends. The
reasons:

- Students can remain in a position to be in
close contact with teachers and advisers for
longer periods of time.

- When emphasis is placed on independent work,
some schools have lengthened the school day
and week in order to provide for greater
utilization of materials and resources.

- This argument further contends that the use of
these resources can nearly replace the need
for traditional homework.

- Students who are highly gifted should be allow-
ed to make full use of the school, and to
conduct after-hours projects on the premises
if they wish to. Some schools have done this
by giving students keys to labs, etc.

- There may be a need to actually lengthen the
amount of time spent in instructing students.
Nova High School, for example, offers elective
courses during an additional period in the
morning.
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- Continuing education, extension, and "work-
learn" programs may demand extended school
day or week.

- Many schools would like to sponsor special
programs and seminars on a voluntary basis
and may have to extend the day or week to
accommodate them in its schedule.

This concept has been applied for a good many
years at higher levels of education; colleges
have always insisted on leaving their research,
experiment, and resource facilities open for
long after-hours uses.

The limitations are ones of economics, as usual.
Lengthening the time that a plant remains open
to students will increase the need for control,
and the need to provide for a "care-taker" type
of staff to operate the buildings after-hours.

There is likely to be some screaming from the
"3:30 teacher," too. Most dedicated teachers,
however, find that after-school hours are just
as much a part of their working day anyhow, and
that the longer hours would mean little change.

The student, too, will have to shake the 9-to-3
concept of schooling in order to gain the most
benefit from the program.

The administrator may be faced with more work in
scheduling the use of his resources and facili-
ties in the longer hours.

The school will have to be set up for maximum
accessibility to all with minimum care-taker
personnel and control points? a big task. Stu-
dent sense of ownership gained from the greater
accessibility may ease the situation greatly.
Finally, teacher facilities must be designed
for long-hours use and should be convenient,
quiet, and comfortable.
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EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR

The Reasons for
Extending the
School Year

There are many motives for extending the length
of the school year, currently about 180 days;
some of these reasons are primarily educational,
and others are primarily economic:

- The extended school year is advocated by the
proponents of individual-centered curricula
on the theory that the layoff, each year is
harmful to continuity.

- The trimester and auarters plans that are be-
ing tried by many colleges and some high
schools allow fewer courses--and greater con-
centration--each term, while not requiring
the total number of courses taken to change.

- Under the extended year systems, even more
courses than the average may be completed in
one year, allowing the ambitious student the
opportunity to graduate from school a few
months, earlier than is required. Most schools
provide many qualifications on this idea,
though, to avoid criticism that says that they
are simply trying to "grind out" students
faster.

- Extending the school year tends to, within
vacation limits, maximize the use of resources
and the school plant.

- With the rising costs of education, it may be-
come imperative to maximize the use of staff,
materials, resources by utilizing them year-
round. Further, enrichment, "work-learn,"
and continuing education plans may force the
school to remain open all year.
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Some Qualifications

The Student's Role

extended year 4

It would seem that this idea can be applied at
all levels of education as long as certain limi-
tations are taken into account:

- Just how many months a year a child can
effectively devote to education is a factor.
This problem is fundamental, and has a great
deal to do with sustaining motivation, an
area which still needs much study. According
to The Year-Round Cam us Catches On, however:
psychologists assure use t at normal young-
sters can take this in stride.

- Vacations must be arranged for instructors
and administrators. If the school operates
on a graded basis, there will be time needed
to make-out schedules, etc. Some colleges
on extended year plans have worked out research
and sabbatical rotations for their faculties.

- The need to provide some time off for students
to allow vacations with their parents must be
met.

- Maintenance and repairs to (particularly older)
buildings and grounds are often best accomp-
lished when workers are uninhibited by the
presence of students and teachers.

-.Certain dates, such as entry dates into college
from high school, have to be co-ordinated in
both programs if they deviate from more con-
ventional school year organizations.

- It must be recognized that certain students
must work to attain costly higher education,
and must take terms off or participate in a
"work-learn" situation in order to finance it.

It has been shown that these programs are gener-
ally quite popular with students, particularly
when year-round attendance is voluntary. The
popularity of summer sessions at all levels
attests to this statement. One adjustment that
must be made, though, is the abandoning of the
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The Teacher's Role,

notion that the summer vacation is the one goal
of the entire school year. While vacations are
necessary, too often they are overemphasized.
Finally, year-round schooling should enhance,
rather than diminish, the importance of extra-
curricular activities since the student's
attention will be focused on the school for most
of the year.

The teacher, too, will have to become used to
the idea of being a full-time worker, a concept
not unwelcome to many a devoted teacher. It
must be recognized, though, that teachers do
need longer vacations than many workers; this
is particularly true at higher levels where the
need to do research and written work is evident.

The Implications If the school is designed to serve as a year-
for Facilities round plant, certain points should be noted:

- Materials and construction should be durable
enough to staid the use all year around.
This will undoubtedly mean an increase in
the initial cost of the school building (an
unwelcome idea in this era of the defeated
bond issue!). The increased utilization of
resources, and the decreased maintenance
costs resulting from using better materials,
should help to justify this increased cost.

- Year-round climate control possibilities
must not be overlooked. Air conditioning
will probably be needed if summer occupancies
are expected. Again the utilization figures
should help balance this expense.

- There must be additional emphasis on physical
and psychological "comfort" in the school
building, both for the student and for the
teacher. The school must be a pleasant place
in which to work and to learn.

LI
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problems I

THE PROBLEMS IN
OR THE PLANT

New Understandings
Demand an Increased
Emphasis on Plant
Organization

New Educative Patterns
Must be Reflected in
Plant Organization

Educational psychologists are making great
advances toward further understanding the
basics of learning theory and are making
suggestions concerning curriculum, staff,
and facilities.

Too often these days, the plant is designed
on the basis of a nineteenth century prototype,
and remains nearly oblivious to the philoso-
phies of education being implemented inside of
the building. The crucial need now is to re-
flect the learning theory in the organization
of she plant.

Likewise, research into motivation demands that
emphasis be placed on the "climate" surrounding
the learning process; both social and physical
environments must be considered.

Many of the new educative patterns and organi-
zations discussed in earlier sections require
that new plant organizations be considered:

- Organizing students in large groups and in
seminars for instruction implies a differ-
ent social structure within the school than
if students are organized in groups of one
for independent work.

- If administration, to be effective in the
schools emphasizing the importance of the
individual, must "humanize" and decentral-
ize, the plant organization must reflect
this change.
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S I problems

Size, and its
Effect on the Student

The Expanding
Role of the School

Last, but not least:
Economy, and the
Need to Utilize

- New instructional patterns based on the use
of often-expensive technical media must be
reflected in the organization of the plant.

As the number of students tied up in the educa-
tion process grows by leaps and bounds, so does
the psychologist's concern about size and its
effect on the individual. It becomes most econ-
omical to build and operate the large school; on
the other hand, many feel that the small school
has social advantages for the individual. The
problem is that the small school is simply too
expensive to operate, and the big school is just
too big! How can we begin to balance these two
factors?

As the actual role that the school plays in our
lives increases--the eighth-grade educated man
has giver way to the college graduate--and the
number of people going back to school increases,
the plant must become more versatile to meet
these needs.

A detailed explanation of these factors is pre-
sented in Section 8.

As the costs of education rise and emphasis is
placed on economy and further utilization of
facilities, administrators and architects must
look more toward improving the use and auality
of existing facilities, or toward providing
efficient new facilities for the organizations.
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THE CHANG !NG ROLE
O F T H E PLANT

The Plant Defined

The Plant Has
Undergone Relatively
Little Change
In Over a Century

As we are planning to look at it, the plant
can be defined as a place or a r,rour of places
where people, facilities, aids and media are
organized into a system that will nrovide an
effective learning situation.

In 1847, a four story schoolhouse was built
in Tyler Street, Boston. This edifice, known
as the fluincy School and erected for $60,000,
contained four floors of classrooms, one large
enough to seat all 660 students in assembly
hall fashion. It also featured such revolu-
tionary devices as chairs and desks bolted to
the floor! While the Ouincy School served
well the educational philosophy of the time,
it unfortunately became a prototype for decades
to come. Even when the advances in educational
theory did come, the plant was still based on
the Quincy School. Indeed, in many districts,
it still is.

When we consider education today as the total
involvement of the student in the learning sit-
uation, it becomes impossible to adhere to even
the most time-honored of nrototvnes. v:e should
deal with plants and organizations that not only
consider but actually complement many of the new
ideas.

Also, in the light of the speed of advances in
the fields of learning psychology, the plant
must be flexible enough to accommodate whole new
ways of doing things.
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A New Consideration

How Big do We Get?

One of the great limiting factors on plant
organization in the past has been distance;
the size of a building, or of a campus, was
always limited by the requirement of personal
contact between student and teacher, or stu-
dent and resource materials. In this modern
age of science, electronics, and technology,
the distance is beginning to become much less
important as a limiting factor. No longer is
constant face-to-face contact an essential of
certain types of learning. Television and
other communication techniques allow the plant
to assume new proportions and new boundaries.

It would seem that the disappeararct of the
need for constant face-to-face co-Aact, and
the growing pressures for economy 4ou1G force
bigger and bigger plants. However, the admin-
istrator must consider the following factors
before he commits himself to a large-scale
plant:

- OBJECTIVES OF PLANT ORGANIZATION: What ages
will be taught and what are their require-
ments, both educative and social? What
types of courses will be taught? What
student maturities can be counted on?

- SOCIAL ASPECTS: What correlations can be
drawn between plant size and social growth?
How much student interaction is necessary?

- STAFF & ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATIONS: How
available are good instructors? How will
they be organized for effective instruction?
How much flexibility is allowed in schedul-
ing students and teachers?

- A BREAKING POINT: Is there a point where
the school just becomes too big to operate
efficiently? Are economies in utilization
of resources offset by paperwork and the
demands of bureaucratic organization?



The New Organizations

introduction

On the basis of trends in educational psychol-
ogy, and as approaches to solving the problem
outlined at the beginning of this Section, new
plant organizations are evolving. EDUCATIONAL
PARKS seek to combine, and SCHOOLS-WITHIN-
SCHOOLS seek to separate the elements of the
plant. SCHOOLS-AWAY-FROM-SCHOOLS further seek
to separate out these elements.
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educational parks

EDUCAT ION AL PAR KS

Why Educational Parks? An educational park, by way of definition, is
a totally centralized plant organized for all
levels of education, (pre-F,:hool end kinder-
garten through college), using common central
facilities. It is an organization conceived
as an answer to a number of crucial problems
facing education today. The educational park:

- Provides for more
efficient use of re-
sources by eliminating
duplication in some
facilities (kitchen,
athletic, auditorium),
by reducing cost-to-
student ratios, and by
providing for greater
utilization of staff.

- Makes possible a more
effective use of often
expensive media such as
television, local orig-
ination and teaching
machines.

K E Y - Provides a system for
the efficient use of an

individual-centered con-
tinuous-progress curric-
ulum if that is the school's
goal, since there are no
problems of transferring
students from level to
level.

- Provides a system which
can help solve the prob-
lems of segregation and
integration.

cf
ipl :

m :

h

central facilities
indi v idual
progress levels
elementary
middle
high
college
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Some Limitations

Possible Patterns
of Organization

educational narks

While the educational park concept answers many
crucial problems, it is not without faults.
These faults must be understood and resolved if
a community accepts an educational park as its
plant organizatior:

- Transportation of large numbers of students
to and from the plant is likely to be ex-
pensive (particularly if the park is de-
signed to replace neighborhood schools),
and creates problems of safety, large
investments in buses, and bus scheduling.

- Scheduling of teachers, students and media
must be carefully examined.

- The sheer bigness of the plant may create
social problems, for there is little doubt
that the smaller school has more to offer
in terms of these non-educational advan-
tages.

- An individual could simply become lost in a

plant designed on the grand scale if great
care is not taken to soften the "scale" of
the facilities, and the learning in general.

Many of the organizational patterns, both ver-
tical and horizontal, may he applied to the
concept of the educational park. The park is,
as we have noted, particularly suitable to the
use of individual - centered curricula, varied
group sizes, various staff organizations, and
large-scale use of media for instruction.

Having a large plant does raise one narticular
implication, however: the need for a cohesive
and effective organization of staff. Often a
whole new heirarchy of staff must be established
to make the plant operate at par. The organiza-
tion, a possibility of which is given here,
resembles that of a university with many differ-
ent schools and curricula,
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I PD

The Teacher in the
Educational Park

The Student in the
Educational Park

Implications for
Facilities

PD Plant Director, or
President

AD Administrative
Directors

SC School Chairmen
ES Educational special-

ists such as media
men, psycholopists,
guidance, corrective
personnel, etc.

DP Department Chairmen
TL Team Leaders
T Teachers
A. Assistants

Further emphasis and discussion is devoted to
staff organization methods in Section 3.

The teacher must be able to adapt to the overall
organization, both in terms of its size and in
terms of the increased availability of resources
and facilities for his use. Despite bigness,
the teacher must be ever cognizant of his role
as an active part and critic of staff and educa-
tional policy within the school.

The student must react according to the specific
organization patterns used in the educational
park. One possible implication, however, is
that since there are so many different students
of so many different apes on the campus of the
park, students can be combined in pyramidal
groups (student led, a few from each level) for
instruction, or the older students may provide
tutoring for the younger.

In any plant organization, the building elements
and their related facilities are most instrumen-
tal in making the education process work. This
is especially true in educational parks which
may accommodate a variety of ratterns. While
the facilities required may be of what we con-
sider "common" in schools, it must be remembered
that the park's "stock-in-trade" is in its
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educational parks

ability to combine and utilize all types of
facilities:

instructional
area

5

INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS: the
bigness of the park will
allow the provision of
many different kinds of
facilities (large-group
spaces, smaller rooms,
individual study areas)
depending on the exact
needs of the program.
The point is that, if
facilities are correctly
programmed, there will be
a minimum of waste and
idle-use time. Various
teacher areas should be
provided for consulta-
tion, previewing, etc.

LIBRARY AND RESOURCE
AREAS: these are best
centralized, and the edu-
cational park serves them
well. The problems are
to make these areas cen-
tral enough, as far as
the school's circulation
pattern is concerned, to
make them readily usable
by students and teachers.

ADMINISTRATION AREAS: a

large-scale plant will
require a good deal of
space for administrative
functions; housing of
staff and personnel, re-
cords, possibly even data-
handling (see Section 6
for details of the latter).

SERVICE AREAS: these will
include kitchen, dining,
and mechanical services.
The kitchen seems to func-
tion best as a centralized
element for reasons of
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circulation

service

ommon
areas
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economy of preparation
and service. Dining fac-
ilities would most likely
be decentralized in the
student instructional areas.
A comprehensive analysis of
mechanical costs, both for
installation and operation,
should be made to determine
whether central or diverse
systems are to be used.

COMMON AREAS: such facil-
ities for physical educa-
tion, music, industrial
arts and home economics
must be planned to allow
for use by all levels. An

auditorium should be de-
signed for maximum utili-
zation by all levels of
students. Large -group

instruction spaces may be
dividable by partitions
for use as smaller spaces
for meetings, small pro-
ductions, etc.

CIRCULATION: the circula-
tion of teachers, students,
equipment and vehicular
transportation must be
organized into an efficient
system for sreed and safety.
Students should be able to
move between the different
progress levels and the
common areas. Service
vehicles and busses should
not interfere with redes-
trian circulation. In all,

there should be a clear
hierarchy of circulation
throughout the complex.
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SCHOOLSWI THIN SCHOOLS

The Purpose of This
Plant Organization

The purpose of the schools-within-schools con-
cept is to devise a method which will divide
the large educational complex into smaller units
which are either discipline-oriented or scale-
oriented. A brief description of each of these
methods will be given before general implica-
tions are noted.

The "Discipline- The purpose of the discipline-oriented school-
Oriented" School . . within-a-school is to,

- Organize a subject discipline into a more
effective pattern of instructional sentience.
For example, the "school" of science will be
organzed with an integrated curriculum in-
cluding not just one science course after
another, but courses which cover all fields
in an overlapping and continuous way.

- Organize the discipline staff in terms of
an autonomous unit with a denartnent head
and usually planning and teaching teams.

. . Its Advantages The advantages of the discipline- oriented school
are those of providing ,,ore meaningful curri-
culum, of providing for specialized fields of
study (where this is desirable), of nrovidinv
basis for more individualized programs within a
discipline, of providing more useful and effec-
tive student evaluation, and of breaking down
the large plant into a series of smaller unitsr
They are particularly useful on the high school
level where a degree of specialization may he
more desirable.
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. . Its Limitations The most significant criticism of this type of
arrangement is that which is so often hurled at
colleges with their tightly-designed departmen-
talization and over-specialization: there is
simply too much specializing to provide any
real co-ordination between all parts of the
curriculum.

The "Little School" The purpose of the "little school" form of a
Concept . . school-within-a-school is to,

- Establish an acceptable social learning
unit which can provide more social inte-
gration and interaction; more chance for
participation in government, or extra-
curricular activities, or athletics; and
more opportunity for individual attention.

- Organize the staff into an effective unit
which is cohesive and autonomous. Teachers
may remain with the student group through-
out the years spent in school, allowing them
to get to know the children well enough to
accurately evaluate the educative process.

- Decentralize the administration, using the
little school as the primary administrative
and guidance unit. This way, the adminis-
trator, too, can become more familiar with
each of the personalities in the school.

- Provide flexibility within the school to
change instructional procedures based on
the needs of the smaller group. Teachers
should find it easier to detect flaws in
materials and presentation, and should be
more easily able to correct them.

. And Its Limitations To be totally effective, teachers and students
really should be kept together through the years
spent in the little school.
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A variety of educational ratterns, new and old,
can be employed with the framework of a school-
within-a-school:

- Any type of vertical structure (grading,

multigrading, nongrading), may be employed.

- Multiclass teaching may be used since there
are smaller groups to work with, and this
kind of instruction lends itself well to
discipline - sequential learning.

- Team teaching and echelon organizations may
be used. Teachers will probably be cycled
(staying with the students for longer than
the conventional year) in the little school
concept.

Since one of the prime reasons for forming these
smaller schools is for more effective staff or-
ganization and more effective contact between
student and teacher, the teacher must live un
to this magnified role.

One of the main lay-criticisms of teacher cycling
in the little school concert is that if a child
gets a poor and ineffective teacher, he is "stuck"
with him. Unfortunately, the criti7ism is Quite
pertinent to the issue, and each teacher must
make every effort to provide effective learning
experiences.

Since contact between teacher and student is
generally more casual and informal, the teacher
must become aware of new evaluative techniques;
techniques that may be much closer to the mark
than the bi-weekly examination! These are dis-
cussed in programs advocating individual-centering
of the curriculum.

The teacher will also have to become more crea-
tive in planning and instructing, particularly
in the little school concept where he may be
cycled with the students.
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Implications
for Facilities

Discipline-Oriented
School-Within-a-School

It should be mentioned that the various schools-
within-schools plans can be incorporated as new
Plant organizations within existing facilities;
many schools have tried this and been nuite
successful. As is always the case, however, the
new plant organizations work best when the facil-
ities are specifically designed to support them.

The discipline-oriented school may be organized
in clusters, based on the subjects taught.

Little Schools

project
areas

seminar

Each school may have
special classrooms as de-
termined by the subjects
taught. Laboratories,
special media facilities,
seminar rooms, and common
group instruction rooms
for multi-class teaching
may be furnished. Teach-
ers will have to have
spaces for planning, storing
materials, and consulting
with students.

Usually the little school is built as a series of
"houses" grouping around central facilities.
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The little school will
have facilities for all
tyres of discipline in-
struction. Classrooms
for all subjects and the
special related fields
will be planned for. A

common facility serves as
dining room, meeting room
or multi-class teaching
room. Teachers will have
special offices for simi-
lar purposes as the dis-
cipline- oriented school.
The house vaster will
need facilities to direct
staff and students.
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Both types of schools-within-schools will renuire
special common facilities. Areas for physical
education, music, industrial arts, central admin-
istration, etc. will have to be provided as need-
ed. Clusters may be spread apart or integrated
into one form.
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SCHOOLS
AWAY-F ROM-SCHOOLS

A New Kind of Plant

What Makes it Feasible?

The Plant Components:
The "Transmitting Area"

The schools-away-from-schools concept may be
defined as a plant organization which extends
the reach of the school into areas which may
be apart from traditional instructional areas.
Instruction may be presented by technical aids
and media, rather than in a face-to-face way
from teacher to student. The effect of this
can be a greater range of coverage, which could
bring about solutions to the problems of exten-
ding education and offering better education.

Recent new ideas and philosophies have contri-
buted many new and creative innovations in in-
struction. These innovations have provided a

great impetus for the schools-away-from-schools:

- LARGE-GROUP INSTRUCTION has shown that the
personal face-to-face relationship of
teacher to student is not always essential
to learn.

- INDIVIDUAL STUDY METHODS have noted that, by
using study carrels (or learning labs, as we
call them), a student can effectively learn
material presented to him. At first, the
learning lab was installed within the
building, but it has been found that it is
just as readily adaptable to other locaticnes.

The new plant organization consists of two main
elements which are established in given areas:
the "transmitting area" and the "response area".
The transmitting area contains some sort of
administrative and instructional staff
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The "response area"

individual homes

schools-away-from-schools I s

which evolves a curriculum, plans and presents
the instruction in the most effective form. and
acts to evaluate their effectiveness. The trans-
mitting area can be found in the origination
center, in the library, or in any place where
planning and presenting material takes place.

The second component is the "response area", a
place where students can receive instruction by
various devices such as television, programmed
instruction, information retrieval, and other
audio-visual devices through which he can learn
effectively. These areas can be located in many
places depending upon aspects of scale (how many
to serve), the purpose of the material, and the
age level of receivers.

community centers
as : adjunct staff

factories & businesses
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In Dormitories
and Student Areas

In Community Centers

One type of response area can be in the college
dormitory or other student areas. Here the pur-
pose of transmitted instruction may be to,

- Present new material prior to classtime to
enable more effective classroom discussion.

- To reinforce the facts of classroom learning.

- To encourage dormitory discussion (discussion
groups led by older students or resident
faculty may be used to support the lectures).

- To help break down the barriers between the
so-called "academic" and "living" areas.

- To give additional help to those in need,
and extra instruction to those who elect to
go further or delve deeper.

The methods that might be used to implement this
type of instruction in dorms and student areas
might include,

- Television use for large-group instruction.

- Programmed teaching devices.

- Dial systems for information retrieval.

Miniaturizations for labs-in-the-dorm.

With the increased demand for higher education
by adults, it is necessary that the school ex-
tend its resources to these new students. It is
often difficult for ar adult to travel to the
school. Institutions, therefore, may establish
adjunct facilities in community centers to carry
instruction to the students. These community
facilities may include public schools, libraries,
social and cultural centers, etc. Instruction
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In Factories
and Businesses

Ischools-away-from-schools 5

may be presented by,

- Closed-circuit or Broadcast video tapes and
live lectures.

- Programmed materials.

. A Course syllabus requiring various out-of-
class assignments.

- Visits to the centers by instructors and
lecturers. Resident directors or advisors
may direct students to new resources, etc.

- Use of miniaturized teaching aids.

The effects of the shorter work week will give
workers more time to pursue various forms of
recreation or education. It may be the respon-
sibility of employers to provide their staff with
this education for purposes of job retraining,
specialized training or continuing education
(see Section 8). The results may be to,

- Improve employer-employee relations.

- Help curb unemployment problems.

- Provide special courses to staff and per-
sonnel, thereby increasing efficiency, etc,.

An industry or business may establish a tie with
a near-by college and be electronically connected
to its resources. Instruction may then be brought
into these places in much the same way as was dis-
cussed in the preceding paragraph. Another ap-
proach could be the use of business staff to
assist in the instruction.

In Individual Homes New-technology is making it possible to bring
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The Teacher's Role

education into the individual home. It is being
achieved today mainly through the use of tele-
vision and standard textbooks. This type of
communication will be able to reach many new
learners who desire either college credit or
enrichment. These new learners may be,

- Housewives and mothers who desire to work
when relieved of child-caring duties.

- Handicapped individuals who desire expan-
ded learning resources.

- Professional people who desire refresher
courses or enrichment.

- Gifted students who are not challenged by
regular school work.

The use of new aids and media can increase the
self-instructional resources. The development
of the 8mm cartridge projector and the video
tape recorder will bring new resources into the
home. It may be feasible for a family to own a
form of teaching machine or small computer and
receive special programs from local origination
areas. The adoption of various proficiency exams
will allow in-the-home students to gain credit for
this type of study. The major limitation of this
in-the-home school is the lack of two-way communi-
cation. Here again, the community center discuss-
ion group 'can act as a sounding hoard for ideas,
projects.

The teacher will have to be able to organize all
available resources into a syllabus to be used
in these schools-away-from-schools. If teaching
a complete course, he must provide an effective
instructional seouence, and some means for eval-
uating students and instruction. A teacher will
have to accept the loss of direct communication
with his students; he may be teaching several
thousand at one time, and cannot hope to be able
to come into personal contact with each and every
one of them.
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The Facilities

schools-away-from-schools
1

5

The individual role of the student will become
more pronounced. The student will have the sole
responsibility for his education. He may not
have to meet attendance requirements of hand-in
assignments, but he must actively participate in
the learning process by consulting with others,
performing learning tasks, searching for addi-
tional resources, etc.

The facilities for the transmitting area imply
a certain amount of co-operative development
of instructional resources. University produc-
tion centers or special library and origination
centers will store, prepare, and transmit all
instructional resources. Facilities may include:

- Television taping and origination areas

- Information retrieval and storage areas

- Audio and visual tape libraries with storage
and distribution areas

- Programmed instruction areas if this instruc-
tion is of electronic nature

The specific facilities for the response area
will, of course, vary with the type of programs
that use the school-away-from-school. One main
characteristic, however, will be privacy. Those
who now gain in-the-home instruction from television,
for example, find that lack of privacy and interfer-
ence from other sources to be the worst problem.
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THE PROBLEMS

problems 6

The Size and Scope
of Education Today

The Impact of the
New Approaches

Coupled with the phenomenal expansion of our
population is an increase in the proportion of
it associated in some way with education.

In 1964, to point this up, some 55,000,000
Americans were engaged full-time in the nation's
educational enterprise as students, as teachers,
and as administrators or staff members.

Then, too, technological obsolescence and social
desires for continuing education (see Section 8)
practically insure that the need for education
does not cease for the individual with a high
school or college degree.

In the middle of this growing web is the school
administrator. He is faced with the prospect of
coming up with new approaches, new methods, new
efficiencies -- or going under, drowned in a morass
of paper and routine.

The recognition of many weak points in our tradi-
tional patterns of education has brought on many
innovations. Almost all of these have one point
in common; they complicate the administrative pro-
cess, often to the point of frustration. Some

examples:

- Individual centered curricular if each
student is to progress at his own rate, how is
a schedule made up? how are results and per-
formance evaluated? how are routine tasks such
as materials distribution taken care of?
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School "Routine"

- Variation in group sizes: if different groups
of various sizes are set up, how is the stu-
dent-teacher-course-room-time overlap and con-
flict resolved? how is space utilized to the
maximum?

Tetm teaching: if team teaching is used, how
are teachers' schedules planned to avoid con-
flicts and to allow time to plan together?

- Educational Parks: if different levels of the
educational process are placed on the same cam-
pus, how are the pieces co-ordinated? how is
the information relayed? how are students
transferred from one part to another?

- New Media: how are the various media and equip-
ment scheduled to avoid conflicts in use? how
are miniaturizationsstapeseand projectors cata-
logued and checked out?

Many of the once routine clerical processes in the
school are being reviewed in the light of the re-
cent investigations in education.

The evaluative role of the school, for instance,
can no longer deal with such simple questions as
"Does this child pass or fail?" It must somehow
explore the complex patterns in each learner's make-
up and evaluate their effects.

The "library function" once consisting of a libra-
rian and a drawer of cards, has grown very rapidly.
Now it may cost twice as much to catalog a book as

it does to buy it! With the increasing emphasis on
the role of the library, steps must be taken to make
it more efficient to operate.

How can routine functions, like attendance, payroll,
inventory, reports, examination grading, statisti-
cal analyses and the like, be made easier and more
economical to handle?
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AN INTRODUCT ION

Why Computers?

While there are many obvious ways of improving
the administrative process, such as hiring more
cumpetent personnel, and shifting work loads to
clerical personnel, these may only begin to
scratch the surface as far as solving the prob-
lems is concerned. The bright light in the pic-
ture seems to be the computer.

When the problems encountered in science and
engineering became too complex and too time con-
suming for ar individual to solve readily, the
computer was developed. This machine was meant
to serve man and not to replace him -- there
was always the human element behind it in the
form of the programmer.

And so with education. As the problems of im-
proving the administrative process have multiplied,
educators have looked to computers for help in
solving them.

Why? A computer can be fed the same basic infor-
mation that, say, a human administrator can digest
when he makes up the schedule: students, courses,
teacher preferences, and times. The difference is
that the machine will greatly reduce the time it
takes to juggle these factors in their endless
permutations and combinations, and to produce a
workable schedule.
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6 computer-based scheduling

How does it work?

COMPUTER-BASED
SCHEDUL ING

A current emphasis lies in better organizing
the time spent in school. (see Section 4)
One of the most significant results of this
emphasis has been the breakdown of the tradi-
tional school period as the primary scheduling
unit.

If this concept is accepted as valid, it creates
important headaches when the administrator is
faced with the task of juggling students, teach-
ers, courses, rooms and times that have become
hopelessly complicated by nodular scheduling, or
by independent study, or by variation in group
sizes.

A way out of this problem has been to turn to the
computer for help. This useful device which has
been used for a number of years to assign students
to sections and so on, has been rerfected to grind
out complete master schedules of students, teachers,
rooms, times, and courses. GASP, such a system, is
fully described in a recent EFL publication en-
titled "School Scheduling by Computer". From cer-

tain givens or parameters (such as: listing of
instructors, courses preferred, rooms and capaci-
ties or special uses, students and student reouests,
time patterns desired, maximum students per class,
free periods desired, maximum teacher loads, etc.)
a full master schedule can be obtained. All of

this given information is punched into cards, and
combined in the computer with the program, which
may consist of over 50,000 separate instructions.
Of course, there will he conflicts, and the given
information must be rechecked for errors Oither in
theory, or in key-punching. From five to twenty-
five runs through the computer may be needed to
complete the schedule, but this remains a great
improvement on forcing the administrator to do
all this work himself.
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Expense

Applications

Organizations and
Limitations

computer-based scheduling 6

In the EFL report mentioned above, it is estimated
that about two man-hours of conventional scheduler's
time may be devoted per student in making up the
schedule. The cost of the computer operation, on
the other hand, may be less than half of the cost
of the administrator's time. Individual situations,
of course, determine final costs.

The use of computers may be part of any educational
program at any level. The prime issue is one of
economics, which is discussed below.

The computer permits new organizations and new
methods that simply were not feasible in times gone
by. It allows the administration and the faculty a
broader latitude of organizational patterns in which
to work.

The limitations on the use of the computer are more
than likely to determine the schemes of organization.
Since the actual data - processing equipment is very
expensive, administrators will be spending a great
deal of time in deciding just how they are going
to utilize it:

- They may decide to install a data-handling
center in the school where the operations take
place. This may be economical where there is
a gigantic scheduling problem (as in a very
large and diversified school or in a continuous-
progress school) and where the computer can per-
form other functions as well.

- They may decide to co-operatively establish a
computer center with other schools or districts.

In this case, key-punch, preparation and distri-
bution facilities may be located in the indiv-

idual schools.

- They may decide to take their problems to a
regional computer center that specializes in
developing scheduling for schools. Stanford
University provides such a center which is used
in its own research and has developed a number
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computer-based scheduling

The Role of the
Student

Impact on the
Teacher

Effects on the
Administrator

of schedules for west coast schools. Further
implications are discussed in Section 9.

In any case, the items of expense (machinery,
personnel and facilities) will probably exert more
limitations on the use of the computer than any
others. If computers that are already being used
to perform other tasks can be programmed to handle
administrative chores, costs can be brought down
considerably.

The greatest impact of computer-based scheduling
on the student will be a general loosening up of
time organization in the school. The psychological
barriers provided by the 50-minute time period and
by the periodic "marching" on to the next classroom
can be lifted and replaced by a more relaxed and
mobile feeling.

The teacher will undoubtedly become more computer-
oriented: he will have to become specifically
educated in the specific requirements of these
machines.

The computer should be able to lessen the paperwork
load on the teacher by being able to automatically
print out the many different kinds of lists needed
by him.

The use of the computer for scheduling, and for
other uses as mentioned later in this section, may
mean a shifting in the role of the administrator.
He may actually gain some of the time to do the
tasks his job implies -- those of the educational
leader in the community. He may devote his time
and attention more to the problems of organizing
his school for effective learning and relinquish
many of the more routine chores to the computer.
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The Growth
of the Library

library operations

MECHANIZING
L I BRARY OPERATIONS

As the size and the importance of the library grows,
so does the clerical labor necessary to keep these
complex facilities functioning. It has been estim-
ated that the average library may spend over twice
the purchase price of a book in simply processing
its entrance into the library. The costs, of course,
continue each time the boa is checked out.

At a large college library, there may be over twenty
persons employed simply to check in new serials and
periodicals in order to avoid duplication and to in-
sure proper filing. This is a. job that requires
relatively little talent but must be done if the
library is not to end up drowning in a sea of mag-
azines!

Of course, the new functions of the library, the
addition of all kinds of instructional aids and
media, (discussed in detail in Section 7), likewise
add to the problems of library function and control.

The forthcoming answer to many of these problems
appears to be the computer. It seems to have an
unsurmountable appetite for routine work -- and
the library is a good customer!

Relation to the Major ACQUISITIONS: The selection, authorization, pur-
Problems Facing the chase, payment, cataloging, preparation and shelv-
Library ing of books and materials may be speeded along by

setting up a punch card for each new title which
is then,

Matched to existing cards in the library
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Applications
and Limitations

to make sure it is not there already.
- Sorted by dealer for ordering purposes.
- Sorted by account number for bookkeeping.
- Sorted by subject, title, and author for
shelving and cataloging.

- Retained in the permanent files as record.

SERIALS CONTROL: The process of keeping tabs
on all publications arriving at the library can
be mechanized by a print-out system by which all
duplicates are automatically discarded. Others
are referred to proper, places,

CIRCULATION CONTROL: Using a punch card for each
title and a card for each student, the two are
"matched" when the resource is charged out,
allowing a complete history to be kept of each
resource in the library. Also,

Only a few seconds (the matching of the
two cards) will be needed for charging out.

- The desk will automatically have a record
of each resource and its due date.

- Overdue notices can be printed automatically.
Notices of available resources (as soon as
they come in) can be automat4.c.;ly printed
and distributed.

- The library can keep accurate circulation
statistics.

CARD CATALOG AND TITLE ACCESS: It is generally
conceded that the current card catalog is a
deterrent to good library use. A computer could
reduce all the cards in the library to its mem-
ory, and then "call up" a resource or list of
resources by subject, author, or title. It
could also print out a list of the library's en-
tire holdings in book form for faculty and re-
searchers.

As in all computer-based economies, the main
factor is expense! Obviously, such elaborate
systems are out of the question for smaller lib-
raries. Even in a large library, their acquisi-
tion may be contingent on receiving use from
aspects other than the library alone.
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Some Implications
for Facilities

library operations

Another important point, at this moment anyway,
is that these programs are only in the develop-
ment stage and have yet "to come of ape".
Progress is so rapid in this field, though, that
it can be assumed the technological shortcomings
will be overcome in a matter of a few years.

Greater use will he placed on spaces designed
specifically for computers and data-handling.
Some of the design criteria are discussed in
the last paragraphs of this Section 6.

The old-time card catalog and its contingent
bulk may be done away with, eliminating space
needs in this area. Decentralized "call-ur"
points could be scattered throughout the area.

The traditional library circulation pattern of
"in-catalog-stack-desk-out" may be in for a
change. Eliminating the central catalog and
possibly even the circulation desk will do
away with these traditional bottlenecks that
are now necessary.

Actual location of the computer center in the
building will depend on other uses for the
computer. It will most like3y share a central
position with the library and administratiye
areas in the building. See the discussion at
the end of this Section 6.
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G ENERAL USE

O F COMPUTERS

What Else Can
a Computer Do?

While the functions of scheduling and library
operation are two particularly knotty problems
that can be ironed out by computers, there are
many other functions in the modern school which
can be handled by these machines.

Many of these "routine" duties have always con-
sumed an enormous amount of time and paperwork
on the part of teachers, administrators, and
clerical staff. As the education industry grows,
there is little or no indication that the time
spent on these tasks will decline, or even stay
constant. In fact, it seems clear that dispro-
portionate increases will take place unless new
methods are devised to handle them.

Another factor to consider is that if a school,
or a group of schools, if. planning to own or
lease a computer, it can generally be said that
it will not be economizing on its investment un-
less the machine is programmed to do as many
tasks in as many areas as possible.

Some of the many functions that a computer can
perform, in addition to scheduling and library

work, include:

- Tracking of student progress through school
(Particularly important in individually-
centered curricula).

- Test scoring and interpretation of results.
- Setting of expected completion dates of
units (in individually-centered curricula).

- Registration.
- Attendance and tardiness record.

- Distribution and inventory-control of
materials, school supplies, etc.
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Organization and
Limitations

Role of the Teacher

general use I 6

- Bookkeeping and budgeting.
- Cafeteria, physical education, athletic
scheduling and procedures.

- In-school evaluation of programs tried
by faculty and administration.

- Space utilization studies, etc.
- Instruction (See Section 7).

While computers can and will be used at all
levels of the educational process, current use
has been somewhat restricted to secondary and
higher levels. The reasons are obvious: as

students move from what is usually a highly
integrated elementary school to the more com-
plex upper years, the paperwork increases. The

use of individual-centered curricula on lower

levels and its incumbent use of computers in
many cases for tracking and for instruction,
has implications for greater use of computers
on these levels, too.

The limitations and organizational patterns are
typical of those dealing with the use of com-

puters anywhere: is there enough UTILIZATION

to keep this expensive machine running?

Some of the clerical expenses of today's schools

can be cut since the machines are not only faster
than people doing the same tasks, but they also
neatly present the data gained in the desired form.

Just how general use of computers (for other than

instructional purposes) will affect the role of

the teacher is an interesting point. As far as

clerical duties are concerned, there are two
conflicting factors.

First, the class lists, grade sheets, reports,
etc., that a computer can turn out will save

the teacher a great deal of clerical labor, which

at the present may take as much as a quarter of

his time.
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Some Implications
for Facilities

Unfortunately, though, ruch of the inforrn-
tion needed by the rroprarmer must come from
the teacher and it must be in written cnrm.
While the brochures published as "Teachers
Manuals" by the schools using* computers are
notoriously complicated, teachers will nrob-
ably fall quickly into the routine. The
point is, how much of a net reduction is there
in the time that a teacher is expected to
devote to clerical labor?

Direct implications for facilities will, of
course, depend on the orpanizational patterns
utilized:

- If the school does not contain the actual
computer center, key - punch, nreraration
and distribution facilities will still
have to be provided for, in the maiority
of cases.

- If the computer is to be housed within
the plant, special attention must be
given to location, layout, and to the
requirements that the machines themselves
set up.

LOCATION OF THE COMPUTER OUTSIDE THE PLANT

1111110101101

key punch
preparation
distribution
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How elaborate rust the
in-school facilities for
key-punch and "rend out"
be?

How many of the associated
clerical functions are to
he rerformed in the school?

If the comruter is used
primarily for administra-
tive rurposes, the distri-
bution noint should be re-
lated to the adrinistrotive
facility.



general use

If the computer is also
used in runninr the li-
brary, the distribution
point should be located
in a central area between
the library and adminis-
trative sections.

key punch
preparation
distribution

LOCATION OF THE COMPUTER 11TH1N TEE PLANT
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General Criteria
for the Design of
Commuter Spaces

administration
and

data hand ling

The same criteria that
were applied above rust
he used. Vhat relation-
ships are imnlied by the
intended uses of the
computer?

Also, if the computer is
to find present or future
use in the instructional
nropram (see Section 7),
it would seer that a cen-
tral facility, located
"between" administrative
areas, library area, and
instructional areas would
he the most desirable,

Attention must he riven to the surnortinr cleri-
cal services reouired by the commuter, The

scope of the project, and the manufacturer's de-
sign manuals should serve as guidelines.

While each manufacturer of enuirrent has specific
housing* and environmental reouirements, there arc
some generalizations that can he drawn:
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- AIR CONDITIONING must be provided. Room
air temperature generally should stay around
70° for best operation and the humidity should
be in the 40 or 60 per cent range.

- AIR FILTRATI6 is usually necessary since
dust accumulations cannot be allowed. The
architect is also charged to design an easily
cleaned area for the equipment.

- HEAT REMOVAL must be provided since the
machines produce great quantities of heat
that simply cannot be absorbed into the room.
Common solutions are underfloor ducts at the
cabinet bases, cabinet blowers, and pressur-
ized plenums. Manufacturer's guides give
details.

- LAYOUT is a factor. The manufacturer from
whom the machinery is being bought or leased
should be brought in on the design process
as early as possible. Money can be saved
with economical wiring and flow layouts.
It may be desirable to have one person be
able to monitor, and so on.

- POWER SERVICE requirements will have to be
met. The manufacturer will list them.

- ILLUMINATION STANDARDS of usually 50 fc need
to be adhered to. Direct daylight is usually
not recommended.

- ACOUSTICAL absorption of a certain standard
will have to be provided -- particularly with
regard to reverberation. The manufacturer
may not spell out exact standards.

- FLOOR must be level and must accommodate the
wiring necessary to operate the computers. A
false floor in accordance with manufacturer's
dimensional recommendations seems to be the
best since it not only allows for flexibility
in wiring changes, but may also allow under-
floor cooling systems.
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The Information
Explosion

nroblems I 7

HE NEED TC) IMPROVE THE
CC)AAAAUNIC:ATIVE PRC)CESS

A major concern in education today is related to
thG great explosion of knowledge and information
which has occurred in recent times. The total
amount of recorded information has nearly doub-
led in the last decade and is expected to increase
by similar proportions in the next one.

Education is being forced to perform the highly
complex task of disseminating this tremendous
volume of material, first to its instructional
staff, and then to its students. Presenting this
information involves two major processes:

- Sifting throuc'h and determining relevant in-
formation: This nrocess involves selection
of information based on its contents and ob-
jectives, which educators must then organize
into a curriculum. In order to do this, the
educational goals must he defined, and in-
formation rust he organized with them in mind.
The information rust then be stored and fin-
ally presented in an orderly learning senuence.
In the east, the classroom teacher with the
traditional instructional aids has beer more
than adequate cor rinnninp and presenting
material. Today, however, the information
exnlosion is demanding improved methods of
siftinp, sorting, storin and corrunicating
relevant information.

- Keeping abreast of new developments: This
process has a great effect on education be-
cause it renuires a new look at functions
and roles. All information is funneled
through the teacher to the student -- and as
the body of information grows, the funnel,
too, must expand. Since the teacher cannot
act as the encyclopedic source of all infor-
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The Population Explosion,
and the Shortage
of Qualified Teachers

Psychology and the
Learning Environment

The Technological
Revolution

mation, the act of communication cannot be
accomplished strictly in the traditional
form, that is, always in class lecture.
Special teachers, resources, and technology
must be used to effect better communication
between teacher and student, and to aid in
the continuing education of the teacher.

The rapidly increasing enrollments at nearly
every level of education has created a major
concern for educators. This concern is further
complicated by a reduced proportion of well-
qualified teachers. Even while the colleges move
to expand their efforts to turn out better quali-
fied teachers, it is a safe bet that both the
population and information explosions will act
to perpetuate this concern. Operating under the
ideal of free education for all citizens,
American educators must make major improvements
in the communicative process to offset these
problems.

For centuries educational philosophers and psy-
chologists have been searching for the key to
how man learns. It has been found that the ed-
ucative communicative process must, above all,
be designed to enable effective learning situa-
tions and environments. Psychologists have
found that students learn most effectively by
direct experiences and subsequent reinforcement
of learning. Also, information organized in a
logical, sequential order is a most effective
means for learning. Finally the learning environ-
ment (comfort, social climate, etc.) can be a
strong controlling force. The ouestion must be
asked, "By what means can the school enhance
and make the learning situation more effective?"

Modern technology has given education new meth-
ods, new systems and new devices for aiding the
communicative process. These devices vary in
function, in size, in cost, and in application
and it is most important that teachers and ad-
ministrators understand their goals and objectives.
Too often they will reject these devices solely
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problems 1 7

due to ungrounded, or nartially ungrounded, fears
such as technological unemployment, a gre'tly
diminished role, or insults to their own creative
ability. The facts, however, show that teacher's
jobs are not at stake and that the use of the
technical devices can often foster even more
creative efforts by teachers.

The greatest expense involved in running a school
are those of communicating information; instruc-
tional expenses use up nearly 60% to 70% of the
average school budget.

As the number of well-qualified teachers does
not keep pace with the ponulation explosion, what
prices will schools have to nay for high-quality
instruction? how can the technological advances
in the field of aids and media contribute to
keeping these costs in line?
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THE COMMUNICATIVE ACT

The Act of
Communication

Improving the Act:
"Systems" Approaches

"Education in the full sense is then the devel-
opment of this primary human capacity and need
for entering into communication with others.
Because we live by communication, it is by the
handing on from generation to generation the
techniques of living that have been developed by
our ancesters and which are in force all around
us -- it is by learning these that we become
able to take Fart in the human community."

-- John MacMurray, in
The Educational Forum'

The act of communication, as indicated above, is
the great single Purpose of education. It is
the communication of facts, beliefs, theories,
ideals, and skills which allows man to grasp and
comprehend the world about him. Man has been en-
dowed with the gift to being able to transmit and
receive knowledge and thus further develops his
understanding. The act of communication takes
place when two bodies exhange information through
the use of some medium. While the human voice
is the most common medium by which men communi-
cate, the written word and picture are other im-
portant devices to this end.

In order to improve the act of communication, one
must seek to improve either the bodies which ex-
change the information (i.e., the student, and
the teacher or device) or the medium through which
they communicate. Its recognized that one method
of communication may be more effective than another
for a specific learning situation; often these
methods are organized into a system as determined
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Aids and Jedis

1
introduction 7

by the reouirements of the individual and/er
the medium. This secuence then constitutes r

"systens" approach to learninv. The desipn
this !,..vsten is based on tenchine Functions,
dearnimY functions, and the mediatinFT functions
between the two. This Section will deal nrirar-
ily with these redistinp functions.

will establish two General catevories ("' de-
vices or reans which ray be used to improve the
communicative process: instructional aids, and
media. It is irrortant that these terms he de-
fined at the outset, and that the render keel
the distinctions in mind as he considers each:

teacherimmillIiNEH students
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS are
rethods or devices which
present surportim, mat-
erial, usually intermit-
tently, vs aids to the
teacher in presentation.

MEDIA refers to retheds
or devices which are
priarilv desianed to
present comPlete lodies
of incormation then-
selves.

"The chief distinction, then, lies in the extent
to which the device or system n devices carries
the burden of instruction; a ediun is lareelv
self-sunportinp, while an aid serves to sul-,Ple-
ment the instructor's presentation, Obviously,
derendinp on their manner of use, some devices
nay either he aids or media."

-- New -'paces for Learninf,
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Traditional
Instructional Aids

The Purpose
of the Aids

INS TRUCT °NAL Al DS

Instructional aids have long been usedin edu-
cation. Some of these "traditional" aids might
include,

- The printed book, periodical, and pamphlet.

- The two-dimensional graph, chart or diagram.

- The three-dimensional model, demonstration,
and experiment.

- The chalkboard and other informal "write-on"
surfaces.

The purpose of the instructional aids is to sup.,
element and support the instruction provided by
the classroom teacher.

Once he has planned hisobjectives lesson in terms of his ob-
jectives, the teacher must
then decide on the mostcontent and method effective ways of presen-decisions

1
tiny; the information. The

r-----
material is often said to
"lend itself" to one way

[teacher ve i thi of presentation over another.

aids He will then decide upon the
types and amount of instruc-:-
tional aids that will best

students 1
support the presentation.

These aids have long been
effective, and still play a
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Instructional Aids

1-aint Are They?

instructional aids 7

major role in education. 'Inny have undergone
much improvement and are still being further
developed. The educator must accent these tra-
ditional aids, be he cannot rely on them alone.
New aids have been developed and are nrovinc
beneficial to communication; these new aids must
be understood and used where they will be most
effective.

A vast number of audio and audio- visual aids
has flooded the field of education in the rast
decade. Many other advances are on the horizon.

Teachers have often found that students can learn
either more raridly or more effectively, or both,
through the ennloyment of aids in the classroom:

- Students can learn more effectively with the
exneriences the aids can hrinr to the class-
room.

- Teachers can reinforce lenrninr by the use of
many of the new aids.

It is most imnortnnt that all become familiar with
the new audio and audio - visual aids, and are npn:
or individual capabilities and limitations.

AUDIO AIDS

Le will consider audio aids in a strict line with
the definition of the word "audio." This means
that these instructional aids rresent only infor-
r'ation to he heard, as ornosed to devices which
have the capabilities of rresentinr both sound
and picture.

The two main tyres of audio aids emrloyed are the
rhonorrarh and the tape recorder. h hi 1 these

devices are Far from new in the education Field,
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AUDIO AIDS [CONT'D] both find wide acceptance for a. multitude of
classroom chores.

The Phonograph

The Tape Recorder

The phonograph was one of the earliest devices
used as an instructional aid. It has had many
uses, including the presentation of music, his-
torical and dramatic plays, speeches, and even
instruction in foreign languages. Playing de-
vices come in many different forms and sizes
which, coupled with the desired quality of re-
production, will influence the cost of equipment.
The trend in this field is toward sterorhonic
reproductions because of the realism possible.

Limitations on the use of phonographs as audio
aids include:

- It is diffucult, or nearly impossible, for
a teacher or student to make his own recor-
dings, or gear them exactly to the level on
which instruction is taking place.

- Records are breakable and tend to wear out
with extended use.

- Too often the available recordings are not
exactly what the teacher wants, but he uses
them anyway, to the possible detriment of
continuity of presentation.

- There is likely to be a scheduling problem
in obtaining machines and recordings.

The tape recorder, which is fast replacing the
phonograph in many schools, operates on a sim-
ple principle of electromagnetic sound recording
and amplification. It is capable of doing all
that a phonograph can do while eliminating many
of the latter's limitations:

- The tape recorder allows instructors to pre-
pare, present, and evaluate their own mater-
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ial quickly, easily and inexpensively.

- Tapes can be erased and spliced to inrrove
instruction, correct mistakes, or adapt them
to other levels of instruction.

- Students can use the recorder to present
their own work, to reinforce and to evaluate
learning.

- Tapes are less expensive and often much more
durable than phonograph records.

The major limitation to tare recordings lies in
access and storage. Threading and rewinding also
create problems in rroducing devices for rapid
access to tared materials. Methods are available
technically to eliminate many of these Problems:
continuous tares, and automatic rewind and stop
devices have been invented, but widespread use is
currently limited by exrense.

While the phonorrarh and tape recorder have been
the prime audio aids employed in classrooms, many
new and excitinr devices are on the way. They
include possibilities for radio and telephone
transmissions. each of these programs has
been tried, some even on a larre scale, they have
found little widespread adoption as of vet.

Mrny teachers have found that by using radio, they
can effectively reach students in off-class hours.
So far, this has been found most effective at
hither levels of education where students will be
able to concentrate and corrrehend the Presenta-
tion without the fliidance of the teacher. Very
Possibly this tyre of instruction may he received
in homes, dormitory rooms, and other "schools-
away-from-schools." (see Section 5). Ihe teacher
will present material, either live or recorded,
as an aid to his in-class rresentation.
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Telephone Transnission
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An examnle of this is the
presentation of college
enclish or music lectures
on-the-air at night as
surrlement to classroom
lecture. Not only may
these programs have sreci-
fic value to students in
certain courses, they ray
have a general interest
value for all listeners.

Another Possibility is the
emrloyment of short-wave
broadcasts for language
instruction; the student
will he able to hear the
native tongue, and learn
to converse in it much
more effectively.

The problems involved with the use of radio of-
ten limit wide arrlications:

- Schools rust either have their own studio
and broadcasting facilities, or utilize time
on regular commercial stations. Considerinp
the expense of individual facilities in each
school, there are imrlications for co -oner-
ative develorment of these resources. (see
Section 9).

- Scheduling of personnel, eouipment and time
is often a real Problem.

In recent years many educators have found some
value in using the telerhone in aiding instruction.
Students have been able to call teachers for ad-
ditional help durinp srecial hours. Instriction,
either live or recorded, can also be transmitted
over telephone lines from distant locations and
then amplified in the classroom. Puestions can
be asked and unclear points can be reinforced,
thus making it effective as an aid.
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Tele-Lecture, a system available through the
telephone companies, has been effective in many
operations; one example in this area includes
use of Tale-Lecture in the Catskill Project to
nrovide limited instruction to small schools in
remote areas.

The Importance of
Being Able to See

Filmstrirs

One advantage of this sys-
ter is that it can he vut
into use very easily in
existing facilities. Only
arnlifying devices are
reouired for greater ef-
fectiveness in reaching
more students. The nur'ber

of available channels is
another strong point in
favor of ndontion. ^lore

varied instructional
material can be made avail-
able, ani, the two-way fea-
ture allows the teacher to
irrediatelv change course
if students are not cat-
ching on.

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

The belief in the saying that "a r'icture is worth
a thousand words" is not unfounded or without
meaning; the instruction nrocess is often greatly
strengthened through using visual presentations
as instructional aids. Not only can the student
visualize clearly what is being talked about, but
the chances are that its impact will hold his un-
divided attention. Many different devices and
tunes of eauinnent have been developed to present
both audio and visual pictures of what is being
nut forth. Some are ratite common, while others

are new and have exciting irrlications.

After the second world war, a great deal of inter-
est was directed toward the use of filmstrips in

education. A filmstrip is a short series of pic-
tures arranged in a sentience on a continuous roll
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Slide Presentations'

for the purpose of visually presenting supple-
mentary information. The words are either
provided by the teacher in discussing the frames,
in print underneath the frames, or on a tape or
phonograph record designed to accompany the film-
strip. A recent advance has been the use of
magnetic sound tracks in conjunction with the
frames; the sound track uses a scanning-playback
device to automatically provide accompanying sound.
Sound time is limited, but is effective in helping
to follow the pictures.

The material presented in filmstrips is usually
of the single-concept variety. These filmstrips
are usually produced or sponsored commercially,
which is undoubtedly a limitation. Teachers may,
however, be able to put together filmstrips of
their own in the production center if one is
available to him. (see Section 9).

Slides can be produced either commercially, as in
the "teaching kits," or by the-teacher himself.
They have the advantage of being single units that
can be arranged in any seauence for presentation;
and this sequence can be changed to accommodate
different uses, for applications at different
levels, and for subsequently imnroving the effec-
tiveness of the presentation. Discussion material
for slides is most often provided by the teacher,
but may be noted on "insert" slides placed in the
seouence. There are also possibilities for
using "sound slides" for presenting discussion.

Various sizes, makes, and types of slide projec-
tors are now available. There are small, battery
powered slide projectors which can be used by
individuals. Larger projectors come in both manu-
ally-operated types and those set up for remote
control. The latter have the advantage of not
tying the instructor to the machine where the
noise of the blower is most likely to interfere
with hearing him. By carrying a remote-control
unit with him (there may or may not be a cord),
not only can the teacher control forward and back-
ward motion of slides without returning to the
projector, he will be free to point out things in
the slide, and so on.
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Slide presentations, too, are suscertible to the
general requirements listed under "facilities"
at the end of this tonic. One noint that should
be emphasized, however, is that most projectors,
in an effort to control the High - wattage bulbs
needed for good imapes, prodItce a good deal of
fan noise. This would indicate that remote nro-
jection (using the remote-control device) might
seem the better solution to the problem.

The limitations on the use of slides as instruc-
tional aids have to do with their size and indiv-
idual nature. It is difficult to catalog and
file so many slides in order that they may be
assembled readily, arranged and rearranc'ed for
future presentations. Another limiting factor
which may come into play is the lack of continu-
ous motion, although movement is nossible under
certain circumstances.

The science and technology of making motion
pictures has long been directed toward arrlica-
tions in education. Thousands of films have been
produced and disseminated throughout our nation;
almost every topic rossible has been covered in
one way or another, and the varieties of presen-
tation have been and remain unlimited. Films
can be made in various formats and lenrths, and
may he single- concept oriented, or may present
whole areas of information. Live and animated
motion rictures are most often used for effective
presentations of material.

The technical advantages of motion pictures in-
clude:

- The effects of motion and animation are very
valuable in making the learning experience
as vicarious as possible.

- The uses of magnification, close-up, and
time-lapse Photography can noint out srecific
objects and processes.

- Sound and color reproductions can be of high
nuality.
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Film Types

Limitations on Use
of Motion Pictures

Special Projection
Devices: The
Overhead Projector

Motion pictures for use in education have been
pretty much limited to the 16mm type in the past
because of the definition problem associated
with 8mm types. This problem, however, has been
resolved to a high degree and the use of 8mm
film is being greatly expanded. The advantages
of the 8mm are reduction in film cost and size
(both about one-half). Each type of film re-
quires its own projection equipment which will,
of course vary in size, qualitys durability, and
cost. 8mm cartridge-loaded projectors are be-
coming very popular, though, because of their
greater ease and speed of loading.

Limitations on the use of motion pictures in-
clude the costs of films and equipment, the
problems of obtaining films and storing them for
future use, the problems of obtaining films for
lease at the precise moment of need, and the East
antinuation of many films. It is an extremely
expensive process to actually produce motion pic-
tures of high quality in the school plant; this
production is currently limited to colleges and
schools with wide economic resources.

Because of the problems of obtainirig films, even
for lease, and the problems of producing motIln
pictures on the premises, there are many implica-
tions for co-operative development of these
resources (see Section 9).

Teachers have found that the chalkboard and other
"write-on" surfaces are valuable aids to instruc-
tion, but that they also have many limitations
(particularly in large groups). They are often
susceptible to glare, and beacuse of their place-
ment on the wall (low enough to be written on)
are often blocked from view by the teacher or

other students. The overhead projector not only
has the advantage of projecting a larger image,
but itsis usually at a better viewing angle for
the students and is less susceptible to glare.
The teacher using the overhead projector can also
face his students as he is talking and writing,
an impossibility in using a chalkboard.
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Material is presented on
transparent plates, nre-
pare ahead of time, or on
a. wind-ur roll of rarer
that the teacher may write
on as he lectures. Two-
dimensional graphs, charts,
and drawings that were
once almost impossible to
include in the presenta-
tion can he placed on the
projector. Projectors may
also be equipped with
,ecial polarizing devices

for use with special trans-
nerencies creating an
illusion of motion.

Another factor that has riven overhead projection
a boost is the fact that nary commercial convince
machines, such as manufacted by Technifax, can
Produce transrerencies for rroiector use as well
as back- and -whito nrints. This allows the teacher
much greater use in preparing instructional mat-
erials.

Some limitations on the use of the overhead Pro-
jector are its cost, its bulk, and the fact that
it usually has to occupy a position near the
front of the classroom. Teachers then using the
blackboard find that the rroiector may be in the
way.

The orarue nrojector provides a method for pro-
jection of any written, drawn, or photoprarhed
material. It has been used most often in the
nast to magnify all kinds of source material in
the classroom.

Its prime limitations lie in factors inherent in
the desirn of the machine. It is hip and bulky.
It has no built-in way to enlarge or reduce the
projected image and often has to he moved all
around the room to fit the image on the screen.
Focusing tends to he erratic and often the entire
field cannot be brought into sharr foci's. The
light intensity is quite low, and even the fan
recuired to cool the bulb is quite noisy. The
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Solving the Problems

The Teacher's Role

lighting levels in the room have tc5 be very low
in order not to interfere. Another problem is
that the teacher must be located with th, machine
at the back of the room in order to operate it.

A special type of projection has been developed
for use in presenting microscopic images to large
groups. Teachers find that they can point out
more easily the various organisms, cells, and
their functions to a greater number of- students
at one time by utilizing this device. The uses
are, of course, limited by the subject material
and by the difficulty in setting up the slides
for projection. The machinery is bulky, the
image is often small and hard to focus, and the
lighting intensity is likely to be very low.

IMPLICATIONS OF AUDIO
AND AUDIO - VISUAL AIDS

The use of audio and audio-visual aids in educa-
tion has attempted to provide solutions to many
of the problems presented at the beginning of
this Section. For one, providing more stimulating
and more effective learning experiences to students
is an attempt to teach based on the principles of
learning. Students can supplement and reinforce
learning more easily. Individuals who are either
very gifted or very slow can use the aids for

either enrichment or assistance in learning. Many

of these aids can make the teaching of large-
groups possible, therefore relieving some of the

tensions caused by swelling student enrollments
and shortages of qualified teachers. Economic
savings may often be realized if the aids are used
extensively to reduce other ...nstructional expenses.

The teacher will undoubtedly alter his techniques
of presenting material, and adopt new methods
using the new resources made available to him.
This necessarily means that lessons will be more
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pre-planned for both content and senuence. He
will have a working knowledge of the various
resources available in order to apply then most
effectively. The teacher may also be called
upon to become a kind of technician, able to
-operate, maintain, and possibly repair some of
the equipment. The problems of storage and
access may have to be solved with all his imagi-
nation. Most important of all, the teacher will
be oblipated to make use of the aids and enuin-
ment made available to him in order to provide
the best instruction possible.

With the increased use of audio and audio-visual
aids in schools today, the student is given new
responsibilities for learning. lie must make it
a point to he attentive and recentive to the
presented material, Particularly in cases where
it may not be presented affair . He will have to
accert the loss of continuous personal contact
with the teacher, and learn to study material in
larper prours or individually. He must also rake
it a roint to aid the teacher wherever possible
so that improvement in rresentation may he made.

Role of the "Accentarce of audio-visual aids has progressed
Facilities to the roint where architects and administrators

now recognize that sufficient revisions can and
should be made in the traditional rectanciilar
classroom to rermit irproved utilization of
Projected pictures arcs electronically amplified
soundt,"

-- John V. V/entworth, in
Journal of the SMPTE

For audio-visual aids to be most highly utilized,
facilities must be provided that will controhute
to their effectiveness. As noted in the Preced-
ing ouote, traditional instructional spaces must
under some revisions:

- The size and shape of the space should be
designed in full consideration of the number
of students and the tyres of aids to he used.
Viewing angles; for best conditions have been
established and should he adhered to. Image
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size and legibility standards have also been
determined. In some cases seats may be slo-
ped to allow a full view for each student.

- The physical treatment of the rooms will
depend on the types of aids used. Lighting,

acoustics and mechanical eouinment must be
designed to allow the use of aids to their
fullest advantage.

- Projection methods and areas for them must be
planned to allow ease in using and controlling
aids. The advantages of both front and rear
projection must he considered and, once the
choices are made, facilities designed for
their use. Some considerations for each of
these methods is listed here:

reflective
screen
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FRONT PROJECTION is achieved
when the nrojector is rinced
on the viewing side of the
screen. Its main advantage
is that of its conserving
space since the ilrnjected
bear, occuPies snace Shove
the bends of the audience.
It is also extremely mobile;
the projector and screen
can be set ur anywhere. Its

disadvantages include the
effects of ambient light on
the screen which reduces
rieture brightness (this
means that rooms must be
considerably darkened),
the distractions of noise,
the problem of reonle and
objects in the room inter-
fering with the projected
bean, and the inconvenience
of having to onerate the
enuipment from the back of
the room.

REAR PROJECTION is created
when the projector is loca-
ted behind the screen where
the image is directed. The

use of rear projection has

many advantages which in-



C7projector

translucent
sc reen

Types of Facilities
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elude: effects of light Jr
the viewing space affect
the ouality of the rictore
to a much lesser extent
than in front projection,
nroblems of noise and dis-
tractions by equipment are
eliminated, teachers can
stand in front of the screen
to point out information
without casting shadows on
the image, and eouinment
can he set un and film re-
wound while the class is
in session. Unfortunately
rear projection reouires
additional space apart from
the instructional area,
which becomes an important
cost consideration. The
teacher must operate eouir-
ment remotely, or have it
controlled by another orer-
ator.

The discussion of the role and the general design
needs of facilities for audio and audio-visual
aids gives a fairly clear idea of what types of
facilities would be reouired:

- The audio-visual resource center: this is a
place where all resource materials are stored,
catalogued and made accessible to teachers

and students. It may be incorporated in the
school library or may be a mart of a larger
center built to serve the needs of several

schools. (see Section 9).

- Teacher planning areas: these spaces will in-

clude work and conferences maces for teachers

and assistants. Arrangements for previewing

material for class presentation should be made.

- Instructional areas: the classrooms should be

designed to complement the use of audio-visual

enuipment. The installing of this ecuirment

in spaces for larpe-grour instruction is dis-

cussed fully in New Spaces for Learning.
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- Projection areas: these spaces must store
material and equipment for use. They will
be much more elaborate where rear projection
methods are used.

- Student study areas: these areas must be
provided for students to use audio-visual
aids which the teacher may assign for inde-
pendent study. The spaces should be control-
led for light and sound, and should provide
suitable work area for note-taking. These
spaces may be a part of the library, or
located independently in the building.

OTHER AIDS

It has been shown that students can learn certain
information most effectively by performing a
manual task. Because of this, many teachers pre-
fer to have their students do experiments and
special projects as supplements to classroom in-
struction. Many mechanical, electrical, and
scientific devices have been produced commercially
to enable students to learn basic theories and
concepts, but on a. minaturized basis. These de-
vices may vary in size, function, complexity and
expense. Most are designed as simply as possible
to enable wide use among various student levels.
examples of these minaturized aids include,

- Electronic panels and components to teach
principles of radio, amplification, power and
transmission.

- Computer panels to teach computer nrincirles
and programming.

- Models of machines, and motors with transner-
ent parts so that the workings can be seen.

Minaturized science experiments to demonstrate
scientific nhenomens and principles.
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These materials are usually accompanied by easy-
to-follow instructions to allow for student use.
Not only can the miniaturized aids be helpful as
supplements to classroom instruction, they may
'eliminate the need for full-scale labs, etc.

The teacher will supply students with available
miniaturized aids when he believes that they may
be most effective. They may he used in class-
room work, or he may direct students to use them
individually. The teacher must be able to fully
explain all the subtleties of the aids, a demand
that is often not placed on the teacher in the
conventional lecturing situation. Further, the
teacher may become sort of a technician, respon-
sible for keeping the aids in working order.

Since the design of the miniaturized aids is
directed at the student, he must learn to use them
to enhance his educational exrerience. Learning
to operate the aids should he easy, but students
should be prepared, as they are now in lab exper-
iments, for temporary setbacks and malfunctions.
The student may have to assemble and disassemble
the equipment, a job which should aid in under-
standing the functioning of the apparatus.

Facilities to support these aids need not be
snecial. The major role of facilities for these
aids includes: adequate snace for storage, with
access by students and teachers; the possible
need for special services (gas, water, power, etc);
and possibly spaces for individual use of the aids,
or even spaces for team use. Perhaps the best
plan would be to incorporate the devices into
facilities which are discipline-oriented, where
individual aids could be kept in a center.

The acceptance of large -prour instruction for
solving problems of economics and staff utiliza-
tion has created problems in two-way communica-
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keys

tion. Although the audio-visual aids have pro-
vided improvements in the effectiveness of large
group instruction, the major compliint of lack
of the two-way communication between teacher and
student still stands. The student response sys-
tem is a device which allows the student to
respond to questions asked by the teacher in order
to reinforce learning, and to provide the teacher
with some clue as to the effectiveness of his
presentation. Many different kinds of response
systems have been developed, some simple and
others which are highly complex; like all instruc-
tional aids, these systems vary in function, cost
and dependability.

There are basically three components to response
systems: the control console, the student control
set, and a counting device of some kind:

total
counter

answer
indicater

...Icounter

11111111111111 keys
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The teacher console enables
the teacher to engaqe a
circuit for a correct res-
ponse to a ouestion asked.
The counter will then re-
cord student answers and
check them against the
correct response, listing
the number of right and
wrong answers.

The student control set en-
ables the student to select
a key (say from 1 to 5)
which he thinks is the cor-
rect answer to the question
asked. Ee may be told in-
mddiately whether he is
right or wrong (by a light),
or he may be allowed a se-
cond choice, depending on
the resnonse system used.

The counter not only rro -

vides the teacher with an
immediate tally of 'right.

and wrong responses, but it
usually nrints out a record
for future reference.



The Teacher and
the Response Systems

The Student and
the Response Systems

Facilities for
Response Systems
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Various disadvantages are inherent in these res-
ponse systems. First; only objective questions
reouirin objective answers (a, b, true, false,
etc.) may be asked. They are also quite compli-
.cated from the technical point-of-view, and
breakdowns are a real problem. Costs of instal-
lation and maintenance may be high, and student
maltreatment is a problem. These systems are
being continually developed, though, and these
problems are being gradually ironed out

In planning lectures, teachers using these sys-
tems should look for natural places in their
presentations where Questions ray be asked, (1)
so as not to break continuity and (2) so as to
provide important points in the lecture that ray
be really indicative of whether or not students
are comprehending the information. The teacher
must become experienced in analyzing the data
gained from these ouestions to imrrove future
presentations.

The student, too, must learn to use these aids to
his benefit. Ile should attemnt to answer all
nuestions honestly without guessing in order to
provide fair and accurate evaluation. The stu-
dent should seek additional aid on his own if
he becomes concerned about his learning as indi-
cated by the reinforcement device of the system.

The student response system is generally designed
to be incorporated in spaces for large-group
instruction. Provision must he made for wires
and conduits which right create hazards to stu-
dents if left lying on the floor or strung hel-
ter-skelter through the lecture room. The teacher
console and the student control set should both be
built-in to the lectern and the writino surface so
they will not interfere with note-taking, etc,
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MEDIA

Media: The Goals

The Definition

The educational concern, as noted in Three Meet-
ings in May (see note, page 4-5) is to "make more
information available to more people in a shorter
length of time at less expense and using less
teacher time." This is not only a mouthful, but
is also a tremendous problem. It is to these ends
that various media have been designed, studied
and researched in labs and schools across the na-
tion. Other purpose of media may be to "make
learning more effective by presenting information
which is dynamic, emotional, realistic or stimu-
lating," or to "extend the inherent limits of the
teacher, the facilities, and the student's own
experience."

objectives

content and method
decisions

eacher
71111

media

students (

As originally defined in
this Section's introduction,
media are systems of devices
and instructional materials
which are designed to pre-
sent a complete body of
information. The student
may learn directly from the
devices without necessary
contact with the teacher.
The teacher's role is to
determine the objectives of
instruction, and the methods
and content to be used in
presentation.

Various types of media have been developed tech-
nically and educationally and are found in many
of the nation's schools. Much research is being
devoted to making improvements in the older media
and the development of newer methods.
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TELEVISION

The Impact of In the last decade or more, many projects and
Television experiments have been performed to discover the
Upon Education potential of television in education. Most of

these projects have been directed and financed by
corporation grants; the Ford Foundation, for ex-
ample, has spent over twelve years and many mil-
lions of dollars in grants to evaluate television.

Understandinp
the Technology

In 1956, the Ford Foundation sronsored a pioneer
project in educational television in Washington
County, Maryland. Results of this study and others
like it are now plentiful. These results gener-
ally show that television can he effective in
offering instruction, both in terms of motivation
and in terms of economy.

Television is perhaps the most instrumental force
by which schools are effectin chances in their
nroprams and curricula today. Research Prnnts
and federal funds are beinp offered to schools
who feel they need the use of TV for improving
instruction. It is important that both educator
and architect understand and he aware of the ef-
fects of this new medium, not only terms of the
technology supporting it, but also in terns of
its effects on staff and curriculum.

It should be noted that television is available
both for use as an instructional aid, and as a
medium. Since the great implications for the
future are in the latter category, television is
discussed in this part of. Section 7.

In order to fully extract from television its im-
plications for education, one must first under-
stand the basic technology involved. Some of
these technological considerations include:

- PRODUCTION can be achieved in a number of
ways. The camera has developed from the big
and bulky affair it once whs to a compact
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tapes

kinescope

live

mobile unit which can be used in more ways

and in more places than the older models.

Two types of cameras are primarily used: the

irage orthicon which reciuires less light and

rives a better picture, and the vidicon which

is less expensive. New types of lenses allow
close-up viewing and magnification, not to
forget the wide panaranic views sometimes

required. The perfection of color TV will
widely enhance its value as an educational

medium.

- TRANSMISSION is the second step of television

technology. After the camera performs its

function, the next ster is to collect and pre-

pare images for broadcast. The production is

either directly transmitted or recorded by a

video tape or kinescope for use later.

The process of transmitting is of major con-

cern in the adoption of educational television.

Essentially there are two methods:

1....___

science

limited production

OPEN-CIRCUIT TRANSMISSION
is the method employing

electromagnetic frequency
waves as the connective

medium. Advantages of this

type of transmission are

that a greater range can be

covered at considerably

less cost since air is used

as the medium. The major

Problem is that the number

of channels available are

very limited, and licensing

must be obtained through the

FCC. Rarely are there

enough channels available

for educational use to make

this highly feasible.

Researchers are tying to discover new ways of

open-circuit transmission which may reduce these

limitations. Such methods include 2500mc and

microwave transmissions and should be studied

before television decisions are reached.
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CLOSED-CIRCUIT TRANSMISSION
satilizes wire and cable as
its transrittinr mediums;
waves are not allowed to
travel freely in air. No
antennas are reauired, elin-
inatinT 5reauency interfer-
erence. The use of the
cable, however, creates
najor problems in tryinr- to
cover larre areas at a

reasonable exrense; costs
of wire and its installation
often limit its use. "the

advantares include the
availability of several
channels which allow many
proprars to be provided at
the save time.

- RECEPTION is usually found to be sirilar to
that in the home. Receivers vary in size and
expense; either color or black-and-white may
be provided for. ,':nether the transmission is
oven- or closed-curcuit will make a difference
in the design of receivers, thou "h.

In essence the rurnose o.r television is to Provide
better instruction to rore people at less cost.
This imroved instruction can be provided by usinp
the best lectvrers to Present well-or-anized and
surporte0 lessons tnnt are stimulatinr and roti-
vatinr. lore reoPle can be reached by usiv,- ly
as a lerre-rrour instruction method; an by usinr
fewer, teachers to reach more reorle, instructional
expenses may be cut in some cases.

Educational television has been the subioct of
,Trent many research pro-rays, a. brief list err
which may include,

- The ;ishinr-ton County 1,roiect which has r.nde
considerable use of television (closed-circuit)
in all instructional fields.

- A national TV series of Physics lectures and
demonstrations called Continental Classroom
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TELEVISION [CONTT]

Educational
Patterns Implied

was instituted in 1959 and has proven to be
highly successful.

- The Chicago City Junior College designed TV
instruction to present complete courses to
those who could not attend regular courses,
such as housewives, special high school stu-
dents, and rehabilitated prision inmates.

- New York City Schools have set ur a system
by which special resources, kinescopes and
tapes are distributed by a commercial station.

- The Midwest Program in Airborne Television
instruction (MPATI) broadcasts video tapes
to member schools (some 2,300 in 1961-1962)
to achieve regional coverage at less cost.

LARGE-GROUP INSTRUCTION: because of the necessary
economic considerations invloved, television will
often assume a form of large-group instruction.
As this implies, there will be a need for certain
staff organizations. If the television broadcas-
ting originates in the school plant, a "classroom
teacher-studio teacher" team will probably be
organized to handle the instruction.

THE TEACHING TEAM: the existence of this teaching
team is probably the ideal situation for handling
television in the school. Teaching by Television
points out the functions of this team:

- The studio teacher, classroom teachers, and
curriculum specialists co-operatively plan
the course in advance, and prepare a guide.

The studio teacher presents, explains, and
demonstrates the major points of the lesson,
raises questions and stimulates interest.

- The classroom teacher prepares students for
the telecast part of the lesson, answers all
questions, clarifies points, leads discussion,
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makes assignments, gives helr to individuals
and supervises testing.

- The studio and classroom teachers confer
regularly to evaluate lessons and to make
improvements as reouired.

SCHEDULING: One of the major problems in the use
of television is scheduling. To have students
ready for TV is one problem, and to have emir-
ment ready is another. The use of the computer
and special time Periods may have to be provided
for best utilization of TV.

INDIVIDUAL STUDY: The technological advances in
the use of video tares Las provided the means and
methods for using TV as an individual study medi-
um. Students may review tared lectures, or ob-
serve ones they missed. Srecial films, demonstra-
tions or programs can be taped, catalogued, and
stored for further access.

The major role of the teacher will he his rart on
an instructional team. He must aid in planning.
presenting (or directing), providing individual
help and evaluation, and in raking judgments on
the effectiveness of rresentation. The need to
"make every shot count" in TV forces the teacher
to critically examine material and decide on the
hest ways of rresenting it. Leaving many of the
clerical burdens to others, the studio teacher
can primarily concentrate on this important last
point.

The hashington County Closed-Circuit Television
Report clearly and concisely points out the role
T5RThe student will play in Educational TV:

DURING THE TELECAST

- Listening
- Observing
- Taking notes
- Following directions
- Organizing infor-

mation

- Raising nuestions
1,eighing alternatives

- Noting needs for
more information

- Reading tentative
conclusions
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TELEVISION [CONTID] AFTER THE TELECAST

The Role of
Facilities

- Asking and answer-
ing ouestions

- Discussion
- Practicing
- Performing

experiments

Investiratir.g
Reading

- Working on projects
- Making apnlications
- Crez.tinp

- Evaluating

One of the major complaints about educational
television by classroom teachers is that the fac-
ilities are often inadeouste in surnorting the
instruction. Interesting data verifying this
statement can he found in a renort titled Utili-
zation of the Repents Educational Television
Broadcast Programs. It171777(7777577duca-
tor and the architect to understand the needs of
facilities and methods for providing them.
Essentially the facilities can he broken down
into two areas: nroduction, and instruction.

engineering

resource

planning presentation

sphere of
television
instruction

THE PRODUCTION CENTER rust
house two major functions.
one includes the staff and
administration concerned
with planning, storing re-
sources, and scheduling.
The second function is that
of the engineering, the
actual presentation of the
lessons. Technical staff
and eouipment, except for
on-location work, would he
located here.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS
are those parts of the
plant where students receive
and learn television instruc-
tion. Large-group areas,
discussion and Project areas
and even individual study
spaces may form the struc-
ture of these facilities.

The economics in rroviding nroduction facilities
is a problem; often a regional center may he built
to house these functions. See Section 9.
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The instructional facilities needed to sunport
television should be designed to aid in every way
possible this method of communication. Snaces
should provide for some flexibility in arranging
group sizes for viewing television and then for
reviewing lessons. Lighting, acoustics and rech-
anical considerations should be made in adapting
spaces to functions. Generally the facilities
implied include,

- The large -grout instructional srace created
to accommodate large numbers for viewing.
(see Section 1).

- The traditional classroom can be used to re-
ceive TV if prover viewing conditions are
provided. The installation costs of closed
circuit TV in existing facilities, however,
may be exhorbitant.

- Follow-up spaces for discussion and rroiect
work may be needed; these may be separate rooms
or divided-off narts of existing rooms.

- The individual study spaces where students
can go to use TV for review, reinforcement,
or even total learning may be used.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTIO.N

"The term programming refers to the nrocess of
constructing seouences of instructional material
in a way which maximizes the rate of acouisition
and retention, and enhances the motivation of
the student."

-- Newer Lducational ctedia

The development of programmed instruction, or
teaching machines as they are often incorrectly
labeled, has been accented with mixed reactions.
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
[CONT'D]

One reaction, unfortunate and unjustified, speaks
of its threat to teachers' jobs and to their in-
dividual expression. Other reactions view it as
a method for more effective instruction.

One fact that many people have misconstrued is
that programmed instruction is anything new. In
history, it can be said to be as old as Socrates,
for it is really nothing more than tutoring. As
we think of it in the modern sense, it has been
studied and applied since the 1920's.

Educators must emphasize that the role of program-
med instruction as an educational medium is that
of making nore information available on an indiv-
idual basis, freeing the teacher to work with
students in desperate need of help.

The Two Components Programmed instruction may be said to be made up
of two basic components:

The Program

- THE PROGRAM, which is the secuential body of
information to be relayed to the learner.

- THE CARRIER, which is the means by which the
program is carried to the learner.

These are often confused. Programmed instruction
is, as we have said, simply the combination of
the two -- too often it becomes synonomous only
with the carrier device.

Assuming that a carrier can be devised to trans-
mit it (which is not always a valid assumption in
1965), the program is the most important and in-
tracite part of this medium. In short, it must
provide all the functions of a good tutor, which
includes:

- Providing for constant interchange between it
and the learner.
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insisting that a point be thoroughly under-
stood before the learner is allowed to move on.

- Presenting material only for which the stu-
dent is already prepared.

- Helping the student come up with the right
answer through a logical, orderly construction
of the program; and it must provide hints,
prompts, and cues as necessary.

- Reinforcing the student with every answer.

The programs are most often prepared by specialists
with experience in educational psychology. These
persons must be able to specify as accurately as
possible, the repertoire of behaviors they are
looking for, and then break down these behaviors
into their elementary components. They then try
to reconstruct the learning act, and write the
program accordingly. Finally these programs must
be tested and improvements made before they are
extensively used. Final adaptations may have to
be made to fit the program to a. carrier.

Many types, shapes and sizes of carriers are used
to present the programs. They range from the
complex computer, designed to handle any number
of systems, alternate path9, branching programs,
evaluating devices, etc, right down to a simple
push button device, not unlike a response system.

Finally the carrier may be no more than a rather
conventional looking textbook, although the ar-
rangement of type within the covers is by no means
conventional! These programmed textbooks are
gaining wide popularity since they are inexpensive,
require no technical know-how, and make few de-
mands on facilities to support them.

The decision to use programmed instruction in the
school curriculum, either in adjunct form to al-
ready existing instruction, or as whole courses in
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
[CONT'D]

The Students Role

The Role of
the Facilities

themselvesiWill have certain effects on the role
of the teacher. First, he will have to be trained
in its uses and limitations. He must also assume
the role of evaluator, both of student progress and
the program used. By allowing the media to handle
the bulk of his class, the teacher will then have
time to spend with students needing further help.

The effect of programmed instruction largely de-
pends on the extent to which it is used. Th-e

student may spend only a small portion of his time
using the carriers if it is playing only an ad-
junct role in his instruction. Similarly he may
sit for long periods of time if he is taking pro-
grammed courses; in this case he must learn to
concentrate on learning and acquire motivation
from it. The administrator must attempt to relate
each of these uses to the ages and maturities of
the students involved -- plans have been tried
using programmed instruction at all levels.

Once again the variables are (1) the extent to
which the programmed media are adopted, and (2) the
types of carriers utilized. Generally these types
of facilities are implied:

- Provision of independent study spaces for use
of the media. See discussion of facilities
under "Individual Student Progress; Section 2.

- Access to programs and carriers must be pro-
vided. The library will most likely do this.

- Teacher areas should be close enough to allow
for assistance where needed, It should not be
necessary for teachers to monitor programmed
instruction, though.

- If electronic carriers are used, they may have
to be clustered to allow for wiring, etc.

- Centers for development of programmed media,
possibly on a regional basis, will be needed.
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LEARNING LABS

The Learning Lab
Defined

The learning laboratory is a specialized system
of aids and media assembled for the purpose of
presenting improved communication. These labs
are designed to present information; to allow
students to actively contribute, participate,
and respond; and to aid the student and/or his
teacher to evaluate student progress.

Historical Historically the first form of the learning lab
Development was the "language" lab. The first experiment

using audio aids for teaching language was a
conversational french course produced in England
using an Edison cylinder. The date was 1904.
In 1918, C. C. Clarke of Yale set forth some
"contemporary" principles for the language lab:

- The machine always provides the same model.

- It is tireless.

- It does not replace the teacher.

- Recordings should be made by native speakers.

It is interesting to note that these "contempor-
ary" remarks are still valid today -- at least as
far as language is concerned, anyway.

Since that early date, many experiments have been
performed in developing effective systems. The
use of the tape recorder has made the language
lab a very useful aid in instruction. In many
schools today the absence of a language lab is
considered a sign of a weak educational program;
a good example of at least the social pre-eminence
that the language lab has attained!
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Extending the Role

The Purposes of the
Learning Laboratory

What is Simulation?

With the availability of instructional aids and
media, the language lab is now being extended
for use in other fields:

- Speeches, dramatics, readings.

- Music production and appreciation, study of
art masterpiecio, etc.

- Science experiments, industrial processes,
and special technical learning.

The purpose of the learning lab (often called a
carrel) is to provide improved access to instruc-
tional materials of all types: books, audio-
visual aids, programmed instruction, etc. These
materials may either be provided en masse in a
classroom, in project areas, or in individual
work spaces. Accomplishing such a purpose would
meet the requirements for a perfect medium: to
disseminate more information to more people in
less time, and at less cost.

SIMULATION: A SPECIAL LEARNING LABORATORY

Education has seen true simulation of circumstances
to be a near-ultimate in providing close-to-exper-
ience instruction. Simulation techniques are being
proposed (and some actually constructed) to create
a make-believe world, a trip to the moon, a re-
enactment of a historic event, or an ordinary
situation demanding a learner response. It pro-
vides a situation not unlike the television series
of the 1950's, "You Are There."

Briefly the aims of simulation are,

- To provide the closest thing to an actual ex-
perience.
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- To aid in the evaluation of particular skills
by observing the response to various situa-
tions. The military has taken many strides
in providing true-to-life situations under
combat conditions, in flight, etc.

- To aid in the instruction of a discipline.

- To more effectively train people for new skills.

Simulation can be produced by th,. use of various
audio and audio-visual aids. For hest results,
visual material should be shown nearly full-scale
and in a surrounding view (3600 woult be ideal!)
Needless to say these are difficult t,sks, tech-
nically and economically. The prrgranmed material
probably necessary to operate this process would
be very complex in most cases.

IMPLICATIONS OF LEARNING LABORATORIES

Role of the
Teacher The teacher's new role upon accepting the use of

learning laboratories is to aid students in im-
proving weaknesses, developing strengths, and
directing individual study. The learning labs
will give him more time to plan lectures, tutor
individuals, evaluate individual student progress
and to undergo continuing education for his own
improvement. his capabilities as a creative
teacher must also be tapped in providing new moti-
vations, reinforcement, and evaluation technioues.

Role.of the The new media systems are designed especially for
Student use by students. It is therefore up to the stu-

dent to see that he strives to get as much out of
these learning labs as possible. As in all tech-
nical media systems, the student must also learn
the capabilities and failings of the machinery so
he does not depend on it doing more than it can!
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Role of the The use of learning labs is highly importantFacilities in individual-centered curricula (see Section 2)
and their location within the plant, and their
specific roles within these curricula are dis-
cussed there. This is not meant to imply that
learning labs should nut be provided in schools
where emphasis is not given to independent
study; in any school these kind of facilities
and opportunities should be incorporated. The
type of curriculum used will control the amount
and complexity of learning labs needed.
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With many of the pressures acting on education
today, particularly those generated by the new
aids and media, the -tole of the school library
is requiring new thinking with regard to its
nature and its functions.

Too often in the past the forces acting on the
library were either misdirected or totally ex-
traneous to their ressm for being:

- School librarians think that school adminis-
trators are trained more in methods than in
the arts, and are therefore unsympathetic to
their "cause."

- School administrators, in turn, think often
of the school librarian as the nineteenth
century battleaxe whose duty is to rule the
library with an iron hand.

- The philosophy of education (i.e., only the
passive participation of the learner) of the
past provides litt:e motivation for the stu-
dent to actually use the library.

- The library is often used as a study hall
rather than a place for searching.

- A general consideration often held that the
library should only he a storehouse for in-
formation is false -- it is designed to he
used.
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What Should
the Library Do?

The Role of
the Student
in the Library

The effect of turning away from many of these
misdirected pressures, and noting some of the
new forces acting on the library has been the
creation of new names: access centers, resource
centers, instructional materials centers (IMC),
and others. In reality this new center, no mat-
ter what it is called, is really a library. A
library that, however, recognizes the need to
accommodate many new carriers of information.

The main function, then, of the new library is
to provide access to any or all of the information
and the carriers of information possible. This
access must be provided to students, either as
individuals or as group members.

A dtudent should be able to use the library fac-
ilities in an individual way; he must have time
offered in his scheduleto go to the library to
study, to research, or to relax. The library
should be available to him when regular classes
are not in session. The idea of opening and
closing the library with the classrooms actually
provides little time for the student to make use
of its special resources on his own.

The functions of the library may have to be mech-
anized to handle students on all levels with a
variety of different requests (see Section 6).

Finally the library must provide a comfortable
and workable physical environment. This so-
called "climate for learning" includes factors
of attractiveness, comfort, and convenience.

With these new functions defined, one must search
for the implications arising from them as far as
the student is concerned. Perhaps the best way
to do this is to note the ways in which he will
use the library. EFL in The School Library
neatly lists them as follows:

- To find answers to specific questions that
arise either from the learning process or
from ordinary curiosity.
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- To go alone or as a member of a committee
sent to get information.

- To carry out study hall assignments; that is,
to spend a specific amount of time studying
in the library.

- To find material for a written report, a book
review, debate brief, or research paper.

- To look at motion picture films, filmstrips,
or other aids and media. To study with pro-
grammed instruction, to listen to phonograph
records or tapes, or to listen and record
voice for speech and language study.

- To locate quotations, excerpts, or data for
speeches or projects.

- To read for just the fun of reading; to browse
through current magazirs or look at the new
book shelf.

- 7' lo talk with other students.

Also important in drawing implications is to see
how the teacher will use the library:

- To confer with library staff on relevant mat-
erials for use in class work.

- To preview films and filmstrips; confer on
purchase of aids and media, and on local pro-
duction of same.

- To consult with librarians on book purchases,
and on usage problems students may be having.

- To conduct many of his own research projects;
that is, using the library as a student does.
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What Must the THE KEYS
Library Accommodate?

Information Retrieval

- Catalogs, indexes, bibliographies, etc. in a
form readily accessible to the student.

- The Keys currently take up a good deal of room
and are important focal points in the library
circulation. This may be changed by mechani-
zation in the library (see Section 6).

THE CARRIERS

- Books or micro-film reproductions of books
for use and for archives purposes.

- Magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, brochures,
and other periodicals ur serials for use and
for record.

- Art and music collections.
- Instructional Aids
- Media

- Storage of materials for ready access.

THE MACHINERY

- Micro-film and reading equipment
- Copying equipment.

- Phonographs, tape recorders, etc. for listen-
ing. Portable or built-in.

- Projection equipment.
- Medi? equipment.

- Information retrieval equipment.(computerized)

THE STAFF

- The library staff, as masters of the Keys,
must be available to each student with a mini-
mum of inconvenience and waiting.

- Staff functions, such as reference, circula-
tion control, shelving, etc. must be considered
in layout of the library. Mechanization (see
Section 6) may make some important chinges.

This function of the library will become extremely
important in years to come. As the body of know-
ledge grows, methods of cataloging and retrieving
it must be developed; these information retrieval
systems are designed so that persons may dial or
"call-up" information without having to retrieve
it from the stacks as is done conventicaally.
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Before beginning to program and design library
facilities, one must be aware of the various
methods of organization and operation. A major
dilemma in planning the library is an old one:
should it be centralized or decentralized?
Some proposals include:

- A single central library

serving all levels and
all needs.

- A :oyster of libraries

divided by levels: elem-
entary, junior, senior
high, etc.

- A systen of libraries
divided by disciplines:
math, science, etc.

- A decentralized system
to the noint of having
few central facilities
at all; use bookshelves
in every classroom.

A decision on any one of these facility arrange-
ments depends on a number of factors:

- Lhat is the basic plant organization? (see
Section 5).

- Ilhat new aids and media will be incorporated
in the library?

- How individual-centered is the curriculum?
(see Section 2) .

- How much can the library mechanize? (Section 6)

In the report published by EFL that has already
been noted, the single centralized library is
recommended on the theories that knowledge cannot
be departmentalized,and that it is most economical
to centralize resources to eliminate duplication.
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The Role Played
by Facilities

The role of the library facilities must consider
the ways in which the student and teacher will
use it, and what types of instructional aids and
media will be employed, either now or in the near
future. These functions have been discussed and
should be kept foremost in mind by both educator
and architect.

The most important facilities that can be provided
in the school are those spaces which allow the
student to use the materials offered to him. Too
often the space devoted to student use in the
library is that left over from storage and filing.
These all-important spaces should include:

- Individual Study Spaces, called learning labs,
carrels, or whatever. They may be assigned
to specific students or be allowed to remain
on a random-access basis. These are further
discussed under "individual Progress," in
Section 2.

- Small-group study and group project areas
where students can work quietbr together,
use media devices, or conduct projects.

- Large-group spaces adjunct to the library for
instruction in use of facilities. Because of
limited use, this should not be a space that
is specifically assigned to the library, but
one which is ised for other functions as well.

- Circulation must not be overlooked in pro-
viding the "climate for learning." Privacy
levels should be established and adhered to
in designing the library.

Of course the functions of storing and providing
access to inform in and materials cannot be
forgotten. Necessary facilities may include:

- Card filing system: can be in large catalog
cases, or stored in a computer and "called-
up electronically" (see Section 6).
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- Control desk: used for checking out books
and other instructional aids and resources
to students, to assign study spaces, to
schedule materials to be distributed, and to
co-ordinate group study programs.

- Ready Storage: to provide access to materials
for which high demand is anticipated.

- Stacks, storage spaces for books and other
instructional materials.

- Central Engineering: spaces to control and
operate information retrieval devices, tele-
vision and video-tape origination, film and
tape distribution, and central duplicating
services.

Teachers, too, will want to use the library for
consulting with students, planning, retrieving
materials, self-learning and so on; and spaces
should be provided for these activities.

Other facilities may include spaces for corputers
and their requirements (see Section 6), produc-
tion areas if desired (see Section 9), and pos-
sibly spaces for "call-up" units associated with
information retrieval systems.
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AN INTRODUCT ION

Pressures to
Extend the Role
of the School

Local and Regional

As more and more people realize the advantages
of education both for themselves and for their
children, and as the rapid technological race
of our times demands constant re-education, the
school must offer more rroprans than ever before.
Rather than discontinuing its influence in a
person's life at are twenty, the school must
prepare itself to answer the demands of contin-
uing education, for refresher education, for
broadening education, and for education of some
special segments of our porulation such as the
jobless and the culturally-deprived.

Already some of these programs are in effect.
Adult education, for example, is already a fix-
ture in our society. Refresher courses, partic-
ularly in industry and in the professions are
becoming a way of life. Other areas, such as
job retraining and education of the culturally-
deprived, are just on the verge of being touched.

In our discussion of these programs, one cannot
help but note the necessary overlap and inter-
play between each of the programs. Within the
framework of one the methodology of another may
be easily incorporated. Some are tied together,
too. Education of the culturally-deprived, for
example, may hinge on job retraining programs for
parents.

All of the approaches discussed in this Section
may be implemented on a local basis, or may be co-
ordinated through some regional agent. This Sec-
tion will necessarily limit its attention to the
former although regional implications can easily
be drawn.
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A Definition

CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION

Advantages of the
Work-Learn Technique

Co-operative or "work-learn" education is a co-
operative arrangement between a school and a
business, industry or profession where a student
can pursue his education and gain practical
experience at the same time. While there are
many different kinds of programs to effect this
goal, most of them are at the college or junior
college levels. Only recently have some been
implemented at the secondary levels.

There are many advantages of this kind of arrange-
ment, not only for the student but for both the
participating school or business:

THE SCHOOL benefits through its "in the field"
contact with the industry, business or profession.
It does not have to be in the position that many
schools are said to be in; that is, suffering
from the "curriculum gap" between theory and
practice. Also at the college level the school
may handle twice as many students as it could
before, since one-half of the student body is out
in the field at any one time.

THE STUDENT benefits from direct and personal
experience in both the theoretical and practical
elements of his occupation at the same time. He
can become familiar with various aspects of the
trade or profession, and modify his goals and
objectives accordingly. Finally the work-learn
programs may provide the necessary financial as-
sistance needed to attain the education.
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Co-operative Program
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THE BUSINESS, INDUSTRY OR PROFESSION benefits
from the continued contact with the theoretical,
too. It can keep up with the advances in the
schools; and often employers use the co-operative
programs as means to bring new ideas into their
organizations. Also the business vets the un-
usual opportunity to observe and train its future
leaders on- the -snot through the work-learn Plan.

The organization of the program may fit any num-
ber of patterns, but there are three broad cate-
gories that may be identified:

- Full-time work periods alternated with full
time study periods.

- Full-time work accompanied or supplemented by
part-time study at night, on weekends, etc.

- Part-time work engaged in simultaneously with
part-time study.

Full-time Work An example of a program utilizing this concept is
and the college co-operative study plan. Here the
Full-time Study college and a specific industry nrofession may

pet together and provide a program where the stu-
dent spends some semesters in residence at the
school, and others in the field. Credit is then
given for both aspects. The University of Cin-
cinnati, for example, has established a co-on
program in architecture which covers six years.
The calendar year is broken ur roughly into
nuarters, and students srend some nuarters in the
school and some in nrofessional training.

The program, in terms of material covered and
sequence followed, is detailed as follows:

- FIRST AND SECOND YEARS, scent as a full-time
student at the University.
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THIRD YEAR, co-op work inLLI

related fields, givingV office contact with building
materials and equipment.

LLJ design
FOURTH YEAR, co-op work in
drafting and delineation

d r of in an architect's or en-
gineer's office.

2 3

Y E A R S

FIFTH YEAR, experience in
the major field selected.

SIXTH YEAR, experience in
the selected field; stu-
dent assumes Vmeresponsi-
bilities in the office.

Full-time Work An example of this kind of setup is the night
and school or correspondence course which is taken
Part-time Study in relation to the student's trade or profes::10/1.

In these arrangements, a certain amount of work
experience could count toward the degree.

Part-time Work The programs adopted by the military services,
and where students attend day-sessions at colleges
Part-time Study and carry additional training courses required

by the military, are typical of this concept.
In summer months, the student may he required to
complete a tour of duty or go to summer camp.
Another application in this area is one which is
becoming popular at the high school level; stu-
dents may receive vocational training half-day
and work in selected jobs during the other half.
The vocational school is the co-ordinating agent
and would probably award the degree.

The Facilities Since co-op education takes place within the
regular school framework, there can be no spec-
ific implications for facilities.
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JOB RETRAINING

The Objectives

Who Retrains?

Approaches
to the Problem

.,

The technological tempo of our times is fast es-
tablishing the need to retrain workers who are
either out of work or are in danger of losing
their jobs to automation or obsolescence. There
are two factors, both highly complicated, that
must be considered in job retraining Programs;
first, the need to find an acceptable skill and
teach it, and secondly, the need to bromote an
attitude that will enable these neorle to continue
to learn.

The task of job retraining can logically fall to
industry, to labor, or to public and private
schools, not to mention combinations of the three.
The schools will undoubtedly nay a large role in
these programs, though, because of their srecinl
resources (staff, materials, media, facilities),
and because of the fact that they are already
eeared to education, whereas industry and labor
may not be.

Working in conjunction with the school, either
labor or industry could initiate any number of
job retraining programs using the following ap-
proaches:

- Co-operative "work-learn" projects such as
discussed in the rrecedinp pages. Full-time
work periods may alternate with full-time
study periods, or more probably, part-time
study would supplement steady emPloyment.
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- The use of school facilities to broadcast TV
programs either into businesses or into the
workerst homes. This might also be done by
a local commercial station. While labor or
industry could supply the lecture materials
(or actually do the lecturing), the school
could supply technical facilities and know-
how to produce the program.

- School and industry or labor could jointly
sponsor correspondence or self-programmed
courses utilizing the school's programmed
media and evaluation facilities.

Methods of The particular method of instruction would, of
Instruction course, depend on the nature of the retraining

program, the time schedule, the subject matter
covered, and the number of persons included in
the audience. It is conceivable that any or all
of the following methods could be used;

Facilities

- Large-group instruction, with mass media
or Response systems (see Section 1).

- Small-group instruction to develop ideas and
opinions, either in the home, the business,
or other "school-sway-from-schools7 type of
locations. (see Section 5).

- Individualized instruction with programmed
materials or individual projects located in
the school, the business, or at home. (see

Section 2).

Once again, there can be no specific facilities
pinpointed as necessary for retraining programs.
It would'seem, however, that if these are con-
ducted outside of the school building; those
facilities discussed in the "schools-away-from-
schools" concept in Section 5 would have the
most applicability.
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CON T I NU I NG E DUCAT I ON

Two Aspects of
Continuing. Education

An Increase
in Emnhasis

Programs for
Broadening Education

Continuing education nrograms are aimed at adults
who generally fall into two main categories;
those who desire to broaden themselves through
taking liberal arts and other general courses, and
those who are concerned with furthering their own
professional education and in keening abreast of
new developments in their fields.

In the forseeable future there will be a rapid
increase in the numbers in both of these croups.
With the shortening of the work week and the new-
found leisure time combined with social nressures
for more education, housewives, workers and even
retired people will se seeking ways to broaden
and elevate themselves. Then, too, there are
those who desire to "get ahead" and realize that
education is the real key. Finally the profes-
sional man realizes that constant refresher edu-
cation is the only way he can maintain a ouality
nractice, consistent with new develonrents.

The programs for broadening education may fall
into two general areas; those taken as part of a

night adult-education program, and those taken at
home. While the former are convenient to many
and afford the advantages of having the teacher
face-to-face with the student, expense is an im-
portant factor. These adul+ education programs
must, above all, nay for themselves; and not only
may the registration fees have to cover the costs
of instruction, they may have to include a fee
for the use of school facilities.
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Places for Learning

The Professional
Refresher Programs

Courses taken in the home may be offered through,

- Educational television programs in the early
morning; or entire television stations desig-
nated for day-long educational broadcasting.

.

- Correspondence courses which may expand into
programmed instruction and mailed audio-
visual aids.

- Reading courses with published bibliographies
and references.

- Circuit instructors who periodically hold
seminars with students in rural communities.

These organizations listed above imply the use of
the home or semi-public facilities (such as the
meeting rooms in libraries, etc.) as places for
learning. Various suggestions are made in the
discussion of "schools-away-from-schools" in
Section 5. Just what role the school will play
in providing these nlaces for learning depends on
the financial picture. With taxes already high,
the school simply cannot be in a nosition to sub-
sidize these activities.

The needs of the professional person differ from
those of people interested in broadening educa-
tion. The courses are usually highly specialized
and are best accomplished through the use of con-
ferences, clinics, and the professional workshop.
A new dimension in this area has been added
through the use of. FM radio stations (operating,
say, between several hospitals in a region) and
Tele-Lecture media which can rut the lecturer in
the same room with the audience, although he may
be thousands of miles away.
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EDUCAT ON FOR THE
CULTURALLY DEPRIVED

The Essential Concern

Some Basic Problems

Education of the culturally-deprived essentially
concerns itself with providing basic education
for young people who come from families which have,
for many reasons, been unable to Provide their
children with an adeouate cultural background.
Not only are these children missing out on many
of the benefits of their society, but they may
be totally unready to benefit from classroom
education once they attain school age.

The families from which these children usually
come are often housed in overcrowded dwellings
where there is a general lack of concern for men-
tal, emotional and even physical well-being. The
parents may be apathetic or openly hostile to
educational programs, and make no effort to en-
courage children to take advantage of them.

The growing number of young people who can he con-
sidered culturally-deprived is frighteninp. In
1950, one out cr-' every four children in four of
our nation'F largest cities were considered cul-
turally-deprived. By 1960, one out of every
three children in the same cities fell in this
category. Unless something is done about it, it
is expected that this ratio will increase to one-
out-of-two by 1970.

All programs to assist the culturally-deprived
run up against problems, which solved nipht change
the complexion of things greatly. The first is
segragation on account of race, color, and creed.
While this does not create cultural deprivation,
it certainly contributes; and a true "eaual-
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What These Programs
Should Provide

opportunity" society would helr ease the situa-
tion. Another problem is that of parental res-
ponsibility. Except for a certain amount of
natural feedback into the home, programs to aid
the culturally-deprived can do little to strike
out the cause at its roots. Consequently, the
most effective projects might be those which are
combined with adult job retraining Programs, etc.

Even in the face of the basic problems, education
can have a tremendous impact on the situation.
No Room at the Bottom outlines some eighteen rec-
ommendations for meeting the needs of the cul-
turally-deprived, which are here summarized:

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

There should be programs in the pre-school years
which develop a foundation of health, a sense of
value and responsibility, and an optimistic
anticipation for school. These programs should
take place in the home, and also in day-care
centers, nursery schools and kindergartens. These
opportunities should be offered to every child:

- Supplemental health care
- Individual attention
- Group play and activities
- Words, books, art, music
- Construction and mechanics

For the older children remedial services such as
the following should he considered:

- Group psychotherapy

- Social workers to assist neighborhood clubs
and gangs.

- Programmed instruction
- TV programs that arouse interests in new areas.

CURRICULUM

Curriculum units that are relevant to the present
lives and interests of the students should be
developed. Units for lower-class youths should
emerge from the daily lives and concerns of the
learners. Commercial television, comic books,
hot-rod magazines and the like often provide the
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starting points. Curricula and methods should
be developed that emphasize the active, motoric,
concrete, practical and dynamic. These children
will learn better by being up, around and into
things than by sitting for a long time at a desk.
In many respects the best educational environ-
ment may be more like a camp than a classroom.

Excursions and visits should play an increasing
role as children grow older. Studies have shown
that in lower-class neighborhoods people seldom
venture far from their homes, and children have
inadequate conceptions of institutions and re-
sources outside of their own neighborhood,

Curricula and methods should be developed that
challenge pupils to inouire and to discover.
Teachers as well as pupils should join into the
inquiries and experiments.

The curriculum should provide smooth and natural
transitions to future education. There should
be no sharp break which suggests a stopping point
or which requires a deliberate decision to con-
tinue. Junior high school should merge with
senior high school, and senior high with college.

TEACHERS AND TEACHING METHODS

Teachers who are especially committed to serving
disadvantaged youngsters should he enlisted.
This implies smaller classes to maximize the
opportunities for teachers to help each child at
his own level of need. Helping factors include:

- Special workshops for teachers
- Help of social scientists and other experts
- Adequate materials and resources
Strong community relationships

Positive reinforcement should be exclusively
used. Programmed instruction may be used to in-
spire self-confidence. Also, more and better
opportunities for pupils to cultivate self-
insight should be provided.
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EXTENSION PROGRAMS

Further Extension

The Academic
Proprans

.1111..11.

This topic will honefully catch the loose ends in
our discussion of extending the role of the school.
Discussed will be other prorrnms which are offered
by the school, in addition to regular courses, for
the benefit of the community. These programs are
primarily aimed at problems to which the school
has resources available for solution. These re-
sources may include specialists, research person-
nel, equipment, and facilities. While the commun-
ity may receive the material benefits of these
progrons, the school does not cone out on the
short end; it necessarily pains by extending its
influence and rrestipe in the community. The
school also coins the satisfaction of knowing that
it may he playing a votal role in the community.

The academic programs for extending the role of
the school utilize the formal educational plant
and organization to solve certain problems:

- Retraining programs for the unemployed.

- Continuing education rroprams for those who
wish to broaden themselves, or to keep un
to date with technical developments.

- Programs for the culturally-derrived.

Each of these problems has been discussed in
other parts of this Section, and further comment
is not needed.
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The Non-Academic
Programs

Sharing Facilities

The non-academic programs are often organizedlike businesses: services are either provided
for co.pensation or for goodwill value. Theseservices are not designed to comnete with pri-vate enterprise and are usually directed atspecific groups or areas. Some of these programsmight include:

- Medical and dental clinics, and counseling
services for people who cannot afford them.

- Publication of research projects which may besent to special groups (such as farmers) for
in-the-field uses.

- Dissemination of information using books or
pamphlets to reach special groups.

- Establishment of speakers' bureaus, in order
to share the talents of the staff with the
community.

In addition to non-academic extension nrograms,the school can extend its influence by sharing
or leasing facilities and equipment. These
facilities may include,

- Library and information centers.

- Museum and display facilities.

- Gymnasium, athletic fields, courts, etc.

- Computers and data-handling facilities.

- Origination and production centers, broad-
casting facilities, etc.
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THE NEED FOR
CO-OP ER AT IVE DEVELOPMENT

Growth of the
Education Industry

Supporting Materials,
Aids and Media

As the size of our educational machine grows lar-
ger and larger, many implications for co-operative
development of resources and services arise. One
begins to forsee the need for new echelons or
levels of organization between the local school
and the state-wide education agencies. Aside
from the general growth of education, there are
many other reasons dictating the need for these
co-operative projects:

The expandinc role of instructional aids and media
in the communicative process was discussed in Sec-
tion 7. Any institution that begins to incorpor-
ate these aids and media into its program will
want to become involved in their production.
While many such materials are commercially avail-
able, there are never enough to cover the range
required by the teacher.

Some in-classroom production of materials has
always been done; but as the need increases, and
as production begins to invade the technical areas,
the teacher cannot produce all he needs. Likewise
factors of expense and the need to utilize the
teacher's time would seem to suggest a centrali-
zation of this activity.

The problem is in how far to go in centralizinp,
Production of instructional aids in Particular is
a Process that should lie close to the teacher so
he may supervise, criticize, or even participate
in their production. More expensive operations,
such as the production of films and the origina-
tion of television programs may need to take place
at higher levels than the individual school.
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Dissemination

Services to
Smaller Schools
and Districts

Theory vs Practice,
and the Need
to Experiment

The Need :o
Economize on Services

With the growing body of information, and the in-
ability of the individual library to keep ur with
it, what implications are there for more regional
centers to accomplish this dissemination?

Also, why can't the dissemination of aids and
media be set up on a more regional basis, thus
allowing a greater selection than any one individ-
ual school could afford?

In many cases schools have either chosen to, or
have been forced to, remain small. While there
are many advantages inherent in the small school,
there is also one great disadvantage: many so-
called "desirable" programs sirrly cannot be rut
into effect because of tight budgets, lack of
staff or resources, or insufficient demand.

Why cannot smaller schools (or more probably,
smaller school districts) get together and co-
operatively provide these additional services that
each could not afford on its own? Likewise, what
about schools that already have adequate programs
but who desire to provide even more services?

With so many approaches suggested for solving the
problems of educating our nations many are dis-
carded even before they are Put into operation
on a scale great enough to evaluate them. Often
the reasons put forward are lack of cash, time,
talent, or facilities. Once again, why can't
schools get together, either among themselves or
with a university, and provide some kind of reg-
ional demonstration center where these approaches
can be tried, observed, and evaluated?

Are there certain services to individual schools
or school districts that can be more economically
handled on a larger scale? How about computer
facilities? How about the Purchasing of supplies?
Certainly there are many more.
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AN INTRODUCTION

Since very many aspects of operating the school
can lend themselves to co-operative development,
or handling on a higher level to achieve some
economy or efficiency, this Section can only
hope to spotlight some of the more common move-
ments afoot today.

Without going into a great deal of detail, we
plan to look at these possibilities for co-
operative development of resources and services:

- Production of instructional aids and media,
and origination of TV broadcasting. These
are fields which, due to the increased needs
and expenses, readily lend themselves to some
kind of co-operative effort.

- Boards or centers for the provision of all
kinds of co-operative services, These cover
many fields which each individual member
school could not hope to provide on its own,
but could gain from the co-operative program.

- Regional centers for research and development
of curricula, new innovations and methods.
These could co-ordinate advances in theory
with practical applications, and might run
demonstration and evaluation Projects of their
own.

- Information pooling and dissemination DOSSi-
bilities.

As mentioned above, these only highlight sore pos-
sibilities for development. There are many more.
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THE PRODUCT ION OF
I NSTRUCTIC) 1'4 AL AAATERIALS

The Need for

Co-operative
Production and
Origination

Individual
schools

Co-operating
schools

Regional
schools

With thn increased emphasis on using instructionalaids and media in the school (see Section 7), theschool will undoubtedly want to pet into theProduction of its own suprortine materials andbroadcast media. Vhile there are ram, commercial-ly available prarhics, rosters, models, films,slides and so on, there is always a need for somegrass -roots production of these materials. "lostteachers find it a great help to be able to per-sonally write the specifications for needed mater-ials; sometimes they will want to assist on theirproduction.

Usinf, television as a media resource (see Section7) renuires a certain amount of technical know-bowand eouinment. While all the school ray need forminimal use is a collection of TV sets, thechances are that it will want to rove into somevideo-tapinp and broadcasting of its own.

9-4

The individual solutions to
the problems of Production
of aids and media will vary,
but there are Treat imrli-
cations for doing this on a
level above that of the in-
dividual school. For our-
noses or Presentation we
will call such co-operative
facility a production center.
This center may be located
in a large school to serve
it and others; or it may he
established by a number of
co- oreratinr schools or
districts; or it nky he set
up on even a more rerional
basis, serving many schools.
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Objectives of the Normally the objectives of such a center are,
Production Center

- The rroduction of instructional aids and
media (including broadcast and televised pro-
grams) for teachers to use in instruction.

- The production of display graphics for stu-
dents and teachers for use in exhibits, re-
ports, publications, etc,

- The production of visual materials for use by
the administration.

- The production of aids and media for use in
continuing education, extension nroprams, and
other projects aimed at enlarging and exten-
ding the role of the school. (see Section 8).

Basic Functions of The basic functions of this nroduction center may
the Production Center include any or all of the following:

- Lettering, illustrating, mounting, coloring
of visual presentation graphics and displays.

- Photography and production of slides, films,
filmstrips, projector transnerencies, etcs.

- Building of models and other 3-D aids.

- Recording of audio material for playback or
inclusion on sound tracks.

- Simultaneous relaying of on-the-air television
programs; taring of on-the-air programs for
future use; studio origination of TV programs;
and co-ordination of TV origination from
remote locations such as labs.

- Research and experimentation in aids and media,
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Advantac'es of

the Production Center

Orranization
of the Center

Advantares for
the Teacher

The Form of the
l'roduction Center

- Storage and dissemination of materials.

The advantages of the center are, first, that
high nuality aids and media can he made avail-
able to student, teacher and administrator.
Secondly, there is an element of savings since
the production function is centralized, elimina-
ting waste and duplication. Finally the nroduc-
tion of aids and media can be nut into the hands
of competent full-time personnel.

The production center would most likely be run
by a full-time co-ordinator with assistance as
necessary. There are also implications for help
from students (for cash or for course credits)
interested in the fields of illustration, photop-
raptly, electronics, and television.

The teacher would he able to irrrove his presen-
tation of material with the availability of the
high (-nullity aids and media. rather than use
materials which are inferior, irrelevant, or ill-
timed, he can obtain materials made to his own
specifications. Puttinp the task of rroducinr
these aids in other hands should rive the teacher
more time. Finally the teacher can rain rreater
insight into what he is presenting by forcing
himself to write a tight specification requesting
supporting materials for it.

1e must be careful not to restrict the use of
the phrase "production center" to mean a single
centralized facility.

As we have already noted, the nroduction center
can take on nary forms, and can hc found at many
different levels of reicnal orranizntions.
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Almlfm,WIPPPITIIIMPf

CO-OPERAT IVE SERVICES

Many Tasks
to be Done

In addition to the functions of, producing and
originating aids and media, there are a multi-
tude of endeavors that can be accomplished co-
operatively.

Recognizing the need for at least one echelon
of co-operative development above the local level
but below the state-wide or nation-wide levels,
various co-operative arrangements have been es-
tablished. In New York State, for example,
there exist some 80 or so voluntary Boards of
Co-operative Educational Services (BOCES) through-
out the state. These boards are created by member
schools in the sunervisory districts; who nay for
services in proportion to which they receive them.
Additional financial support is provided by a
high amount of state aids.

Other states establish legally-constituted inter-
mediate districts which also handle certain legal
chores such as fixing school boundaries and en-
forcing state codes or teacher licensing, accoun-
tiig, etc. Other boards may he strictly volun-
tary efforts, such as the association of school
districts in St. Louis County, Missouri, which
provides audio-visual materials distribution.

The jobs that many of these co-operating boards
have undertaken cover a wide range of educative
and administrative services. They may include:

- Provision of adjunct and part-time staff for
smaller schools:

Administrative and guidance
Adult education

9-8
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Psychology and psychiatry
Health and dental hygiene
Cafeteria management
Library services
Vocational training and staff
Art and music staff

- Provision of actual facilities (where possi-
ble) for some programs which none of the
member schools could economically provide on
their own, such as auto mechanics, beauty
culture, etc. In this case stude.ts may be
spending half the school day in their regular
schools and the other half in the co-operative
school.

- Provision of special programs or the mentally
retarded, the culturally-deprived, for gifted
children, and for drop-outs.

- Curriculum research and evaluation. Institu-
tion of pilot programs in member schools.

- Clearing house for studies and surveys of new
approaches, innovations, etc. Dissemination
of information on these developments to admin-
istrators and teachers through workshops, pub-
lications, etc.

- Production and origination of aids and media.
Conduct of research into these methods, testing
and selection of equipment for member schools.
Demonstration center.

- Central library facility for aids and media.

- Professional library for administrators and
teachers.

- In-service training of teachers including con-
ferences and workshops. Courses may even be
given for college credit.

- Counseling and advisory services for teachers
and administrators.
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1
9 co-operative services

The Implications
for Facilities

- Personnel services including central inter-
viewing and master file for applications.

- Data-processing center to handle school schedu-
ling, class lists6 attendance reports, exam
grading, report cards, budgeting, purchasing,
inventory control and statistics evaluation.

- Co-operative bidding and buying of goods.

- Process and audit of budgets.

- Major maintenance services, and central supply
of materials.

The essential point to remember is that these co-
operative boards are usually set up to perform
services which member schools cannot economically
or efficiently undertake themselves. They are
essentially functional, as opposed to being es-
sentially consultants, which is the subject of the
next portion of this Section.

The implications for facilities are necessarily
vague, depending on the co-operative services ren-
dered, The board, or whatever it may be called,
may operate out of a small office or it may be in
a position to build a facility of its own.

An Office of Education project directed by Jack
Tanzman, A Stud to Ex lore the Fensibilit of as

Regional EAlcatlon!TELTILIIIELsEila, makes
onespeci.ici3roIniousingsucafegiona1
center.
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regional research 1 9
1

REGIONAL RESEARCH
AND DEV E LO PMENT

What Can They Do?

Characteristics
of the Research
Center

The regional research and development center would
probably be setup in conjunction with a university
and would work in partnership with local schools
and boards of education to conduct research, in-
nitiate innovation, and supervise experiments in
new techniques, curricula and instruction devices.

The regional centers would be staffed by people
who understand the theory and practice of curric-
ulum and instruction (education professors, tech-
nological people, etc.) and who are interested in
advancing the causes of these areas.

Financial support would probably come from gov-
ernment agencies, private foundations, and partic-
ipation fees paid by member schools.

These centers would serve primarily as consultants
leaving actual services to be performed at lower
echelons, closer to the grass roots. A wide range
of clinics, refresher courses, summer institutes
for teachers and administrators could be offered.

There are also implications for setting up types
of demonstration centers for visitors to observe
new techniques in action, and to conduct research
and evaluation studies on these approaches.

A prime function would be the dissemination of
information relative to change and innovation; and
a general job of trying to bring about general
public understanding of these techniques.
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9 T information pooling

INFORMAT ION POOL! NG
1-1

IOW

The Need for Another possibility for co-operative development
Co-operative lies in the field of information access. It has
Information Access been pointed out that the traditional goal of

one million volumes as the "optimum" in college
libraries is being doubled. The need to accom-
modate the information explosion is a orobler
that many libraries and schools have no idea of
how to cope with.

Rooling of While a few solutions have been nut forth in this
Resources area of information access, there seems to be

stronr implications for one just on the horizon
now: the pooling of information resources. Several
colleges, for instance, could band together on a
mutual information retrieval line, and each could
specialize in the type of information supplied,
College A could be the engineering center, College
B the medical center and so on. Rather than re-
quiring each school to carry a comprehensive
library, information ray be received and transfer-
red from library to library as needed; each school
could then concentrate only on its specialty.

This is, of course, not limited to colleges or
even schools in :7cneral. The bibliographic \ILDLARS
program (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval
System) at the National Library of Medicine is an

example of the possibilities in this field. Here
a computer handles reouests from doctors who wish
to gain information in specific fields or cases,
and prints out information sources for then immedi-
ately.
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Quincy School, Boston, 5-3

Radio, as instructional aid, 7-100 8-8
Read, Dr. Edwin, 1-5, 2-29, 2-30, 4-5, 4-11
Rear Projection, 1-7, 7-18
Reception, Television, 7-27

Refresher Courses, 5-20, 8-1, 8-7, 8-8
Regional

development of resources, 9-8ff
dissemination, 9-2, 9-9, 9-11
production of aids and media, 9-1, 9-4ff
research and development, 9-11

Registration, by Computer, 6-4, 6-10
Reinforcement, by Aids and Media, 7-7, 7-16, 7-22,

7-23, 7-33
Remote-Controlled Projection, 7-12, 7-19
Repeating Courses or Grades, 2-2, 2-8
Research, Regional, 9-6, 9-9, 9-11
Resource C-Iiters, see Library
Response Area, schools-away-from-schools, 5-16
Response Systems, 1-3, 7-21, 7-22, 7-23
Ridgewood High School, 1-4, 3-3

St. Louis County, Co-operative Effort in, 9-8

Scheduling,
computer-based, 6-4ff
individualized, 2-10ff
modular, 4-7ff
student-planned, 4-11ff

Scheduling Cycle, 4-8, 4-9
Schools-Away-From-Schoois, 5-16ff, 8-6, 8-8
Schools-Within-Schools, 5-11ff
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Segregation of Races, 5-6, 8-9
Self-Discipline, Student, 2-3, 2-16, 2-19
Simulation, 7-36, 7-37
Single-Concept Material, 7-12, 7-13
Size of Groups, 1-1ff
Size of School, 5-2, 5-4, 9-2
Slide Projectors, 7-12
Slide Projectors, Automatic, 7-12
Slides, 7-12
Small Schools,

advantages of, 5-1, 5-4
services to, 9-2, 9-8ff
multi-class teaching in, 1-9ff

Specialists, Teacher, 302, 3-7
Speakers' Bureaus, 8-14
Splinter Courses, 2-11
Staff Specialists, 3-8, 9-8
Student-Planned Periods, 4 -llff
Student Response Systems, see Response Systems
Studio Teachers, 3-2, 7 -28, 7-29
Systems Approaches, 7-4

Tape,

continuous loop, 7-8
recorders, 7-8
video, 1-5, 9-4

Teacher,

adjunct, 9-8
cycling, 2-18, 2-19, 2-30, 2-32, 5-12, 5-13
echelons, 3-7ff
specialists, 3-2, 3-7
teaming, 3-2ff
utilization of, 3-1

Teaching Machines, 7-31
"Teacher-Paced" Instruction, 2-3, 2-15
"Teaching Wall," 1-7
Team Planning, 3-2ff
Team Teaching, 3-2ff, 7-28, 7-29
Technological Obsolescense, 6-1, 8-1, 8-5
Tele-Lecture, 7-11, 808
Telephone, as instructional aid, 7-10
Television, 7-25ff, 9-4ff
Time Period,

extended, 4-5ff
modular, 4-7ff
student-planned, 4-11ff
traditional, 4-4

Tracks, 2-6, 2-8
Tracking, Homogeneous, 2-6, 2-8, 2-9
Tracking Student Progress, 2-30, 6-10
Transmission, Television, 7-26, 7-27
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Transmitting Area, in schools-away-from-schools,
5 16

Transperencies,
Overhead, 7-15
Slide, 7-12, 7-13

Transportation, and Educational Ptak, 5-7
Trimester Plans, 4-6, 4-16
Trump Plan, 1-5, 3-7ff
Tutoring, Student, 5-8

Unemployment, 5-19
University of Cincinnati, 8-3

Video Taping, see Tape, Video
Viewing Angle, 1-7, 7-14, 7-17
Viewing Area, 1-7

Vocational Programs, 8-4, 9-9

Washington County Television Project, 7-25, 7-27,
7-29

Wayland Senior High School, 1-4, 3-4
Winnetka Plan, 2-5

"Work-Learn" Techniques, 8-2ff, 8-5
Workshop

Administrative, 9-9
Professional, 8-8
Teacher, 8-13, 9-9

"Write-On" Surfaces, 7-6, 7-14
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